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Foreword

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, in
cooperation with Associated Organizations for 'Teacher Education
(i \OTE), contracted with the United States Office of Education (Educa-
tional Media 13ranch) for a twenty-seven month program entitled "A
Project to Improve the Professional Sequence in Preservice Teacher
Education through the Selective and Planned Use of New Media." One
of the results of the TEAM Project (Teacher Education and Media) was
the publication and wide distribution by the AACTE of A Proposal for the
Revision of the Pre-service Professional Component of a Program of
Teacher Education. This publication stimulated a great deal of interest
on the part of teacher educators in the field.

Under the leadership of John R. Verdun', Jr., the Division of Educa-
tion of the State University College, Cenesco, New York, using the TEANI
proposal as a guide, engaged in an academic year study of the theoretical
foundations of teacher education. A series of faculty seminars was held
throughout the school vicar, and leading educational researchers and
theoreticians were called in to serve as resource persons. These seminars
served to upgrade and stimulate the teacher education faculty and provided
an instrument for approaching the teacher education curriculum in a more
analytical manner. This present book contains an edited version of the
presentations and discussions engaged in by the faculty, and it is hoped that
others involved in teacher preparation programs trill find stimulation in
these materials.

The Ne' York State Department of Education deserves special
recognition for supporting this effort. Commendation is also due the
college administration for its continuing encouragement to Dr. Verdun,
and his staff. The Association also wishes to thank Dr. Verduin for
making this manuscript available. While the opinions concerning the
preparation of teachers expressed herein are those of Dr. Verduin and the
special resource people, they are sure to stimulate considerable discussion in
the field. The Association commends this effort to seek new and innovative
approaches to teacher preparation.

A special note of appreciation is given to Mrs. Rebecca Fiske for her
work in translating the original manuscript into book form.

WAurEll J. MARs
Associate Secretary

March 1967
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Preface

Hiis book is the result of an intensive academic rear study into
the theoretical foundations of teacher education of the future.' It was
my pleasure to initiate and chair this study \vhich brought thirteen of the
nation's finest educational researchers and theoreticians together with the
Division of Education of the State University College, Cenesco, New
York. The Division of Education for the academic rear study utilized as a
guide to its investigation and thinking A Proposal for the Revision of the
Pre-Service Professional Component of a Program of Teacher Education
by Herbert F. LaCrone.2 Dean La Crone's Proposal represents a monu-
mental and thoughtful effort at reviewing the available evidence and
organizing it into a program for preparing teachers. Since the thinking was
so good and the sources cited so outstanding, we chose various people from
the Proposal as consultants to come to our campus about every two weeks
throughout the academic year 1965-66 to present their ideas to us. As a
result of a visit of two or three days by each of the specialists, we were
better able to understand their work and the meaning it held for improved
teacher education.

Before the consultants began coming to our campus, La Crone spent
two days with us discussing his Proposal and the nature of our study.
From his guidance and discussion we embarked on our investigation. One
point made quite clear to me by Dr. La Crone was that we in Cenesco
should attempt to "translate" our study into some form of workable docu-
ment for other practicing teacher educators to use. Since our study was
unique in nature, and since teacher education is under scrutiny now, I
moved ahead in my attempt to formulate some document that could be used
lw other educators in the field. The thirteen consultants also offered their
support and encouragement in the drafting of this document.

After considerable thinking and discussion with the thirteen consul-
tants, the professional staff of The American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, and others concerned with this writing project, it
was decided that the document should take the form of a "resource hook,"
whereby Ihe work of our consultants would be stated in one volume for
the consideration of others. Besides the research and theories of the
consultants, there will be ideas presented on the implications of the work
for improved teacher education. In this book, then, the objective presenta-
tion of the specialist's work and the meaning it has for new and different
patterns of preparing teachers will be offered. From this presentation it is
hoped that the reader will gather sufficient data and ideas to attempt to
foster some kind of innovation in his teacher education program, or at least
to do some serious thinking about preparing teachers. The work of the

' For a more complete discussion of the study see Verduin, John R., Jr. "Theo-
retical Foundations for Teacher Education of the Future: An Academic Year Study."
Journal of Teacher Education 17: 112-14; Spring 1966.

La Crone, Herbert. A Proposal for the Revision of the Pre-Service Professional
Component of a Program of Teacher Education. Washington, D. C.: The American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1964.



thirteen consultants does not, of course, represent all of the significant work
related to preparing teachers. but it does offer sufficient evidence for one
to think about and perhaps to propose some change in existing programs.

I will make some introductory statements in Chapter One regarding
teacher education and the nature of some of the variables associated with
preparing good teachers. This should serve to start us thinking about
preparatory programs and the meaning that each consultants Ivork has for
them. 1 he next thirteen chapters will present individually the Nvork of
the visiting consultants. The final chapter lvill offer sonic brief conclusions
and directions as I view them. The conclusions will be only in regard to
some commonality of ideas and summary of main points. Alll conclusions
regarding what teacher education should be as a result of this book will
have to come from the reader. To be a true resource book, this must be the
case. I will, however, suggest some directions that we in teacher education
might take in our efforts to prepare better teachers for our public schools.

I should like to thank the State University of New York, Dr. Samuel
B. Gould, president; and Dr. Harry Porter, provost, for granting me the
funds for secretarial assistance and supplies to draft this resource book.
I should also like to thank the State University College, Gcnesco, New
York; and Dr. Robert W. MacVittie, president, for providing funds for my
salary during the writing project. Finally, I should like to thank The
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education for publishing
this book. Only through the team efforts of these three major sources is
this book possible.

This book also was made possible through the considerable efforts of
our thirteen consultants. Very sincere appreciation must he expressed to
them, not only for their assistance on this book, but for their contribution
to the original study. Working with them during their visits to our campus
was indeed challenging, enlightening, and most exciting. Their dedication
to the educative process is of the highest, and their willingness to assist
others contributes to their status as outstanding American educators.

Our consultants were as follows:
13. Othanel Smith, Professor of Education, University of Illinois
Hilda Taba, Professor of Education, San Francisco State College
N. L. Gage, Professor of Education and Psychology, Stanford University
Ned Flanders, Professor of Education, Univeisity of Michigan
Arno Mack, Professor of Education, Teachers College, Columbia

University
.' W. Getzels, Professor or Education and Psychology. [Jill\ :-sity of

Chicago
Harry Broudv, Professor of Education, University of Illinois
Albert Hickey, President, ENTELEK Incorporated, Newburvport, Massa-

chusetts
James Gallagher, Professor of Education, Llniyersity of Illinois
J. Richard Suchman, Research and Development Specialist, Science

Research Associates
Asaliel Woodruff, Professor of Education, University of Utah
David Krathwohl, Professor of Education and Dean, Syracuse University



Elizabeth Steiner Maeda, Professor and Chairman, Department of
Philosophy, University of Southwestern Louisiana
I am also indebted to Miss Char Mae Akers for her considerable efforts

at typing the various drafts of this manuscript and to my wife Janet for
her assistance with editing and reviewing the tapes and manuscript.

Again, I must thank the staff of AACTE for the early guidance in this
book, and Herbert LaGrone for his overall assistance in our study. The
encouragement offered by these people and the professional staff of the
Division of Education of the State University College, Geneseo, was most
gratifying. It is our fervent hope that this book will contribute to the
improvement of teacher education programs throughout the nation.

JRV, Jr.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

The study of education and the careful rethinking about the prepara-
tion of teachers are perhaps at their highest point in history, and they should
remain under critical study for some time. The writing of James B. Conant'
has prompted professional teacher educators to think critically about
programs that prepare young people for a career in teaching. If one accepts
the notions of Conant. however, he might automatically conclude that there
is no body of knowledge. no content, and no discipline in education or that
none can be developed. To concede this would be pure folly on the part
of professional educators. There is enough data on the topic now to start
formulating some different kinds of patterns fof preparing a more analytical
and critical person to assume the position of classroom teacher.

If one were to analyze teacher education now, it would not be difficult
to find that the typical undergraduate program for teachers consists of
foundations courses, methods courses, and a form of practicum. Does this
produce the kind of critical, decision-making person necessary for teaching
in our schools now and in the future? It may not be too difficult to answer
no to this proposition.

What is known about the teaching act, knowledge and order of con-
tent, educational objectives, thinking and concept formation, and theories
and paradigms for teaching? Further, what is known about the analysis of
these important functions in our preparatory programs? Are we giving
them proper consideration, or are we relying on the "intuitive" person to
carry on the functions of classroom teaching in our public schools? Reliance
on the intuitive person suggests that there is no distinct area of teacher
education and that there never will be. This, too, is wrong, and many
teacher education people are beginning to realize it.

To change these false notions, perhaps it will take the efforts more of
practicing teacher educators than of the educational researchers and

' Conant, James B. The Education of American Teacher, New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Co., 1963.



theoreticians to foster the needed change in preparatory programs. The
change must occur in the c,,,Ilege classrooms throughout the nation, for
change at this grass roots level is what is needed for new designs in teacher
education.

The early research by Smith (sec Chapter 2) has opened the door to
study of the teaching act. Others have taken up the task so that now we
have some data on teaching strategies and the analysis of c:assroom inter-
action. Still others have provided some paradigms, guides. and theories
1- teaching and formal classroom instruction. One can glean from the

literature some significant an tear.iing, the analysis of teaching, and
theoretical notions about teaching. Theses outstnding studies should assist
the teacher educator in his search for better v oys of preparing teachers.

One is confronted with the use, order, and structure of the vast
explosion of knowledge and what meaning it now has for the young people
in our public schools. Teachers must consider how content can be ordered
and used properly for effective meaning in the classroom to insure that
learning takes place to a higher degree. Teacher educators should first give
consideration' to the studies and thinking in this all important area.

In this age of rapid social chi nge and perole!':-..g world problems, one
is quite interosiod in the (level( pment or thinking on the pat of the
youngsters in our sch ,ols. How i one taught to think and inquire? What
are the important goals in the c(ignitiye domain? I-Iow can one achieve
tf - goals as well as those of the affective domain? How can adequate
concept formation he fostered in our youngsters, and what is necessary for
this kind of concept formation? These seem to be important concerns
facing young people who will become teachers, as %Yell as those who teach
teachers. There is substantial data PIi.1 thinking on these important areas,
and after a careful consideration, it should find its %vav into the preparatory
programs of teachers.

To develop a program for the preparation of teachers requires a con-
siderable effort on t part of the teacher educators. It requires a decision
on what is important for teachers, an identification of the variables for
consideration, and some theoretical and perhaps some philosophical notions
about teaching-learning and the meaning it has for teachers.

There are three major areas to consider when thinking about the
preparation of teachers: general education, specialized education, and the
professional component. Although the first area may be beyond the realm
of this book, teacher educators must consider what goes into this area for the
preparation of better teachers. Since the school in which the teacher will
teach is found in a culture] setting, then perhaps some sociology and history
arc necessary. Since the outcomes from the educative process are philo-
sophical, some philosophy may be important. Since we live in a highly
technical society, perhaps some study of the sciences is imperative. These
arguments c mid be built for humanities, arts, and other disciplines within
the area of general education and, of course, require decisions on the part
of the interested teacher educator. What seems important for future

2
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teachers for effective teaching and effective living within a democratic
society?

Some decisions must also he made concerning specialized teachers.
Should the history teacher be required to take enough work in history to
think like an historian? Should this depth he required of teachers who
work in other major discipline areas? What should be requircd of the
elementary school teacher in specialized areas? How much depth in con-
tent should he have to perform his duty as an effective teacher? Again,
what study in social sciences, science. humanities, arts, and special areas
'n education is necessary for the effective function of a classroom teacher?
Since this area is more closely related to the professional education com-
ponent, teacher educators must give serious thought to it. Parts of the
remaining chapters of this book will allude to this important area.

Finally, the professional component, or selected experiences developed
fur the prospective teacher to prepare him for his professional work in the
classroom, is of vital concern to the teacher educator.

Before a program of professional experiences can he identified and
tested with teacher education students. some philosophical questions have
to be answe-- 1; and some assumptions about the students, the program or
content, and (, outcomes should be made. First of all, when thinking
about a preparatory program. one must begin by thinking about the kind of
product he desires. What results does he want from his intensive work
with future teachers? What skills, abilities, and knowledge should the
future teacher possess after completing the program?

What assumptions can be made regarding the student's background,
ability to learn, current conceptual scheme, and changes in behavior? What
does the teacher educator think about knowledge, learning. and new
media in relation to a program for teachers? A careful examination of these
and other factors must be made when thinking about preparing teachers.

To serve as a guide to the thinking about the preparation of teachers,
the Gcneseo Study utilized the Proposal lw Herbert LaCrone.2 This
Proposal made a significant attempt to structure a program for teachers
based o..-) exis)ng literature in education. La Crone suggested his assump-
tions, made philosophical judgments, and then proceeded to plot the
program. oe Proposal was indeed only a proposal to create study,
thinking, and interest on the problem of preparing teachers. Conceptual
Models in Teacher Education is a study of parts of the Proposal, and

Grone's work served as a guide to the writing of the present volume. To
enhance the reader's knowledge about the subject, perhaps he may wish to
read the Proposal during the coverage of this book. Too, the Proposal may
offer to the reader some basic notions of what is involved in a new and
different proposal for preparing teachers.

Within Course I, The Analytical Study of Teaching, of La Crone's

2 La Crone, Herbert F. A Proposal for the Revision of the Pre-Service Professional
Component of a Program of Teacher Education. 'Washington, I). C.; The American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1964.
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Proposal, this resource book will include the work by B. Othancl Smith on
the Logical Aspects of Teaching. This will be followed by I lilda Taha's
work on Teaching Strategies for Cognitive Growth, which resulted from
her investigation of Thinking in Elementary School Children. Then a
discussion on Paradigms and Theories for Teaching by N. L. Gage from
his extensive writing in this area will be offered. The analysis of classroom
interaction of the teacher and students will be discussed using Ned
Flanders' Interaction Analysis research. Then the extensive, descriptive
study, The Language of the Classroom, 1w Arno Bel Will he reviewed.
Finally, within Course I, the Classroom Group and the School as a Social
System by J. W. Getzels will he offered. From a study of these six out-
standing efforts the reader can perhaps devise some means for analysis of
the many variables associated with teaching, and then move to the concept
formation stage. Using these various works should permit the student to
identify, explain, and even demonstrate the important concepts. Sufficient
concrete examples in these works should also provide the necessary means
for analysis and concept formation.

Within Course II, Structures and Uses of Knowledge, the Uses of
Knowledge by Harry S. Broody will be discussed in this book. Following
Broudy's work will be the work of Albert E. Hickey on the Logical
Structure of Teaching. From these two works the teacher educator, and in
turn the teacher education student, can begin to look at the logical organi-
zation of the content to be taught. Also, they mav be better able to analyze
the content zinc] place it in better order for teaching. From the work of
these specialists one can begin to make better decisions about what should
be taught and the particular order of the teaching.

Under Course III, Concepts of Human Development and Learning,
comes a discussion of the works by James Gallagher, J. Richard Suchman,
and Asahcl Woodruff. Gallagher used toe Structure of the Intellect in
some of his research on Gifted Children and thus has seen the meaning of
this three-dimensional cognitive model. Suchman's work has been focused
on the process of Inquiry Training and what meaning this has for the
individual and his conceptual system. Woodruff's yen' significant work on
Concept Formation and the prerequisites for adequate formation of con-
cepts \Yin be presented and discussed to sllow its meaning for the teaching
process. A careful examination of the works of these three specialists should
assist the teacher education professor and student in thinking about
intellectual development, inquiry, and concept formation.

Course IV, Designs for Teaching-Learning, in the Proposal is dis-
cussed within the frameworks of the works Of Woodruff and Krathwohl.
Woodruff's additional work on Learning Unit Design will he covered in
this book, and a discussion on Education Goals by David Krathwohl will be
offered. These two efforts will assist the teacher educator in preparing for
a method of teaching utilizing many of the other specialists' works. ''The
teacher education student should be able to prepare a learning expel icnce
for the adequate development of concepts.

4
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Under Course V, Demonstration and Evaluation of Teaching Com.
peteneics, this book will present the work of Elizabeth Steiner Marcia on
Theories of Formal Instruction. A discussion of this work will aid the
teacher in thinking about theoretical models and in developing a theory of
formal instruction.

It should be noted that several of the studies of the consultants can
apply to other areas or courses as outlined by LaCrone. This is why the
reader should perhaps consider both La Crone's Proposal and this book
concurrently.

The writer does not suggest a close adherence to the notions of the
Proposal. Only after a complete study of the topics in this book and some
a..',ditional thinking and review should the reader suggest and test a method
of preparing teachers which will offer the outcomes desired by him. It is
to this point that this book is written. Completely new programs as well as
modification within existing programs can be cited as the goals of this book.
Closure and conclusions must, therefore, come from the reader.

5



Chapter 2. The Logical Aspects of Teaching

Professor B. Othanel Smith' and associates conducted some extensive
inquiry into the logical dimensions of teaching under a United States Office
of Education grant. The context of this research will be reported here, and
the implications of this work for improved teacher education programs will
be discussed.

This research was an outgrowth of some earlier investigatory work into
the proposition of whether or not instruction in logic in selected high school
subjects would change the ability of students to think critically. The goals
of this research project were defined broadly as

1. Devising a procedure for finding out whether or not there are
logical dimensions of teaching and for describing s ich dimensions
as discovered.

Determining if there is any significant difference in the behavior
of those trained in the logical dimensions of teaching from those
not trained.

Determining the effects of such different behavior as may be found
upon the logical behm ior of the students.

Only the deser'ption of the logical dimensions of teaching behavior will be
discussed in this chapter. The research reported in this chapter is the first
level of inquiry, where behaviors are observed, described, and classified:
and thus no change in the behavior is prescribed. From a variety of
alternatives Smith chose two elements of the conceptual context to study:
verbal behavior and the logical nature of the behavior. He wanted to
analyze student-teacher-content interaction in logical terms. Teaching
behavior as described by Smith is multifaceted, but he selected only the
behavior that induces learning as an end product. Since teaching behavior
is primarily verbal in nature. he studied only verbal behavior, such as
spoken and written discourse and symbolic expression. He selected logic

3.

Dr. Smith is Professor of Education at the University of Illinois in the Bureau
of Educational Research.
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because questions entail logical operations. A logical operation is a verbal
performance, the correctness of which can he ascertained by the degree to
which it corresponds to the requirements of logic,

Smith suggests that there are three types of verbal behavior used in
teaching. One type, such as instructing, eliciting responses, and causing the
topic to be remembered, is intended to have a specific effect. This kind
of discourse involves such intellectual operations as explaining and defining
so that the topic can be understood and restated. The second kind of verbal
behavior, simple telling the student how to perform an operation, can be
checked if the student is able to perform the skill or operation required of
him. Once the skill is acquired, then nothing more is required. The third
kind of verbal behavior, such as praising, advising, and commending the
student, has an emotional rather than a cognitive influence on the student.
These kinds of utterances are not usually of an intellectual nature, but are
used for affective purposes.

Smith further defines two kinds of behaviors that may he considered
logical in a sense. Behavior is logical if it can be formulated symbolically
in a logical form, and it can be logical if it can be modified in response to
a self-analysis and correction of one's thought processes in accordance with
the rules of logic. These two notions about logical behavior arc used in
this research.

Smith and associates gather,....1 their data through the taping of
secondary classroom discourse. Their unit of discourse was divided simply
into two forms: episode and monologue.

Episode was the unit used when more than one speaker addressed the
group. Generally the episodic discourse would go through a three-phase
pattern: the opening (generally a question). the sustaining (generally a
reply or judgment), and the closing (an affirmative remark). Some
episodes did not go through the final stage because of a lack of a closing
comment; they could move hack to the opening or sustaining phase.

Monologue discourse was used extensively For making assignments and
announcements and for giving directions. It occurred much less frequently
than did episodic discourse.

For the development of categories into which the various episodes
could he placed, Smith found that the conventional categories of logic
would not work completely because of the great variety and complexity of
symbolic operations demanded be teachers. Therefore, some unusual
categories of logic were used, and of course, the influence of the con-
ventional categories found its way into the final category system. Certain
considerations finally led to classifying episodes by their opening phases.

The opening phase always contained a verbal move that evoked at
least one and many times a series of related verbal exchanges. The verbal
move was termed an "entry" by Smith. The entry was a self-initiating move
on the part of the person who made it, and it was followed by some
responding mnarks. The entry, it was argued, thus tended to share. the
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nature of the episode. From the classification of the entry one could the
determine the logic of the response or sustaining phase.

The categories into which the entries were grouped are:
DEFINING. Entries making up this group are cone( (.d with how Nvords

or other symbols are used to refer to objects (abstract or concret). These
entries vary in form and content, hut, in general, they ask implicitly or
explicitly for the meaning of terms.

Defining may take the following forms: (a) A term is given and a
definition or meaning of the term is to be supplied as a response to the entry;
for example, "What does the word 'dorsal' mean:" (h) The entry contains
neither the word "mean" nor die word "define." The entry asks instead what
something isfor example, "What is a cablegram?" (c) The noun in the entry
is a grammatically proper name. In these cases, the entry requires that the
object designated by the proper name be described or otherwise indicatedfor
example, "Who was Paul Elmer More?" (d) Some entries ask for a term or
expression that can be substituted for another term or expressionfor example,
-What is the symbol for gravity?"

DESCRIBING. To describe is to represent something by words or
drawing, to tell about something. Thus, the entries making up this category
mention or suggest something and require that an account of this some
be given. In the question, "What can you tell us about the gill rakers?" it is
clear that we are asked to describe the gill rakers.

However, not all questions that mention or allude to something ask for a
description. "What would be some examples of a sense organ:" is a question
that names a class of things and asks that examples be cited. No description is
requested.

In some cases, as in the example just given, it is easy to tell whether or
not the entry requires a description or an identification; but in a large number
of entries, this intent is obscure. "What did Cleveland find out?" is a question
that might be answered by naming whatever it was that Cleveland uncovered,
but the expectations would be more nearly satisfied were the question answered
by a brief account of what he found out, On the other hand, "What is a
common defect of this part (cerebellum) of the brain?" may be answered by
naming the defect, although a description of the defect would not he
inappropriate as an answer.

DESIGNATING. To designate is to identifv something by na::-eword
or other symbol. The name designates the object (abstract or concrete) to
which it refers. Thus, this group of entries is made up of items in which
something is described or otherwise indicdted, and the name used to refer to
it or to identify it is requested. These entries vary widely in form and content.
In general, they demand that objects (abstract or concrete) be designated by
name or other symbol or simply by pointing. Consider the question, "What do
you call a word used to modify a verb?" The question is answered by giving
the name of the wordnamely, "adverb." The question, "What reptile did he
show in the film?" is answered in the same wayby giving a namealthough
the question does not explicitly ask what the reptile is called. Again, "What is
the word (in a given sentence) that is to be modified?" is a question that can
be answered by pointing to the particular word or by saying it.

Designating may take the following forms: (a) The entry demands that
an example or instance, or a number of examples of a group of things be named;
(b) The entry gives a set of things and requires that all members of the set be
named; (c) The entry gives a particular class or group of things, or a particular
object. and requires that it be specified by name or by pointing; (d) The entry
describes or suggests something and asks explicitly for its name.

8
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STATING. Entries in this group do not ask for names, descriptions, and
sn forth, but for things to be stated. They may ask for statements of issues,
steps in proofs, rules, obligations, theorems, conclusions, ideas, beliefs, promises,
threats, For example, the question, "What is the conclusion:" asks for a state-
ment of ;amine sort. It seldom can he answered satisfactorily merely naming or
describing.

REPORTING. 'The entries in this group ask for a report on what a book
or document says, for information in the text, or for a summary' or review, for
example, "What happens in Chapter Ten?"

SUBSTITUTING. The entries making up this category ask the student
to perform a symbolic operation, usually of a mathematical nature, for example,
"Substitute y for x in this equation."

EVALUATING. To evaluate is to estimate the worth, dependability, or
the like, of something. An entry of this type requires that sonic object, expres-
sion, event, action, or state of affairs be rated on its value, dependability, desira
!Airy, and the like. For example, the question, "Is lie a good judge?" asks the
student to rate a judge who acts in some particular manner.

OPINING. To opine is to express beliefs, usually based on little or no
evidence. Such beliefs are about what is possible, what might have been and is
not, what might obtain in the future. "Do you think that historians xvill say
that Wilson was right in proposing the League of Nations?" is an entry that
asks for conjecture about how historians of the future will judge Woodrow
\Vilson with respect to a particular set of actionsthose involved in proposing
the Lcague of Nations.

CLASSIFYING. Each entry in this group makes explicit reference to an
instance and/or class (group, set, kind) of things. The entry requires that a
given instance be put in a larger class to which it belongs as a subclass. For
example, "What special type of triangle did you find it to be?" is a question that
makes reference, by the word "it," to a particular triangle. The student is
expected to tell to what class of triangles this particular one belongs. As an
illustration of questions that ask for a class to be placed in a larger class, con-
sider the following: "What group of animals does the jellyfish belong to?" In
this question, the term "jellyfish" does not refer to a particular jellyfish, but to
a subclass. The student is required to name the larger class to which the group
of animals called "jellyfish" belongs.

COMPARING AND CONTRASTING. This type of entry requires
comparison of two or more things (actions, factors, objects, processes, and so
on). There are three kinds of entries in this category: (a) The entry merely
asks for a comparison, the points of comparison not being explicitly indicated,
for example, "\Vhat is the difference between probation and parole?" (b) The
entry specifies two (or more) things and asks that either their similarities or
differences be noted with respect to a particular characteristic, for example,
''Is its (fish's) eye very large compared to the size of the grasshopper's:" (c)
The entry names a thing and requires that another thing similar to it, or
different from it, be indicated; for instance, "Which one (Canadian house)
corresponds to the House of Commons?"

CONDITIONAL INFERRING. This category consists of entries each
containing an antecedentthat is, the conditional parts of a statement. In the
sentence, "When it rains, the streets are wet," the phrase "when it rains"
the antecedent. The phrase "the streets are wet" is the consequent. Now, the
entries that make up this category give an antecedent. Sometimes they give
both an antecedent and a consequent. They never contain a consequent alone.

Here is an example of an entry containing an antecedent only: "How does
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that (undemocratic handling of colonies) affect the mother country?" The
phrase "undemocratic handling of colonies" is the antecedent. It describes the
condition of which the effect on the mother country is the consequent. The
question asks the student to tell what the consequent is. Take another case: "If
the diagonal (in a rhombus) is given as 12 and this angle is 60, what is the
angle at C and at Ar In all cases where the antecedent alone is given, the
entry requires that the consequenteffect, result, ()Laconic, subsequent behavior
be supplied as the answer,

Consider an example of an entry containing both an antecedent and a
consequent: 'Did you ever get it headache from sleeping in a draft?" The
phrase "sleeping in a draft" is the antecedent and "get a headache" is the
consequent. In entries of this kind. the student is required to affirm the con-
sequent, to deny it, or to say lie does not know if Ile has ever suffered or
enjoyed the consequent under the given condition.

Some of these entries ask, for value judgments; some ask for statements of
result or outcome; and others for descriptions of actions, decisions, and the like,

EXPLAINING. There are several types of explanation entries, all of
which have one thing in common: They give a particular consequent and they
require that an antecedent be supplied. To explain is to set forth an antecedent
condition of which the particular event to be explained is taken as the effect
or else, to give the rules, definitions, or facts used to justify decisions, judg-
ments, actions, and so on. In the example, "Why did the light go out?" the
consequent is "the light go omit." The question asks the student to give a reason
or reasons to account for the fact that the light is out. The reasons(s) is (are)
the ntecedent(s).

Tere are six kinds of explanation entries, depending upon the kind of
antecedentmechanical, causal, sequent, procedural teleological, and nor-
mativeused to account for the consequent. These are described as follows:

Mechanical-explaining entries give an event or action that must be
accounted for through description of the way the parts of a structure fit or work
together. For example, "I low do fish make a sound ?" asks for a description of
the mechanism or structure that enables the fish to make vibrations.

Entries of the causal-explaining type give events, situations, or states to be
accounted for and ask that a state of affairs be cited of which the given event
(or a situation or state) is taken to be the result. For instance, "What makes a
person's muscles `twitch"):" asks for a description of the condition of the nerves
associated with twitching.

Sequent-explaining entries ask how something happened. They require
that a sequence of events be cited of which the event to be accounted for is the
end point. For example, as already cited, the question, "How did McKinley
happen to be killed," requires the recitation of events leading up to the
assassination of President McKinley.

Procedural-explaining entries require description of the steps or operations
by which a given result or end is attained. I Iere is a sample of entry: "How
did you get 72 (for an answer)?" The student is expected to tell the steps he
took to obtain his answer.

The teleological-explaining type of entry contains descriptions of actions,
decisions, states of affairs. or the worth of things, and requires that these be
accounted for or justified by reference to purposes, functions, or goals. For
instance, "Why are you doing those problems ?" asks for a purposesuch as
satisfying an assignment.

Entries of the normative-explaining type do either of two thi.gs. First,
they may mention or assume a decision, judgment, or state of knowing and
require that it be justified by citation of a definition or characteristic or both.
For example, "Why do we call them (animals between vertebrates and inverte-
brates) the chordata animal group?" asks that the student give a definition of
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the chordal(' phylum and point out that the animals in question have the
characteristics called for by the definition. Second, members of this group of
entries cite actions, decisions, or choices (either made or to be made) and
require that rules he given as reasons for the decisions, choices, etc. l'or
example, "Why do we use 'shorter' (in comparing two pencils as to length] ?"
asks for a rule prescribing the use of "shorter" in such cases. Entries of this
type usually call for grammatical or mathematical rules.

DIREC PING AND MANAGING CLASSROOM. Many questimis
asked 1w teachers have little or no logical significance. They are not designed
to evoke thought but to keep the classroom activities morning along.'

Observations" from this investigation tended to indicate that the per-
formance by teachers and students is of low quality when judged by logical
standards. The handling of the content of instruction by both students and
teachers is at a common sense level. There is no more clarity and rigor of
thought and analysis in classroom discourse than is o..cimarily found in the
casual give and tale of discussion occurring anywhere in daily life. Further.
teachers do not understand the logic of discussion or the logic of subject
matter. Smith also found that the treatment of concepts, principles, and
other knowledge often lacked clarity and rigor. Some examples by Smith
can he cited to display the fact that teaching behavior seldom conforms to
strict logical structures or the ideal forms found in logic.

Teaching behavior seldom exhibits complete logical explanations.
Instead of comi fete explanations, we find episodes consisting of explanation
sketches that either fail to give the connecting facts or, as is more often the
case, the explanatory principle. The following are typical cases of
elliptical explanations in the classroom.

I. A passage from a chemistry text is read defining acids, bases, and salts.
Examples of these are given, along with some of their commercial uses. It
is pointed out that lead is used as a base in many paints and that lead is
most often found, in nature, combined with sulphur as lead sulphate. After
some further elaboration the teacher asks, "Why does lead-base paint turn
black?" A student replies that the lead combines (with sulphur). The
pattern of explanation may be dit'grammecl in this way:

Connecting statement: It Thing to be explained:
(lead) combines (with Lead-l-ase paint turns
sulphur.)' > black.

Explanatory principle: (If lead in paint ctmthines with sulphur
in the air, it forms a black su )stance called lead sulphate.)

A class in history is discussing Cleveland's second administration. They arc
considering several unpopular things (at least, unpopular with certain
groups of people) that Cleveland did during his second term in office. The
teacher asks, "What did he (Cleveland) do that made the capitalists

2 Meux and Smith (I), pp. 142-148.
For reliability, experimental procedures, data, and other pertinent information

on this research see Smith and 'Vieux (2).
' Parentheses indicate what teacher and student assumed but did not say.
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unhappy?" A student says that he repealed the tariffs. The pattern is as
follows:

Connecting statement:
I Ie repealed the tariffs.

Thing to he explained:
Capitalists are unhappy.

Explanatory principle: (If tar Ifs are repealed, capitalists are
dissatisfied and unhappy.)

In each of these cases the explanatory principle is missing. Absence of an
explanation sketch is not to be understood as indicating a poor explanation.
There are, doubtless, many cases in which the nciple is so clearly under-
stood that to repeat it would be redundant. In still other cases, the principle is
trivial and does not bear repeating. In some cases, however, the principle is at
the heart of the explanatory process, and failure to make it clear is to give a
faulty explanation. In dealing with the problem of finding the area of a
rhombus where one angle is 60° and the shorter diagonal is twelve units long,
the question arises as to how the class knows that an indicated angle is 120°.
The studet.' says that opposite angles in a rhombus are equal. If the principles
were not given in this case, the explanation would be faulty because the correct
principle is neither obvious nor understood from the context. Diagrammatically
the pattern is as follows:

Connecting statement: Thing to be explained:
(This figure is a An indicated angle is
rhombus.) 120°.

F.xplanatory principle: Opposite angles in a rhombus are equal.

In its ideal form, valuation dimension consists of four factors: (a) some.
thingobject, statement or expression, event, action, state of affairs to be rated
as good or bad, just or unjust, true or false, acceptable or unacceptable, and so
on; (b) a rating; (c) a criterion or set of criteria by which the rating is made;
and (d) facts about the thing to be rated that support the use of the criterion
in making the rating. Suppose a class is discussing the question of whether or
not certain statements that appear in so-called "true stories" are indeed true.
To answer this question logically, the students must have a criterion for truth.
In this case, the criterion they decide to use is that any statement conforming
to observations is true. The set of statements appearing in the stories are to be
rated as true or false. To apply the criterion to the statements is to get evidence
that the statements are true that is, that the statements correspond to observa-
tions. If there is such evidence, then the statements may be rated as true.

Valuation episodes, almost without exception, are elliptical. Either the
criterion is not given, or the facts are missing. The following episode illustrates
a valuative structure in which the criterion is not given. The class has been
discussing the differential treatment accorded the Philippines, Cuba, and
Puerto Rico after the Spanish-American War. The teacher asks, Were Cubans
really better prepared to take on the responsibilities of governing themselves than
the other two groups?" A student answers that the Cubans were more prepared
and adds that the Puerto Rican people did not have very much experience in
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self-government. In diagrammatic form, the structure of the episode looks
like this:

Rating: Cubans were Thing to be rated: Prep-
more (better) pre- a ration of Cubans for
pared. < self - government in

comparison to Philip-
pinos and Puerto
Ricans.

Facts: The Puerto Rican people did not have much experience
in self-government. (Supposedly the Cubans did, and nothing
is said about the Philippinos.)

Criterion: Not given.

hi the foregoing case, the criterion is entirely missing, and the facts im
which to rest a value judgment are only partially cited. This example is
typical of valuative episodes as they actually occur in teaching situations,
although other elliptical forms often occur. In one of these, a rating is given
without the justifying facts and criterion. In discussing a novel, the class is
compdzing one of the charactersScobiewith Christ. The teacher suggests
that Christ's weakness, from a human standpoint, was his goodness. Then
she asks, "What is Scobie's main weakness?" A student answers, "It is sym-
pathy (with mankind)." The teacher says. "All right." The logical structure
of the episode is:

Rating: Sympathy --fling to be rated:
(Scobie's main weak- Scobie's characteristics
ness). as depicted in the

story.

Criterion: Not given.

here, it is clear that neither fact nor criterion is given. There is no justification
whatever of the ratingbut only agreement between the teacher's judgment
and the student's.

An infrequent incomplete form occurs when the evaluation criterion is
given without any facts connecting the criterion with the rating. In discussing
a novel, the teacher asks. "Is it fair for an author to use emotional appeal to
promote an argument?" A student says that it is fair and then goes on to
announce the criterion on which he wishes to rest his rating. The skeletonized
form of the episode is as follows:

Rating: Yes. (It is fair.)

V
Facts: None given.

Criterion: Student A. If things appeal emotii nally, then you can get people
interested.

Student B. Once you get people interested, ft n you can appeal
to their reason.'

Meux and Smith (1), pp. 153-157.

Thing to be rated: Use
of emotional appeal
by an author to pro-
mote an argument. Is
it fair?
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Implications for Improved Teacher Education
17rom the above brief discussion of the inteesice work of Smith, one

can glean several impo,tant implications for preparing teachers. It should
he noted here that Smith has moved beyond his study to study or the
strategies of teaching, utilizing the original \cork." From toe second stuck
he hopes to develop the "if . . . then" proposition for selected strategics
for teaching concepts incl other elements such as reasons, procedures, and
values. Since the second study has not been completed at this writing, it is
not mentioned here. At the time of the completion of the second study,
one will be able to better understand the implications of this work in the
logical dimensions of teaching for improved teacher education. However,
several important- concerns are present now.

First of all, as suggested by La Crone in his Proposal, work
could be used as an anjvtical instrument to assess the teaching behavior
of preservice students. The preservice teacher could teach a single concept
to a limited number of students. His instruction could then be followed by
an analysis or a tape to determine the degree of his success in teaching a
concept. After analysis, some reteaching could occur with appropriate
corrective measures. This v,ould afford the analytical determinant to
teaching behavior which is the theme or LaCrone's Prop ,scil and parts of
this hook. The analysis aspect of this work could occur in the usual
methods courses or perhaps could find its way into a theory and laborator:,
course On teaching.

Since Smith's study indicates poor logical operation On the part of
teachers in handling content, this research takes on additional meaning for
the usual methods courses. Courses in methods should examine the twelve
different types of logical processes or operations developed by Smith and
inclicItte the most effective vays of performing them. This activity has to be
done io relation to the pa,ticular subject matter being taught, becatLe the
handling of the various operations may vary from one discipline to another.
For ,'xample, explanation in one discipline would be different fronl that in
anott.2.r. Although there are common logical elements in the cliff: rent ways
of explaining, there is sufficient difference in the performance of the
explanatory operation in various content areas to warrant individual treat-
ment in each area. This specialization must ..ipplv to all logical processes
performed be teachers and pupils in the clas..room. Smith suggests that the
study of the twelve logical operations of- teaching as seen by him is noire
appropriate than a formal course in logic. The latter approach might he
wasteful, since about two-thirds of a cours, :n logic may not Je applicable
to teaching. Since the hypothesis of this extensive research was that the
quality of instruction would improve if the logical operations involved
improved, an extensive stuck of the basic operations seems desirable by the
preservice teacher education student.

Perhaps the major significant implication for utilizing Smith's \mil:

"See Smith, ;mil (idlers (4).
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in teacher education programs cN ()Ives NN hen attention is given to the
possible outcomes for students in the classroom ()I' the teacher working with
logical OreratiollS. feels it is IVasollable to StipposC that SttniCiltS of
teachers WhOsc hehavior illi'aStireS high in logical operations would show
higher scores on critical thinking tests than those of teachers having lower
ratings, assuming, of course, that all other conditions arc equal. . \ pother
expectation suggested by Smith that students of teachers who are superior
in the handling of logical operations would rate high in the ability to
idmtiftr mistakes in reasoning, in defining, in valuating, and in other logical
processes. Further, the improvement in the teacher's ability to handle these
operations would result in more student knowledge. Besides learning the
usual facts. the student would learn the IICNV relationships that proper per-
formance of logical operations brings out. Finally, he Nvould learn the laws
of a discipline. how laws are used in giving explanations of phenomena, and
how they arc tied together in a system of definitions and theories. It would
be difficult to argue with the values of these goals for forthright instruction
in a classroom.

Therefore, if we want increased knowledge and the ability to think
critically as outcomes of instruction, and if teachers can achieve these
outcomes by improving their abilities to handle logical operations, then
it would be logical for teacher educators to examine and incorporate sonic
of Smith's work in their teacher preparation program.
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Chapter 3. Teaching Strategies for
Cognitive Growth

Professor Hilda Tahiti and associates have focused their intensive
research largely on the development of a strategy for the generation and
enhancement of independent thought processes on the part of elementary
school children in the area of social studies. The central goal for the study
was to examine the development of thought under three training condi-
tions: (a) a curriculum designed for the development of thought, (b)
teaching strategies focused explicitly and consciously on the mastery of the
necessary cognitive skills, and (c) a sufficient time span to permit a develop-
mental sequence in training.:' A subsidiary objective was to develop a
method of categorizing thought processes for analy7:ng thinking as it occurs
in a classroom setting. A further subsidiary goal was to develop the teaching
strategies for the development of cognitive skills. However, the transaction
between teaching acts and student behavior was a significant aspect of the
analysi_ of this work.

The essence of this chapter on Taba's work will focus on the thought
processes or cognitive tasks as defined by her and the teaching strategies
needed for the mastery of these cognitive skills. To ignore the curriculum
aspect of this research is ill advised, but it is felt that once understood and
mastered, the thought processes and strategies can be utilized in any type of
the curriculum and even in areas other than the social studies area (the
focus of this research). Therefore, the processes involved will be discussed
with an understanding that the curriculum content is an essential
ingredient for the successful execution of the p..ocesses. The social studies
curriculum will be brought out only to afford meaning to the important
cognitive processes.3

Dr. Taba is Professor of Education at San Francisco State College.
Taba, Levine, and Elzey (3).
For reliability, experimental procedures, data, and other pertinent information,

see Taba, Levine, and Elzey (3).
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i'aba identified three categories of thought processes or cognitive tasks:
(a) concept formation, (b) interpretation of data and the making of
inferences, and (c) the applicat;on of known principles and facts to explain
new phenomena, to predict consequences from known conditions and
events, or to develop hypotheses by using known generalizations and facts.'
These three cognitive tasks were analyzed from two different angles: the
operations or elements involved, and the sequential steps needs .try for
mastering them.

Concept Formation
Since concept formation is considered the basic form of cognition on

which all cognitive processes depend. Taba, for her study, utilized basic
concept formation and defined it as .onsisting of three different processes
or operations: (a) the differentiation of the specific properties of objects
or events, such as differentiating the materials of which houses are built
from other characteristics of houses (this differentiation involves the process
of analysis, in the sense of breaking down the global complexes representing
objects and events into specified properties); (b) grouping, or a process
of assembling specified properties across many objects and events, i.e.,
grouping together hospitals, doctors, and medicine according to some semi-
intuitively identifiable basis such as representing something to do with
health, or the fact that their availability serves as an index for the standard
of living; and (c) labeling or categorizing; i.e., explicitly identifNing the
basis for grouping, and subsuming the items under some label or category."

In the classroom differentiation may be called for in the act of
enumeration, either by recall from previous experience, or by specifying
items noted in a complex presentation, such as a film or a story. For
example, students could list the materials used for building houses, or name
things and events noted in a film. Grouping is putting together diverse
items which have some common characteristics, such as grouping schools.
hospitals, and parks as community facilities. Usually, this process of search-
ing for a basis of grouping leads to a discovery that the items can be
grouped in multiple ways, depending on the purpose and the basis used.

Categorization occurs in the form of making decisions about what
labels to use for groups, what to subsume under which category, such as
whether weather is to be subsumed under climate, or vice verse. This
involves an awareness of orders of subordination and superordination.

In teaching these operations, as well as in analyzing them, the
hierarchical nature of concepts must be kept in mind. As the process of
abstracting continues, the categories or labels become increasingly more
abstract and encompassing, and thereby more remote from the initial
concrete reference. This increasing abstraction also enhances their power as
cognitive tools for organizing information. In the classroom, concepts on
different levels of abstraction may be suggested simultaneously, which

Taba (6).
a Ibid.
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creates the problem of differentiation. For example, students 11 1 aV Cl)

meratc materials for building housing in specific terms, such as tar paper
and fiber glass. c- in classes, such as insulation.

A graphic representation of the cognitive task Of concept formation
and the skills for using it appears below:

Overt Activity

I. Enumeration
and listing

Concept Formation"
Covert Mental Operation

1. Differentiation

Grouping 2. Identifying common prop-
erties, abstracting

3. Labeling, crate- 3. Determining the hier- 3.
gorizing archical order of items.

Super- and sub-ordination.

Onestions

1 What (lid you see? hear?
note?

What belongs together?
On what criterion?

How would you call these
groups? What belongs
Under what?

Interpretation of Data
Interpreting data and making inferences from it is essentially an

inductive process of developing generalizations, although never accom-
plished without some application of what is previously known. This task
involves four basic operations: One is that of assembling concrete in forma
Lion, either by instigating a process of recall and retrieval of previously
learned information, or by being presented new information and identi-
fying the specific points in this set of data. This is a basic operation and
somewhat similar to the first step in grouping and classifying. Second is
that of explaining or giving reasons for certain events. such as explaining
why the way of life in California changed when harbors opened for free
trade, or why the early colonists desired to change their form of government.

The third operation consists of relating different points of processed
information, such as is involved in comparing the proportion of white
population in Brazil and Argentina, and relating the information thus
obtained to its possible connection with standards of living in the two
countries. The fourth operation is that of formulating generalizations or
inferences, such as that the countries in Latin America with predominantly
white population tend to have a higher standard of living.

While these processes are generic, there are differences according to
whether the content being interpreted is scientific or literary, whether the
data is couched in quantitative or verbal symbols, or whether it is concrete
or abstract. Greater precision is required, and fairly rigorous limits are set.
for extrapolation and interpolation when interpreting quantitative data,
while "reading between the lines" is almost a necessity in interpreting
literary passages.'

" Taba and Hill i), p. 85.
Taba (2).
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A graphic representation of the cognitive task of interpretation of data
and the skills for using it appears below:

Overt Activity

Interpretation of Data"
Covert ,liental Operation

I , Identifying 1.

points

2. Explaining items
of identified
information

3. Ma king infer-
ences

Eliciting Questions

1)11ereniialion I.

2. Relating points to each
oilier. Determining cause
and effect relationships.

3. Going beyond what is 3.
given. Finding implica-
tions. extrapolating.

What did you note? see?
find?

2. Why did so-and-so hap-
pen'

Application of Principles

What
What
create
What
elude?

does this mean?
picture does it
in your mind?
would you con-

A third cognitive task has to do with applying previous knowledge
principles, generalizations, or factsto explain new phenomena and to
predict consequences from known conditions. For example, if one knows
what a desert is like, what way of life prevails there, and how water acts oil
the soil, one can predict what would happen in a desert if water were
available.

Essentially, two different operations ,ire involved: that of predicting,
and that of establishing the parameters either of logical relationships or of
information with which to test the validity of predictions. The level of
a prediction or a hypothesis can be judged according to the extent of the
leap from a given condition. But equally important is the completeness of
the parametc,--the chain of links which connects the prediction and the
condit;)ns. For example. the prediction that grass will grow in the desert
if water is available is a prediction of a lower order than is the prediction
that nomads will become farmers. and the former entails a shorter and a
simpler chain of causal links.

Application of principles invites a greater degree of divergence than
either of the preceding cognitive tasks. Each condition presented as data
invites a divergent line of predictions. For this reason. this process contains
opportunities for creative and divergent use of knowledge. In fact, some
tests of creativity use situations involving prediction. but they use conditions
which set few constraints and therefore permit an unlimited exercise of
ingenuity.

In social situations. these processes also provoke value judgments and
stereotypes. For example. in explaining why delinquency exists or in
predicting how it will change if certain measures arc employed, it is

Taba and (1). p. 94,
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necessary to consider not only the factors affecting human behavior, but
also what beliefs prevail about equality, justice, democratic values, deviate
behavior, and adolescence.°

The operations involved in applying principles are quite crucial to
developing productive patterns of thought. This process is the chief vehicle
for transfer of knowledge. This process is, therefore. crucial for getting
mileage out of the little that students can acquire directly during their
schooling. It is a chief means for creating new knowledge by logical
processes, and a way of acquiring control over wide areas of new phe-
nomena. It is also the process by which models for hypothesizing can be
created, freeing the individual from the necessity of being bound to the
immediate stimulus.

A graphic representation of the cognitive task of application of
principles and the skills for using it appears below:

Overt Activity

Application of Principles"
Covert Mental Operation

1. Predicting consequences. 1.

Explaining unfamiliar
phenomena. Hypothesiz-
ing.

2. Explaining, supporting the 2.
predictions and hypotheses.

3. Verifying the prediction. 3.

Eliciting Ouestions

Analyzing the nature of 1.

the problem or situation.
Retrieving relevant knowl-
edge.

Det,.rinining the causal
links leading to prediction
or hypothesis.

Using logical principles or
factual knowledge to de-
termine necessary and
sufficient conditions.

What would
happen if. . .

2. Why do you
think this would
happen?

3. What would it
take for so-
and-so to be true

probably true':

As conceptualized in the study, these three cognitive tasks have
several things in common. First, the mastery of operation in each task
concept formation, interpretation, and inference and application of prin-
ciplesentails a sequence of steps. For example, in order to form general
concepts form diverse specific information, the operations need to be
mastered in a certain sequential order: enumeration combined with
differentiation grouping, which involves determining the basis for group-
ing 4. categorizing and labeling, which involves creating superordinate
classes."

Despite the difference in the operations and in the specific steps, the
sequences involved in mastering these steps are similar in that all involve
hierarchies of levels of abstraction and complexity. Each successive step
in all the cognitive tasks involves more complex operations that does the

Tuba (2).
Tuba and Hill (1), p. 102.

" Tuba, Levine, and Elzey (3).
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preceding one. In a sense, each step also represents an increment in the
leap from that which was originally given.

Finally, the sequence of operations required in the successive steps
involves different proportions of' intuitive performance and of conscious
awareness of the principles involved in the performance.

Indirectly, this conception of the hierarchical difficulty in levels
of mental operations also involves the principle of rotation of assimilation
and accommodation. This principle implies that information is at first fitted
into and interpreted according to the existing conceptual system. This is
followed by a type of mental activity Nvhich calls for the extension and
reorganization of that conceptual system. In interpretation of data, for
example, accumulation of descriptive information is followed by explana-
tion. In the sequence involved in applying principles, the offering of'
intuitive and fairly unconstrained predictions or hypotheses is followed by
challenging their validity by constructing the informational and logical
parameters to justify them.12

Teaching Strategies for Cognitive Development
For the training of teachers and the design of this study. Taba evolved a

paradigm of teaching in which, instead of treating teaching as a global pro-
cess, specific learning tasks were defined and teaching strategies were focused
on these cognitive tasks. To bring about particular behavioral changes in
students, the strategies were arranged into sequential order to meet both the
logical requirements of the nature of the tasks and the psychological
requirements of mastering them. This means that the nature of the strategy
depends on the kind of task. For example, each cognitive task (i.e., concept
formation, interpretation of data, and application of principles) requires
a special set of questions and a special sequencing of them. Each question
is designed to elicit a special kind of overt activity, such as enumerating
or explaining. This overt activity in turn fosters or requires the covert
mental operation, such as differentiating in case of enumeration and seeing
causal relations in case of explaining. Taba states that these covert mental
operations are the ones which actually determine the sequence of learning
activities and of the eliciting questions for the teacher. For example, in the
task of grouping and classifying, the first question will take the form of,
"What did you see, hear, note?" This calls for enumeration or listing of'
the items for consideration. From there the pupils must decide what
belongs together. This overt activity calls for identifying a property or a
characteristic that is common to all items. This characteristic becomes the
basis for grouping. Finally, it is necessary to label the groups and to decide
what belongs under which label.

In these operations each step is a prerequisite for the next one. One
cannot label or categorize until some prior grouping has taken place, and
one cannot group until the items have been listed and enumerated.

12 Ibid.
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For the cognitne task of interpretation of data sec chart p. l')), the
overt activities are identifying points, explaining these identified items, and
then making inferences or generalizations. These in turn require the covert
mental operations of differentiating, explaining by comparing and con-
.rasting, and finding implications beyond what it given. Taha suggests
that a variety of learning experiences can foster this kind of cognitive task.
Students may read, review audiovisual materials, observe, and do other
things which furnish the data for interpreting and inferring. The learning
experience must provide opportunity to differentiate the relevant from
the irrelevant. to contrast and compare, to seek cause and effect relation-
ships, and to generalize beyond what is given. This latter is difficult for
many youngsters to (lo, because they have never been required to go beyond
what is given in a book. The requirement of looking for specific alISNVetS
has conditioned them against inferring from the data.

'fhe strategy for the application of principles, the third cognitive
task (see p. 20), starts with the requirement to predict consequences from
described conditions. The eliciting question would be, -What would
happen if . . . ?" The corresponding covert mental operation would then
require the students to analyze the nature of' the problem, retrieve relevant
information, and use available information in order to make a valid pre-
diction. From this point the teacher can move the pupils to the second step,
explaining and supporting the prediction or hypothesis, by stating the
question. "Why do you think this will happen?" This requires the students
to search for causal links leading from condition to prediction. Then the
final overt activity is to verify the prediction, in which case the students are
required to use logical principles or factual knowledge to determine the
necessary and sufficient conditions.

Thcrc is also a more or less natural placement for these tasks in the
sequence of the units. Taba suggests that the beginning of the unit usually
affords good opportunities for grouping and classification of information.
The task of interpreting data is hest performed at points at which new
information, such as research, reading, or viewing of films, is gathered. The
task of applying principles is usually most appropriate at the end of a unit
of study, of course, after some previous knowledge has been gained and
after concept formation and the interpretation of data have occurred.

Taba suggests further that the questions should he viewed as serving
specific pedagogical functions. One is that of focusing. The questions
should set the stage for both the kind of mental operation to be performed
and the topic or the content on which this operation is to he performed.
In other words, the question should tell the students what they are u;
about (such as materials used to build houses), and Nhat they are to do
with this content (w;lether they are to list the materials or group together
materials that serve similar functions, etc.).

Another pedagogical function is that of' extending thought on the same
level. For example, when students are explaining events they noted in
films, it is not enough for one student to give his notion. It is important to
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encourage others to add their ideas also. The teacher should seek additional
information on already established levels of thought or elaboration and
clarification of information already provided.

Finally, there is a pedagogical function of making a transition from
one level of thought to another (or from one step to another), such as from
assembling descriptive information to explaining certain items in that
information, or from offering predictions to establishing their validity. This
is a form of changing the focus, or "lifting of thought to another level."

An important consideration in all these intellectual operations is to
so form the questions that the student can and will perform the operations
themselves. Teachers must refrain from a temptation to offer a category, a
generalization, when students have difficulty in developing one themselves.
Otherwise, the students are deprived of the opportunity to learn the process.
For examfle, in case of grouping, the students must see themselves what
relationship exists between different items they have listed and devise their
own categories. They must also discover that things can be grouped in
different ways. An orange can be grouped with other round objects and
also with the group called fruit. However, clarity of specific items is
important to achieve a ;equate groupings, and the teacher should assist
in eliciting clarification when necessary.

Naturally, the end outcomes are not perfect, especially in the first
attempts. For example, the explanations of information or the generalisa-
tions and predictions may be quite defective at first, because the students
have not yet mastered all the necessary processes. In time, as the work on
these tasks is repeated, the responses will become more sophisticated.

An important aspect of the teaching strategy to promote autonomous
performance on these cognitive tasks is that of pacing the main three
questions on each task. Taba suggests that ample time should be spent on
each step so that the majority of the class can participate in the practice of
all three steps of each cognitive task. The class should remain on a

particular step long enough to permit students who learn at different speeds
to become involved and to master the needed skills.

For interpretation of data this strategy of pacing involves the
following:

I. Drawing out the "what's," including questions eliciting the "who,"
"how," "when," and "where." The teacher must pursue these questions long
enough to: (a) have the wherewithal for later comparisons, and (b) to make
sure that even the slowest students ere involved. If they are not included at
this level of intellectual activity, they will not be able to function at subsequent
levels. Where several content samples are involved, the same line of questioning
must be pursued regarding each.

2. Eliciting explanations and comparisons by using questions which get
at similarities, differences, changes, and the "whys." This group of questions
requires the students to move to higher levels of thinking and the number of
students involved at this point will be closely related to the number of
students who participated at the earlier level. Dealing with these questions
prepares the ground for interpretation, the malting of inferences which go
beyond the actual data at hand and for formulating hypotheses.
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3. Probing for generalizations or consequences, which seem the likely
result of selected events or series of events, by questions such as: "What
does/will this mean?" Such questions set the ground for the discovery of the
principles and the development of generalizations,

To summarize, pacing of the question in the sequences is all-important
when the strategy involves a sequential mastery of cognitive skills where one
is a prerequisite for each succeeding one. It is important also to remain at One
level until a variety of responses accumulate. This case accumulation assures
the availability of a wide range of information from which the students can
generalize. This procedure also increases the involvement of the students, helps
the majority to practice the skills, and enhances the quality of thinking at the
same time.

The pacing of the transitions from one step to another radically affects
the ultimate productivity of the class. Premature lifting of the thought to the
next level usually brings two results: (a) fewer and fewer students participate
as discussion moves on; (b) the class discussion, instead of ending on a higher
level of thought, is likely to return to the most primitive level, namely, the
giving of specific information."

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
Professor Taba's investigation into teaching strategies for cognitive

growth has many significant implications for improving the preparation of
classroom teachers. Probably the most significant is the fact that her
model has been developed to a point where it can be used immediately. She
was able to train teachers in these skills in ten days in a public school
situation. The recent development of the Teacher Handbook for Contra
Costa Social Studies, Grades 1-6 by Taba and Hill'5 brings to the reader a
thorough discussion of the cognitive tasks, of the curriculum, and of the
appropriate teaching strategics in the setting in which these strategics were
used. A complete review of this Handbook should provide the teacher
educator and his students some insights into the important aspects of
teaching students to think. The exposition is sufficiently explicit to show
the kind of curriculum organization in social studies that is needed and to
give concrete guidance for designing teaching strategies for cognitive
growth.

Even though this investigation was set in the social studies curriculum,
Taba sees these processes as generic processes capable of being used in
areas other than the social sciences, such as the 'new" science and
mathematics. These new curricula are presumably predicated on the same
general now; 3. If the central concepts in these new areas are identified,
the strategies for developing these concepts should be similar to those
employed in the social studies. A re-analysis of the content so that the
teacher can identify the basic ideas, combined with an understanding of
the three basic cognitive processes, should provide for effective cognitive
growth in these new curricula. These processes can be utilized at a

'4 Taba and Hill (1), p. 113.
15 See bibliography.
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secondary level also, if a knowledge of the content and an identification of
the important concepts and principles are sought.

Taba assumes that three prerequisites arc necessary for using her
research in any curriculum area. A teacher must: (a) know the processes
of thinking, (b) possess a good knowledge of the students, and (c) know
the content to be taught. This demands a great deal from the teacher
educatcr in his work with future teachers and has definite implications for
the content of education courses.

Taba's investigation further emphasizes the interaction in the cognitive
domain between teacher, students, and content. A careful examination of
the curriculum is imperative within the framework of this research, thus
pointing to the fact that teacher education students must familiarize them-
selves with the elements of the curriculum and the selection and use of the
significant major ideas to be taught. Teacher educators should be aware
of this important aspect of content selection when working with teacher
education students.

Another implication important for the teacher educator to consider is
that of the art of questioning. The importance of the question will be
noticed from time to time throughout this entire handbook. Taba has
offered some excellent suggestions within the context of her research for
use in effective cognitive development. Focusing, extending, and lifting
within the three major cognitive processes arc important functions for the
teacher. Care should be taken when working with the prospective teachers
in this arca. They need sufficient time and practice and must exper;ment
with formulating open-ended questions and developing appropriate
sequences during their teacher preparation work.

Professor Taba has regular sessions in which she trains teachers to
utilize the various processes and strategies. Part of the training consists of
experiencing the same kinds of things that school children would do. This
same practice could also be employed in training new teachers: the teacher
education students could learn to classify and categorize things, make
inferences, and apply ideas to new problems. The introduction of such
practices would require development of appropriate materials by the teacher
educators. Both magnetic and video tapes that focus on definite strategies
for cognitive development are beginning to be available for purposes of
analysis and demonstration. Since this entire idea a new experience for
young teacher education students, a whole new frame of reference must be
developed.

Finally, this entire research has significant implications for enhancing
the ability of students to think. This writer will not make any judgments
regarding thinking as an important goal in education. However, if one were
to review current statements about goals for education, he would not find it
difficult to note the central emphasis on cognitive development in the last
ten years. If teacher educators want to keep abreast with this emphasis,
they can find significant support from Taba's efforts for fostering the higher
level of cognitive processes.
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Chapter 4. Paradigms and Theories of
Teachii g

Professor N. L. Gage' has written extensively on theories, paradigms,
models, and systems for teaching, learning, and research. This chapter xvill
begin with his ideas for building paradigms and theoretical systems in the
arca of teaching. The discussion will then turn to his thinking on teaching,
its meaning, and its analytical dimensions. A synthesis of these two areas
and the implications of paradigms and theories for teaching will conclude
the chapter.

To begin with, Gage states that:

Pa radignts are models, patterns, or schemata. Paradigins arc not theories:
they are rather ways of thinking or patterns for research that, when carried out,
can lead to the development of theory.

Paradigms derive their usefulness from their generality. By definition,
they apply to all specific instances of a whole class of events or processes. When
one has chosen a paradigm for his research, he has made crucial decisions con-
cerning the kinds of variables and relationships between variables that he will
investigate. Paradigms for research imply a kind of commitment, however
preliminary or tentative, to a research program. The investigator, having chosen
his paradigm, may "bite off" only a part of it for any given research project,
but the paradigm of his research remains in the background, providing the
framework, or sense of the whole, in which his project is embedded.

A second characteristic of paradigms is that they often represent variables
and their relationships in some graphic or outline form. Events or phenomena
that have various temporal, sp:ttia, causal, or logical relationships are portrayed
in these relationships by boxes, connecting lines, and positions on vertical and
horizontal dimensions. The classical portrayal of Pavlovian conditioning, shown
in Fig. /, illustrates this aspect of a paradigm. The left-hand part rf Fig. I
shows an unconditioned stimulus, St, eliciting a response, R. The center part

Dr. Gage is Professor of Education and Psychology at Stanford University
and Co-Director of the Stanford Center for Research and Develcpment in Teaching.
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shows S1 being regularly ?receded by another stimulus, Sc. Eventually, as
shown in the right-hand part, So alone becomes able to elicit R.

Figure 1. A Porodigm for Povlovion Conditioning.

SI R

S., ._

R SL R

Here, the parad:gm's generality implies that the process will occur regard-
less of the particular ,inds of stimuli and responses involved. The stimuli may
be bells, food powde:, lights, words, electric shocks, the sight of people, an
approving "uh-huh" expression, or whatever, the response may be salivation.
muscle movement, increased heartbeat, use of the word "I," favorable self-
references, or whatever. The paradigm is intended to be general and apply
to all of the possibilities. It can serve research by suggesting that various
specific instances of the general classes Si, So and R be tried. Also, various
temporal relations between Si and So can be explored; thus, the question can
be raised whether S., must always precede Si, and whether the interval between
Si and So affects the conditioning process. In this paradigm, the horizontal (left-
right) dimension is a temporal one.2

Regarding their effectiveness Gage further states that:
Paradigms, like theories, can be either explicit or implicit. Some have

been set forth by their authors in full panoply, with diagrams and elaborations
of their connections with completed or projected research. Other paradigms are
implicit in what authors have done or proposed by way of research; in these
cases, we shall seek to use the paradigm as an intellectual tool for examining
crucial aspects of research on teaching.

Choice of a paradigm, whether deliberate or unthinking, determines
much about the research that will be done. The style, design, and approach of
a research undertaking. indeed, the likelihood that it will bear fruit, are con-
ditioned in large part by the paradigm with which the investigator begins.
Whether he will perform an experiment, in the sense of actually manipulating
one or more variables, or a correlational study, in the sense of studying rela-
tionships between variables measured as they occur in nature, may be
determined by his paradigm.

Whether he will seek relationships between variables that have some
genuine promise, based on logical and empirical grounds, of being related, may
be determined by his paradigm. At one extreme, his paradigm may lead him
to search for relationships between variables that have a good likelihood of being
related. So one investigation may examine the correlati,,n between the teacher's
authoritarianism on a verbal, printed test, and the teacher's likelihood of non-
promoting students, because a paradigm (implicit in this case) portrays a con-
nection between these variables; in one investigation the results supported the
hypothesis and the paradigm was strengthened. At the other extreme, the
paradigm may lead inevitably to negative results. Thus a paradigm may lead
to an investigation of the correlation between the teacher's authoritarianism and
his effectiveness in producing gain in reading achievement; explication of the
paradigm underlying this project might suggest in advance the forlornness of
any hope that such a relationship wi I materialize."

In the above discussion, it can be seen that paradigms must be general,

2 Gage (1), pp. 95-96.
a Ibid., p. 96.
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can be either explicit or implicit, and must indicate the relationship
between the variabl,..s. Further, the paradigm should show how the variables
react on one another and indicate what is important in a person's schemata
of something. Only after considerable testing and verification can a model
Or paradigm advance to the theory ::,age.

In regard to the second half or the title of this cnapter, Gl.ge suggests
that the single term "teaching" can be quite misleading, if it is taken to
imply that a single theory can cover a wide variety of teacher activities.
There is, therefore, no such thing as a single theory or model for all aspects
of teaching. It must be broken clown into smaller models, such as teaching
for cognitive development or teaching for conditioning (the obverse of the
corresponding conceptions of learning). At this time, there is no meta-
theory of teaching which puts all of its aspects and forms together into a
grand model. Since paradigms are necessary for the development of
theories, and since theories are important for analysis and for trial purposes,
Gage offers some guides to what is necessary for such development. His
illustrative analysis of teaching' may assist educators in the development of
paradigms for classroom work.

Gage first suggests that types of teaching activities have a bearing on
the development of appropriate models for teaching. The kind of activity
the teacher engages inexplaining, guiding, making assignments, etc.
must be specified. Gage feels that one model or theory cannot encompass
all of these activities.

Gage next identifies educational goals as an important facet of teach-
ing. Does teaching take the same form for cognitive, affective, and
psychomotor objectives? Would one process or model cover all of these
goals? Cage again argues that no one model or theory would apply to the
development of thinking, attitudes, interests, physical abilities, etc.

The third analysis for consideration would be that according to what
Gage terms components of teaching corresponding to those cf- learning.
This analysis refers to a mirror image of the learning process and involves
such things as motivation-producing, cue-providing, response-eliciting, and
reinforcement-providing. Again, all of these aspects of teaching cannot be
subsumed under one model for the teaching act, because, for instance,
motivation-producing entails different activities and variables from
reinforcement-providing.

The fourth analysis for the analysis of teaching suggested by Gage
derives from kinds of learning theory. Illustrations of these kinds of theory
would be conditioning theory, identification theory, and cognitive theory.
Different kinds may be appropriate for different kinds of teaching in
different situations, and expecting them to yield a single theory on teaching,
argues Gage, would be inappropriate. A unified model should not be
sought, because cognitive restructuring involves different views of teaching
from either identification or conditioning, and so forth.

1 Cage (3); for another excellent paper on research on the cognitive aspects of
teaching. see Gage (4).
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These four analyses imply that no si.igle theory of teaching should
be offered that would attempt to account foi all activities of teachers, that
would be ainicci at all objectives of cducat'on, that would involve all
components or the learning process, in a way that would satisfy all theories
of learning.

From these analyses, in what direction should the educator go? Gage
suggests that one can draw upon various resultants of these analyses and
combine them to form a model for development, testing, and analysis. In
other words, the teaching activity depends on the nature of the educational
goal selected. From this selection one would move to the appropriate
component of the learning process and then to the theory of learning that
would best accomplish the particular objective. Each phase of the paradigm
must fit each other one.

Cage offers several examples of such selections. These selections lead
to paradigms on which we can base theoretical formulations of teaching.
In the first example, the activity of explaining is selected from among
possible teaching activities. Next, the cognitive objective of "ability to
extrapolate" is chosen as the desired outcome or goal. The component
of the learning process in this case would be a perceptual one, and the
teacher would, in turn, direct the student's perception to the important
part of the task. The theory of learning would in this case he that of
cognitive restructuring. These choices of elements seem to be consistent,
to fulfill the stated objectives, and to suggest a theoretical framework ready
for analysis and testing. Cage suggests that, in this example, the most
arguable element would be the cognitive restructuring model. LIpoii
analysis, however, the conditioning and identification models would have
to be rejected, since the cognitive task of extrapolation makes the restruc-
turing of the cognitive configuration s'em necessary. Imitation or condi-
tioning seems less appropriate to the goal of ability to extrapolate.

In another case, the teaching function would be mental hygiene, the
affective goal would he emotional security in the classroom, the component
of learning process would be motivation, and the family of learning theory
would be conditioning. These could form another defensible model for
effective teaching. In this case, roe teacher can motivate the student
toward positive attitudes, reward and praise him for his acts, and reinforce
his behavior when necessary. With this kind of teaching activity, the
student can begin to develop a more secure feeling. cc nditioning
model is used here because there is no logical cognitive structure for this
kind of behavior and thus no rational explanation or intellectual argument.
The identification approach would likewise be rejected, because the teacher
does not want the student tr behave like him: a student cannot effectively
imitate the emotional security of the teacher.

A final example might consist in the specifications for teaching
handwriting, an objective in the psychomotor domain. The response com-
ponent of the learning process and the imitation conception of learning

Gage (3), p. 277.
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would complete the specification of this act of teaching. The student would
achieve the psychomotor objective of learning to write capital or small
letters by responding to the teacher and actually imitating the teacher's
behavior. Since almost no rational grounds are involved in this activity,
one could not build a case for learning based on cognitive' restructuring.
Also, the conditioning model could be rejected because the lengthy task
of shaping through trial-response and reinforcement would be too time-
consuming for his psychomotor goal. The imitation of the' prestigious
model suffices in this case.

In these three cases, it can be seen that each teaching task requires
different specifications of elements and thus different models and theoretical
formulations. Cage concedes that a variety of combinations might be
devised and then analyzed to determine their applicability to a teaching
situation.

' :iplications for Improved Teacher Educat; on
Gage sees a need for some structuring of the teaching function.

Theoretical analyses of teaching arc as important as theories of learning
and .;hould be developed alongside learning theories rather than inferred
from them. The emphasis again is on theories (plural) because no single,
unified theory can encompass the varieties of elements analyzed and
described by Cage. And of course, before validated theory can be achieved,
paradigms must be developed and tested.

Since models of many aspects of teaching are lacking, more develop-
ment of models is necessary. This development can male explicit some
internally consistent specifications in a model and test them. When models
appear to be useful, ways of implementing them may be sought. The
development of paradigms helps to form a conception of what elements are
important and what relationships exist among these elements. A careful
examination of the elements of teaching, a review of pertinent data from
other sources, and the testing of existing models (highly endorsed by Cage)
would he the starting points for paradigm development and testing.
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Chapter 5. Interaction Analysis

Professor Ned Flanders' and associates through extensive investigation
and development have effected a system fry: ascertaining the student-teacher
verbal interaction in a classroom. This system, called "Interaction
Analysis," could be defined as the systematic euantification of behavioral
acts or qualities of behavior acts as they occur in some sort of spontaneous
interaction. This chapter will focus its attention nn the system, its use and
meaning, and on the significant implications that it possesses for the
improvement of teacher education at the preservice level.

The Flanders system was developed as part of some extensive research
into teacher influence and pupil attitudes and achievement. As a result of
these investigations, Flanders suggested that teacher influence could be
analyzed within the context of verbal behavior of both the teacher and
student. Verbal behvior is utilized here primarily because it can be
observed with higher reliability than can nonverbal behavior, with the
assumption that the verbal behavior of an individual is an adequate sample
of his total behavior. Within the major area of verbal behavior in a

classroom is, of course, the talking by the teacher and that by the students.
To ascertain, then, the true interaction in verbal behavior in a classroom,
both teacher talk and student talk should be measured and described.
Within the larger category of teacher talk, Flanders has sought to determine
the teacher influence factor, or the amount of freedom the teacher grants
to the student. Direct influence, the first factor as Flanders sees it, tends to
minimize the freedom of the student, because the teacher directs the
learning activity. The second factor, indirect influence, would have the
opposite effect, or that of maximizing the freedom of the student to respond.
The teacher talk area of indirect and direct influence is further divided into
seven specific categories. The student talk is divided into two specific
categories. Rounding out the ten-category system is that of silence or
confusion where no significant verbal behavior is found.

1 Dr. Flanders is Professor of Education at the University of Michigan.
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Flanders identified the ten-category system follows: (a) accepting
student feelings, (b) giving praise, (c) accepting, clarifying, or making
use of a student's ideas, (d) asking a question, (c) lecturing, giving facts
or opinions, (f) giving directions, (g) giving criticism, (h) student
response, (i) student initiation, and (j) confusion or silence. The first
seven are assigned to teacher talk.

A description of the categories in the Flanders system for interaction
analysis is as follows:

CATEGORIES FOR VERBAL INTERACTION IN THE CLASSROOM
Indirect Teacher Behavior

Category 1, Acceptance of Feeling. .,The teacher accepts feelings when he
says he understands how the children feel, that they have the right to have these
feelings, and that he will not punish the children for iheir feelings. These
kinds of statements often communicate to children both acceptance and clari-
fication of the feeling.

Also included in this category are statements that recall past feeling, refer
to enjoyable or uncomfortable feelings that are present, or predict happy or
sad events that will occur in the future.

In our society peoph often react to expressions of negative feelings by
offering negative feelitigs in return. Acceptance of these emotions in the
classroom is quite rare; probably because teachers find it difficult to accept
negative emotional behavior. However, it may be just as difficult for them to
accept positive feelings. Feelings expressed by students may also be ignored
by the teacher if he considers the classroom to be a place where people are
concerned primarily with ideas rather than feelings.

Category 2, Praise or Encouragement. Included in this category are jokes
that release tension, but not those that threaten students or are made at the
expense of individual students. Often praise is a single word: "good," "fine,"
or "right." Sometimes the teacher simply says, "I like what you are doing."
Encouragement is slightly different and includes statements such as, "Con-
tinue." "Go ahead with what you are saying." "Uh huh; go on; tell us more
about your idea."

Category 3, Accepting Ideas. This category is quite similar to Category I;
however, it includes only acceptance of student ideas, not acceptance of
expressed emotion. When a student makes a suggest on, the teacher may
paraphrase the student's statement, restate the idea more simply, or summarize
what the student has said. The teacher may also say, "Well, that's an interest-
ing point of view. I see what you mean." Statements belonging in Category 3
are particularly difficult to recognize; often the teacher will shift from using the
student's idea to stating the teacher's own idea.

Statements belonging in Category 3 can be identified by asking the ques-
tion, Is the idea that the teacher is now stating the student's or is it the
teacher's'?" If it is the student's idea, then this category is used; if it is the
teacher's, another category must be employed.

Category 4, Asking Questions. This category includes only questions to
which the teacher expects an answer from the pupils. If a teacher asks a
question and then follows it immediately with a statement of opinion, or if he
begins lecturing, obviously the question was not meant to be answered. A
rhetorical question is not categorized as a question. An example of another kind
of question that should not be classified in Category 4 is the following: "What
in the world do you think you are doing out of your seat, John?" With proper
intonation the question is designed to get John back in his seat; if such is the
case, it must be categorized as criticism of the student's behavior (Category 7).

Questions that are meant to be answered are of several kinds. There are
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questions that are direct in the sense that there is a right and wrong answer,
The question, "What are 2 and 2?" is a question that limits the freedom of the
student to some extent. Although he can refuse to answer, give the wrong
answer, or make a statemet I another kind, in general, this kind of question
focuses the student's answer more than does a question such as, "What do you
think we ought to do now?" Questions, then, can be either narrow and
restrict the student in his answer, or they can be very broad and give the student
a great deal of freedom in answering, All questions, however broad or narrow.
which require answers and are not commands or criticism, fall into Category 4.
Dh.,-ct Teacher Behm7ior

Category 5, Lecti:re. Lecture is the form of verbal interaction that is used
to give information, facts, opinions, or ideas to children. The presentation of
material may be used to introduce. review, or fccus the attention of the class
on an important topic. Usually information in the form of lecture is given in
fairly extended time periods, but it may be interspersed with children's
comments, questions, and encouraging praise.

Whenever the teacher is explaining, discussing, giving opinion, or giving
facts or information, Category 5 is used. Rhetorical qi,ostions are also included
in this category. Category 5 is the one most frequently used in classroom
observation.

Category 6, Giving Directions. The decision about whether or not to clas-
sify the statement as a direction or command must be based on the degree of
freedom that the student has in response to teacher direction. When the
teacher says, "Will all of you stand up and stretch?" he is obviously giving a
direction. If lie say, "John. go to thc hoard and write your name," lie is giv g
a direction or command. When lie says, "John, I want you to tell me what you
have clone with your reader," he is still giving a direction.

Category 7, Criticizing or justifying Authority. A statement of criticism
is one that is designed to change student behavior from nonacceptable to
acceptable. The teacher is saving, in effect, "I don't like what you are doing.
Do something else." Another group of statements included in this category are
those that might be called statements of defense or self-justification. These
statements are particularly difficult to detect when a teacher appears to he
explaining a lesson qtr the reasons for doing a lesson to thc class. If the teacher
is exilaining himself or his authority, defending himself against the student, or
justifying himself, the statement falls in this category. Other kinds of state
rents that ftlr: in this category are those of extreme self-reference or those in
which thc teacher is constantly asking the children to do something, as a special
favor to the teacher.

Categories 1 through 4, those of indirect teacher influence, and Categories
5 through 7, those of direct teacher influence, have been described. They are
all categories of teacher talk. Whenever tha teacher is talking, the statements
must be categorized in one of the first seven categories. If the observer decides
that with a given statement the teacher i:, restricting the freedom of children,
the statement is tallied in Categories 5, "), or 7. If, on the other hand, the
obsen:cr decides that the teacher is expanding freedom of children, the category
used is either 1. 2, 3, or 4. There are three additional categories for use in
classroom interaction:

Category 8, Student Talk-Response. This category is used when the
teacher has initiated the contact or has solicited student statements, when the
student answers a question asked by the teacher or when he responds verbally
to a direction the teacher has given. Anything that the student says that is
clearly in response to initiation by the teacher belongs in Category 8.

Category 9, Student Talk-Initiation. In general, if the student raises his
hand to make a statement or to ask a question when he has not been prompted
to do so by the teacher. the appropriate category is nine.
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Distinguishing between Categories S and 9 is often difficult. Predicting
the g neral kincl of answer that the student will give in response to a question
from the teacher important in making this distinction. If the answer is one
that is of a type predicted by the observer (as %veil as the teacher and class).
then the statement comes under Category 8. When in response to a teacher-
question the student gives an answer different from that which is expected for
that particular question, then the statement is categorized as a nine.

Category 10, Silence or Confusion. This category includes anything else
not included in the other categories. Periods of confusion Al commtutication,
when it is difficult to determine who is talki 1g. arc classified in this categorv.2

A summary of these categories, with 4,,ef definitions for use of the observer
follows.

TEACHER

TALK

Summary of Categories for Interaction Analysis3

INDIRECT

INFLUENCE

DIRECT

INFLUENCE

1. *ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and clarifies
the feeling tone of the students in a non
threatening manner. Feelings may be posi-
tive or negative. Predicting and recalling
feelings arc included.

2. *PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or
encourages student action or behavior. Jokes
that release tension, not at the expense of an-
other individual, nodding head or saving
"uh huh?" or "go on" are included.

3. *ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF STU-
DENT: clarifying, building, or developing
ideas or suggestior s by a student. As teacher
brings more of his own ideas into play, shift
to category five.

4. *ASKS QUESTIONS: asking a question
about content or procedure with the intent
that a student answer.

I. "-LECTURES: giving facts or opinions about
content or procedure; expressing his own
idea; asking rhetorical questions.

6. "-GIVES DIRECTIONS: directions, com-
mands, or orders with which a student is
expected to comply.

7. *CRITICIZES OR JUSTIFIES AU-
THORITY: statements intended to change
student behavior from nonaeceptable to ac-
ceptable pattern; bawling someone out; stat-
ing why the teacher is doing what lie is

doing, extreme self-reference.

* There is no scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificatory; it
designates a particular kind of communication event. To write these numbers down
during observation is to enumerate, not to judge, a position on a scale.

2 Amidon and Flanders (1), pp. 6-1!.

3 Flanders (3). p. 3.

4

(Continued on next page.
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Summary of Categories for Interaction Analysis (Continued)

STUDENT

TALK

8. *STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE: talk by
students in response to teacher. Teacher
initiates the contact or solicits student state-
ment.

9. *STUDENT TALK-INITIATION: talk by
students, which they initiate. If "calling on"
student is only to indicate who may talk next,
observer must decide whether student wanted
to talk. If he did, use this category.

10. *SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, sh, -t
periods of silence, and periods of confusion in
which communication cannot be understood
by the observer.

To use' this system for analysis purposes requires an observer who has
had some training in and adequate knowledge of the categories. The
observer marks the appropriate category of behavior as the teacher teaches.
There are actually two ways to record verbal interaction in the classroom.
One way would be to simply record (with a mark) the occurrences in one
of the ten categories. An example would look something like this:

The verbal interaction in a science classroom might go something like
this: First of all silence (10); then a directive of, "Take out your hooks"
(6); "Open them to page 27" (6); some confusion (10); then the teacher
asks, "What did you think about this chapter?" (4); a student responds,
"It was interesting" (8); another student states, however, "I didn't under-
stand the first part" (9); "NA7hat didn't you understand?" (4); "I'm not sure
that I understand the experiment" (8); "Did others of you understand the
experiment?" (4); one student says, "Yes" (8); the teacher says, "Can you
explain it to the class?" (4); the student explains the experiment (8); the
teacher says, "That's very good" (2); but since the student left out some
important facts, the teacher explains more completely the experiment (5).
The final marking of the tallies in the category system would look
something like this:

2 3 4

1111

5 i 6 7

1 11

This system shows where the teacher concentrates his efforts.

10

* There is no scale implied by these numbers. Each number is classificatory; it
designates a particular kind of communication event. To write these numbers down
during observation is to enumerate, not to judge, a position on a scale.

4 For a more comprehensive discussion on using this system, see Amidon and
Flanders ( I ).
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The second method would be to record the appropriate category
number as it is observed and place all numbers in sequence one after
another. An example of this kind of observation method, using the verbal
discourse from the above example, would look like this:

8
6 4
6 8

4
4 8
8 2
9 5

10 (always ends with 10; see below)

Of course, both methods of recording verbal behavior have their
purposes, but the second can reveal more pertinent data about the moves
and their sequence. This is more significant for analysis and corrective
purposes and is recommended for the observers.

To get an adequate sample of interaction, Flanders suggests that a
mark for recording a number should be made every three seconds, which
will record twenty instances in a minute. During a recorded period of a
class session there will be several columns of numbers. It is important that
the tempo be kept as steady as possible and that the observer be as accurate
as possible. He may also wish to jot down marginal notes from time to tirn...!.
which can later assist the explanation of what happened in the classroom.
Flanders further suggests that the observer-recorder should orient himself
to the classroom situation for about ten minutes before lie begins his
categorizing. This short time will permit the observer to get a feeling for
the kind of activities that will transpire.

When the activity of the classroom changes, the observer should note
this. For example, a class discussion on a topic may stop with some direc-
tions by the teacher, then the students may form small groups for
independent discussion. Finally, the observer should note the kind of class
activity that is taking place. A review of some subject matter topic will
reveal considerably different data than an introduction to a new topic by
the teacher. The teacher-pupil interaction will be different in different
situations even when directed by the same teacher.

Some ground rules that may assist the recorder of interaction are as
follows:

Ground Rules
Rule 1: When not certain in which of two or more categories a state-

ment belongs, choose the category that is numerically farthest from Category 5,
except 10.

Rule 2: If the primary tone of the teacher's behavior has been con-
sistently direct or consistently indirect, do not shift into the opposite classi-
fication unless a clear indication of shift is given by the teacher.

Role 3: The observer must not be overly concerned with his own 1-iase
or with the teacher's intent.

Rule 4: If more than one category occurs during the three-second in-
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terval, then all categories used the interval are recorded; therefore, record
eiich change in category. If no cnange occurs within three seconds, repeat that

ti:gory number.
Role 5: If a silence is long cuough co* a break in the interaction to be

discernible. and if it occurs at a three seek recording time it is recorded
as a 10.'

. \s suggested above, the iecorcling of interaction data in sequence is
important for the analysis process. Oc.,c it has been recorded, an inter-
pretation may begin. The process for analyzing the sequence of events can
be accomplished by placing the numbers on a matrix or a ten -row 1)y ten-
column table. The matrix (see example below) permits the teachni to
examine the kinds of interactions that have taken plac during his teaching.

For placing the data on the matrix, the numbers must be paired. The
first number of the Pair is concerned with the row and the second number
is collect ned with die column. Th- second number of the pair becomes the
first number of the new pair. Eac:- pair of numbers overlaps with the
previous pair and each number is used twice, with the exception of the first
and last. The first and last numbers should always be ten to make analysis
easier and because iL can be assumed that any session starts with silence and
ends the same way. To illustrate the pairing of numbers, some examples
muy help." Suppose the sequencing of numbers were as follows:

10 10

6 r 6)
10 \10)

7

4

1

1

(:14)The pairing would thus be
8 k..8)

8 (8
2

8,

3
( ;

0
(3

1 10

The pairing of numbers, then, assists the person to place the pairs in
the appropriate cell or: the matri,:. The first number dictates the row; the
second the column. Placing the above fifteen ;iumbcrs in proper pairs would
result in this kind of matrix:

Amidon and Flanders (1).
Amidon and Flanders (1), p. 26.
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First

R

0

S

Sample Interaction Matrix'

Second

Columns

I 2 ), 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

3 I I

4 1

) I I

8 I I I

9

10)

Total 2 I 2 I 0 2 I 3 0 2 14

The matrix records only fourteen tallies, or one less than the original
tally of fifteen, and it can be checked 1w comparing the numbers in each
row with the oun.hers in each column. If the numbers arc equal. the
matrix is correctly tabulated. It should be noted that it is advisable to
develop a separate matrix for each lesson and large aetMty. In doing this
a comparison of lessons is possible.

Once the matrix is completed with the verbal interaction data, the
analysis orocess can bi.gin. There are a variety of directions that the analyst
can go from this point, and it would depend, of course, on the original
purpose of the lesson c activity. Flanders stresses the identification of
purpose for the teaching activity, because besides being important for
teaching, the analysis will then check to see if the goal was met. In other
words, if the teacher were to present content only, he would conduct the
learning activity in a different fashion than if he wanted to encourage class
discussion on an important area of interest to the students.

One thing the analyst could do before any other activity would be to
determine the percentage of time spent in each cell. This is clone by
dividing 100 by the total marks on the matrix and using the quotient to

Amidon and Flanders (1), p. 27.
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multiply the total for each column. Further, teacher talk (columns !-7)
and student talk (columns 8 and 9) can be determined by adding the
appropriate column percentages. And finally, the analyst can determine the
ratio of indirect influence of teacher talk (columns 1-4) to the direct
influence of teacher talk (columns 5, 6, 7) by dividing the first total by the
second. All of this basic data is important for the teacher to view in terms
of classroom verbal interaction.

From this point the teacher-analyst may look For other specific aspects
of his classroom interaction. Some brief examples are:

A heavy loading of both the 4 and 5 rows and columns indicates
emphasis on content, because these cells consist primarily of lectures, state-
ments of opinion, and teacher questions about information and content.

A pattern of 6-6. 6-7, 7-6, 7-7 often indicates discipline problems or
problems of student rejection of teacher influence. High. direct influence
can be seen from a heavy loading of these cells.

Indirect influence can be easily ascertained by viewing the 1-1, 1-2,
1-3, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 cells. In this case the teacher has accepted
and extended student ideas and statements and has enlarged upon student
feelings.

The important function of teacher responses to student comment can
be checked by viewing the 8 and 9 rows of a matrix. A heavy loading of
columns 1 and 4 in these rows indicates that the teacher is using an indirect
approach, and columns 5, 6. 7 in these rows show a direct respalse to
student comments.

The above arc but a few of the many interpretations that can result
from an analysis of the matrix. Once the observer gains a working knowl-
edge of the interaction system he can ascertain all kinds of meaningful
patterns from the matrix, And when the data and patterns of interaction
are determined, the teacher can make the appropriate changes in his
behavior to more closely accomplish his stated purpose. This can be done
with practice on questioning, involving students, and a variety of other
techniques. Finally, the system can be used again until the actual verbal
behavior comes as close to the stated purpose as possible.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
The Flanders system of interaction analysis has many far-reaching

implications for the teacher education process. First of all, the system is
highly developed and has been used quite extensively. Flanders and
associates have wllected considerable data with this system for research
purposess ns well as determining the verbal behavior in the classroom for
improvement purposes.

Second, the system is an analytical tool for describing and analyzing
the kinds of verbal interaction that take place between the teacher and his

8 Fur review of research, see bibliography 2t end.
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students. To those who subscribe to an analytical approach to the teaching-
learning process, this system would be most applicable. Although it has its
limitations, it can deliver important data to the teacher for his analysis and
improvement. Since the meaning of this highly developed tool for deter-
mining verbal interaction in a classroom is perhaps readily apparent to the
teacher educator, some attention should be given to its use for and in
programs of teacher education.

Flanders suggests that there are perhaps two approaches to introducing
this system to teacher education students. One would be to simply give this
system to the students and let them learn about it themselves, and the
second would be a more gradual approach.

In the first case, the students could learn about the system from the
manual or some other source. They could learn the categories, understand
the meaning of each, and begin to do some simple recording of data. In
time the students could become accomplished in the process of recording
data. Then the introduction to the use of the matrix and the analysis
process would follow. New patterns of verbal interaction could be tried by
the students in their work. Recording of the interaction could occur in a
public or laboratory school or in simulated (or role-playing) or laboratory
cessions in the college. Analysis of data could then be do le by the students
with the instructor or in groups. Flanders reports that interest runs high
with nreservice students when they use and interpret the system.

In the second case, students could start on a more limited basis where
only two or three categories would be used. These categories could be
defined by the students themselves or cooperatively with the instructor, and
might include such items as: Does the teacher accept the ideas of the
students. does he encourage the students to ask ( .stions. and does he ask
questions himself? Another limited system, might be: Does he lecture, does
he give directions, and does he criticize? Another category of "none of the
above" should be added so that the remainder of the interaction can be
recorded. This last category makes it possible to give some statistical signifi-
cance to the recording session, because all time spent observing will be
recorded on the tally sheet. Because of this the student can determine the
time spent criticizing. praising, asking questions, etc. Once the students
have the feel for this analysis process, they can move to other categories, and
finally to the Flanders system. This approach may be more appropriate,
because it works with the concern or students for important things in a
classroom activity. The gradual move to a more sophisticated analysis may
come easier for the students.

In either approach, starting with just tallies is sufficiew. at first. Then
figuring the percentage of time spent in each category would follow before
the actual sequencing of numbers ai d the matrix work.

Flanders suggests that the three-second rule be waived in the begin-
ning :is long as a constant tempo set by the students is maintained. The use
of the three-second recording rule will come with time. and it should not be
pushed at the beginning.
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Flanders' system can be expanded or modified to ascertain other kinds
of verbal behavior in the classroom. Subscripts within the present system
are possible where one, for example, might look at the kinds of questions
that are being asked in Category 4. Or, perhaps. one might try to break
down Category 6 to look at the nature of the directions that a classroom
teacher gives. Also, a new category system may be developed to check
completely different processes. Flanders suggests that Taba's cognitive tasks
(Chapter 3) might be placed in a category system for classroom checking.
Flanders has mentioned that he knows of about twenty -lire category systems
that have been developed from his original system. with one having forty-
four different categories. So the modification of Flanders' basic system can
offer the teacher educator and his students some significant and flexible
possibilities. The only requirements in this case are the establishment of
purposes and creative thought and development.

A final requirement strongly emphasized by Professor Flanders for the
use of the Interaction Analysis System, whether it may be in a methods
course, student teaching, an introduction to education course, or a newer
theory and analysis of teaching course, is that of a free and assuring, give-
and-take atmosphere. To use Flanders' system means quite obviously that
someone must teach while someone observes and records (unless. of course,
a tape recorder is used). To assess the verbal behavior of a person working
with students in a classroom situation could be a threatening situation if'

the proper attitude did not exist. The positive atmosphere of inquiry,
investigation, and growth must prevail in such a situation, and the teacher
education instructor is the key to the establishment of such a feeling. He
should probably experience this interaction process before working with his
students so that he can view the analysis and criticism involved. This could
he done with a tape recorded session of his own teaching. Then he could
teach perhaps one brief lesson in three different ways and have the students
observe and record. At this point an open analysis and criticism could occur,
with students and instructor cooperatively performing this function.

Then the instructor may re-teach with different, prescribed moves so
the analysis may be done again. With the instructor serving as the guinea
pig in the analysis work, the students will begin to see the meaning of the
analytical and growth process in a truly professional atmosphere. The
establishment of this attitude and the development of an analytical behavior
are in themselves significant reasons for incorporating Flanders' I nieraction
Analysis in teacher education course work.
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Chapter 6. The Language of the Classroom

Professor Arno Bellack' and associates conducted an extensive,
empirical, and descriptive study into the linguistic behavior of teachers and
students in fifteen social studies classrooms in the metropolitan New York
City area. This chapter will describe the nature, some of the pertinent
results, and the meaning of the study for improved teacher education.

Professor Bel lack felt that, before any prescriptive work on the
teaching act could be done, there must be a description of just what occurs
in a classroom. Further, the nature of the classroom activities of both
students and teachers is such that a large measure of what happens tran-
spires through the verbal interaction of both parties. Verbal interaction, in
this case, means the communication of language and meaning in the class-
room, which in turn tends to indicate the behavior of those involved in the
classroom. Few classroom activities, it was argued, can be carried on in the
absence of language. Thus, this study focused on the systematic analysis
of the linguistic events in the classroom. This study took place under the
assumption that the primary function of language is the communication of
meaning, and that describing linguistic events in the classroom in terms of
the meanings expressed by teachers and students was a meaningful
direction for study.

In this case, Bcllack drew from Wittgenstein= the notion that the
meaning of a word is its use in the language; thus, the identification of the
distinctive functions language actually serves in verbal interplay and the
meanings that are conveyed through words is the essential direction in the
study of teaching.

In this search for the meaning of communication in the classroom by
teachers and students, Bel lack identified three major areas for investigation:
(a) What was the speaker doing pedagogically, (b) what was the content

1 Dr. Bel lack is Professor of Education at Teachers College, Columbia University.
2 Wittgenstein, Ludwig. Philosopi ical Investigations. Oxford: Basil Blackwell,

1958.
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of !'is statement, a (0 what was the emotional meaning or feeling tone
in the communication. In other words, the pedagogical significance of
the uttercnces (giving directions, asking or answering questions) of the
speakers, the particular content that was being communicated, and the
explicit and implicit emotional vocal expression of the speakers were the
important dimensions of ,neaning communicated in the classroom, and
thus were recorded and analyzed by Bellack.

In the operational definition of tho means for measuring and describing
the linguistic events in the classroom, Be Hack's work was again influenced by
the work of Wittgenstein,3 in which certain roles are expected to be played
in use of language. Wittgenstein identified various types of activities that
are linguistic in nature and termed them "language games" because these
"activities assume different forms and structures according to the function
they come to serve in different contexts."4 There are a definite structure
and certain moves that a player makes as he plays a game. The role of
linguistic behavior follows like a game in the classroom, because students
and teachers play certain roles or are guided by certain conventions
according to the learning activity.

Bel lack saw the language game idea fitting into the study of teaching,
because teaching is like a game in that it is a form of social activity whereby
teachers and students play complementary roles in the classroom, and
there are certain ground rules which guide the actions of teachers and
students in their activities. The reasoning then followed that, if the
research could identify the verbal moves that were made in the classroom

and the rules by which teachers and students were playing, the
functions of the verbal actions and the meanings that are communicated
could be determined.

From this point on, the verbal actions or pedagogical moves could be
determined in terms of what teaching function they perform in the
classroom. Four major categories of pedagogical moves were defined. They
are as follows:

Structuring. Structuring moves serve the pedagogical functions of focusing
attention on subject matter or classroom procedures and launching interaction
between students and teachers. They set the context for subsequent behavior
or performance. For example, teachers frequently begin a class period with a
structuring move in which they focus attention on the topic or problem to be
discussed during that session.

Soliciting. Moves in this category are designed to elicit a verbal response,
encourage persons addressed to attend to something, or elicit a physical
response. All genuine questions are solicitations, as are commands, imperatives,
and requests.

Responding. These moves bear a reciprocal relationship to soliciting moves
and occur only in relation to them. Their pedagogical functirn is to fulfill the
expectation of soliciting moves. Thus, students' answers to teachers' questions
are classified as responding moves.

Reacting. These moves are occasioned by a structuring, soliciting, respond-

3 Ibid.
4 Bel lack, et al. (2), pp.4-5.
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ing, or another reacting move, but are not directly elicited by them. Pedagog
ically, these moves serve to shape or mold classroom discourse by accepting,
rejectin0, modifying, or expanding what has been said previously. Reacting
moves differ from responding moves, in that while a responding move is always
directly elicited by a solicitation, preceding moves serve only as the occasion for
reactions. Evalution by a teacher of a student's response, for example, is

designated a reacting move.'

From the analysis of the data in the pedagogical moves mentioned
above, Bellack was able to discern some patterns or moves which were
designated as teaching cycles. The cycle began with either a structuring
move or a soliciting move, Ivbich Bel lack termed initiating maneuvers.
These maneuvers served to get the cycle under way. The tupes of maneu-
vers that are Lermed reflexive covered the responding and reacting moves
in the teaching cycle and thus completed the cycles. The typical cycle may
begin with a question, which is an initiating maneuver, followed by a
response and some reaction. The last two moves fall into the reflexive
maneuver category. Defining the cycle and the maneuvers within the cycle
permitted the researchers to look for recurring t,equences in verbal behavior
of the classroom and thus to view carefully the "ebb and flow" of the
teaching process over greater lengths of time.

Besides the pedagogical moves, teaching cycles, and maneuvers
found in teaching. Bellack sought to gather data in the second major arca.
meaning of the content of classroom discourse. Bellack defined four dif-
ferent kinds of meaning in the verbal behavior of students and teachers:
(a) substantive with associated (b) substantive-logical meanings, (c)
instructional with associated (d) instructional-logical meanings. Sub-
stantive means the subject matter and the specific concepts and generaliza-
tions to be taught. Substantive-logical refers to the cognitive processes
involved in dealing with the subject matter, such as defining, interpreting,
explaining, fact stating, opining, and justifying. Instructional involves such
things as making assignments and routine classroom procedures that are
part of the instructional process. Instructional logical refers to distinctively
didactic verbal processes such as those involved in positive and negative
evaluation, explaining procedures, and giving directions.6

In the final major area of interest in this research, that of emotional
meaning, Bel lack states:

Since it seemed reasonable to assume that our reactions to the emotional
meanings expressed by teachers would be quite different from those of the
typical high school students who participated in the research, it was decided that
emotional meanings should be analyzed from the point of view of student
observers.

The semantic differential technique was used to describe each teacher's
emotional style in terms of the meanings he conveyed along three dimensions:
valence, activity, and strength. Valence was described by the following scales:
fair-unfair, positive-negative, and good bad. Strength was described by hard-_

5 Bel lack, et al. (2), pp. 6-7.
° Be llack, et al. (2),
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soft, heavy-light, and strong-weak. Activity was described by alive-dead, hot-
cold, and fast-slow.

Judges in this part of the study were 11th grade students in a com-
munications class in a senior high school similar to those who participated in
the experimental classes. Because of the confidential nature of the tape record-
ings, ratings were obtained only for thirteen teachers Who consented to have
recordings of their classes played for persons other than regular members of the
research staff. These ratings served as the basis for analyzing the emotional
meanings communicated by the teachers."

A summary of the category system used by Bellack may be represented
graphically as follows:

Pedagogical Moves
1. Structuring
2. Soliciting
3. Responding
4. Reacting

Teaching Cycles
I. Initiatory ManeuversStructuring and/or soliciting.
2. Reflexive Mane. ersResponding and/or reacting.
Content Meaningss
1. Substantive Meanings

1.1 Trade
1.11 TradeDomestic and International
1.12 TradeMoney and Banking
1.13 TradeWho Trades with Whom

1.2 Factors of Production and/or Specialization
1.21 Factor of ProductionNatural Resources
1.22 Factor of ProductionHuman Skills
1.23 Factor of ProductionCapital Equipment
1.24 Factors other than Natural Resources, Human Skills, and Capital

Equipment Occurrin:2, in Discussions of Reasons for Trade.

1.3 Imports and/or Exports

1.4 Foreign InvestmentGeneral
1.41 Foreign InvestmentDirect
1.42 Foreign InvestmentPortfolio

1.5 Barriers to Trade
1.51 BarrierTariffs
1.52 BarrierQuotas
1.53 BarrierExchange Control
1.54 BarrierExport Control
1.55 BarrierAdministrative Protectionism

Substantive-Logical Meanings
2.1 Analytic Process (analytic statements are statement, about the pro-

posed use of language and are true by virtue of the meaning of the
words of which they are composed.)

7 Bellack. et al. (4), p. 4.
8 All content in this research came from a unit on "International Trade" based on

the first four chapters of the pamphlet International Economic Problems by James
D. Caldervood (Minneapolis: Curriculum Resources, 1961).
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2.11 DefiningGeneral (to give the defining characteristics of a class
and to give a specific example of an item within a class.)
2.111 DefiningDenotative (to refer to the objects to which a

term is applicable.)
2.112 DefiningConnotative (to give the set of properties or

characteristics that an object must have for the term to
be applicable.)

2.12 Interpreting (to give a verbal equivalent, usually for the pur-
pose of rendering its meaning clear,)

2.2 Empirical Process (-mpirical statements give information about the
world, based on one's experience of it.)
2.21 Fact Stating (to give an account, description, or report of an

event or state of affairs.)
2.22 Explaif.;ng (to relate an object, event, action or state of affairs;

to show the relation between an event or state of affairs and a
principle or generalization; or to state relationships between
principles or generalizations.)

2.3 Evaluative Process (evaluative statements are statements that grade,
praise, blame, commend or criticize something.)
2.31 Opining (to make statements giving own valuaticn regarding

(a) what should or ought to be done, or (b) fairness, worth,
importance, quality of an action, event, person, idea, plan, or
policy.)

2.32 Justifying (to give reasons for holding an opinion regarding
(a) what should or ought to be done, or (b) fairness, worth,
importance, quality of an action, event, policy, idea, plan, or
thing.)

2.4 Not clear (when wording or sense of a statement is ambiguous and the
substantive-logical meaning cannot be determined.)

3. Instructional Meanings
3.1 Assignment (discussion of reports, homework, debates, tests, readings,

and the like.)
3.2 Material (discussion of textbooks, maps, chalkboard, teaching aids,

films, newspapers, television programs, radio, and the like.)
3.3 Person (discussion of teacher's or pupil's person, physiognomy, dress,

expression, or appearance.)
3.4 Procedure ( discussion of any course of action or set of activities,

continuing activity, or future activity.)
3.5 Statement (reference to any verbal utterance, particularly the mean-

ing. validity, truth, or propriety of that utterance.)
3.6 Logical Process (discussion of the way language is used or of a logical

process.)
3.7 ActionGeneral (reference to performance, action, or event where the

nature of the performance cannot be determined or when more than
one of the sub-categories listed below are involved.)
3.71 ActionVocal (reference to action involving the emission of

speech or sound.)
3.72 ActionPhysical (reference to action where physical movements

are primary.)
3.73 ActionCognitive (reference to action where cognitive process

is principally involved.)
3.74 ActionEmotional (reference to action where feelings or

emotions are principally involved.)
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4. Instructional-Logical Meanings
4.1 Analytic Process (same as substantive-logical meanings.)

4.11 DefiningGeneral
4.1 I I DefiningDenotative
4.112 DefiningConnotative

4.12 Interpreting

4.2 Empirical Process (same as substantive-logical meanings.)
4.21 Fact Stating
4.22 Explaining

4.3 Evaluative Process (sanie as substantive-logical meanings.)
4.31 Opining
4.32 Justifying
4.33 Rating (includes judgments about the truth or falsity, or appro-

priateness of preceding statements.)
4.331 Positive (affirmative evaluation usually in a reaction to

a statement.)
4.332 Admitting (mildly accepting or equivocally positive eval-

uation usually in a reaction to a statement.)
4.333 Repeating (implicit evaluation in reaction in which there

is only a repetition, rephrasing, or restatement of a
preceding move with no explicit evaluative comment.)

4.334 Qualifying (indication of reservation, however mild or
oblique usually in reactions to statements.)

4.335 Not admitting (evaluations which reject by stating the
contrary rather than by making an explicitly negative
statement.)

4.336 Negative (distinct evaluating usually in a reaction to a
statement.)

4.337 Positive or Negative (solicitations in which a request is
made either for a positive or a negative evaluation.)

4.338 Admitting or Not Admitting (solicitations in which a
request is made to give an evaluation or to permit a given
procedure or action.)

4.4 Extralogical Process (solicitations which call for the performance of a
physical or cognitive act or solicitations which invite responses that are
nonpropositional verbal utterances; for example, commands, questions,
or directives.)
4.41 Performing (solicitations which ask or demand of someone to do

something.)
4.42 Directing (solicitations which ask for a directive or a further

solicitation and must be general or involve more than one
alternative.)

Emotional Aspects(Semantic Differential Technique for Describing Teacher's
Emotional Style)

1. Valence
fair-nnfai.:
positive-negative
good-bad

2. Potency
hard-soft
heavy-light
strong-weak
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three categories. At the 1.1 Awareness level, the individual merely has his
attention attracted to the stimuli (e.g., he develops some consciousness of the
use of shading to portray depth and lighting in a picture). The second sub-
category, 1.2 Willingness to Receive, describes the state in which he has
differentiated the stimuli from others and is willing to give his attention (e.g.,
he develops a tolerance for bizarre uses of shading in modern art). At 1.3
Controlled or Selected Attention, the student looks for the stimuli (e.g., he is
on the alert for instances where shading has been used both to create a sense
of three-dimensional depth and to indicate the lighting of the picture; or he
looks for picturesque words in reading).

At the next level, 2.0 Responding, the individual is perceived as respond-
ing regularly to the affective stimuli. At the lowest level of responding, 2.1
Acquiescence in Responding, he is merely complying with expectations (e.g.,
at the request of his teacher, he hangs reproducticns of famous paintings in his
dormitory room; he is obedient to traffic rules). At the nett higher level, 2.2
Willingness to Respond, he responds increasingly to an inner compulsion (e.g.,
voluntarily looks for instances of good art where shading, perspective, color, and
design have been well used, or has an interest in social problems broader than
those of the local community). At 2.3 Satisfaction in Response, he responds
emotionally as well (e.g., works with clay, especially in making pottery for
personal pleasure). Up to this point he has differentiated the affective stimuli;
he has begun to seek them out and to attach emotional significance and value
to them.

As the process unfolds, the next levels of 3.0 Valuing describe increasing
internalization, as the person's behavior is sufficiently consistent that he comes
to hold a value: 3.1 Acceptance of a Value (e.g., continuing desire to develop
the ability to write effectively and hold it more strongly); 3.2 Preference for a
Value (e.g., seeks out examples of good art for enjoyment of them to the level
where he behaves so as to further this impression actively); and 3.3 Commit-
ment (e.g., faith in the power of reason and the method of experimentation).

As the learner successively internalizes values, he encounters situations for
which more than one value is relevant. This necessitates organizing the values
into a system, 4.0 Organization. And since a prerequisite to interrelating values
is their conceptualization in a form which permits organization, this level is
divided in two 4.1 Conceptualization of a Value (e.g., desires to evaluate works
of art which are appreciated, or to find out and crystallize the basic assumptions
which underlie codes of ethics) and 4.2 Organization of a Value System (e.g..
acceptance of the place of art in one's life as one of dominant value, or weighs
alternative social policies and practices against the standards of public welfare).

Finally, the internalization and the organization processes reach a point
where the individual responds very consistently to value-laden situations with
an interrelated set of values, a structure, a view of the world. The taxonomy
category that describes this behavior is 5.0 Characterization by a Value or Value
Complex; and it includes the categories 5.1 Generalized Set (e.g., views all
problems in terms of their aesthetic aspects, or readiness to revise judgments
and to change behavior in the light of evidence) and 5.2 Characterization (e.g.,
develops a consistent philosophy of life).

Stripped of their definitions, the category and subcategory titles appear in
sequence as follows:

1.00 Receiving (Attending)

1.10 Awareness
1.20 Willingness to Receive
1.30 Controlled or Selected Attention
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2.00 Responding

2.10 Acquiescence in Responding
2.20 Willingness to Respond
2.30 Satisfaction in Response

3.00 Valuing
3.10 Acceptance of a Value
3.20 Preference for a Value
3.30 Commitment

4.00 Organization

4.10 Conceptualization
4.20 Organization of a Value System

5.00 Characterization by a Value or Value Complex

5.10 Generalized Set
5.20 Characterization°

Within the intermediate level of educational goals, the taxonomies
appear, then, to provide sufficient assistance and potential usefulness for
working out measures of stating and evaluating appropriate objectives. At
the instructional material building level, Krathwohl suggests that Robert
Gagne has made some significant inroads for specifying objectives. Gagne
has suggested some categories which blend behavioristic psychology and
cognitive theory, and which are hierarchical, because one capability or
behavior depends in a large part upon the learning of some other simpler
one. Gagne's categories in outline form are:

1. Strategies
and

2. Problem Solving
which require the pre-learning of:

3. Principles
which require the pre-learning of:

4. Concepts
which require the pre-learning of:

5. Associations
which require the pre-learning of:

6. Chains
which require the pre-learning of:

7. Identifications
which require the pre-learning of:

8. Responses.1°

Gagne further suggests that the categories of problem-solving and the
development of strategies are the highest forms which tie together the

° Krathwohl, et al. (2), pp. 34-35.
10 Gagne (5).
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princip' developed at the third level. In this hierarchical category system,
the upper four deal with cognitive theory and the lower four with
behavioristic psychology. The potential of this category system should be
recalled when considering the instructional material building level defined
by Krathwohl.11

Krathwohl sees real potential for the statement of goals utilizing some
of the categories mentioned above. The taxonomies have real meaning for
curriculum building because of their hierarchical nature. Both the affective
and cognitive domains can assist curriculum builders to achieve a high
degree of consistency at the intermediate level of goal statement specificity,
within a school, school system, or series of schools. Using the taxonomies
as guides can foster an interchange of experiences between schools and can
encourage comparisons of curriculum patterns. This indeed makes the
taxonomies very useful tools for stating and analyzing curriculum
objectives.

A final word of admonition advanced by Krathwohl is that objectives
within the affective domain have been under-emphasized recently in com-
parison to the cognitive domain. Thus, objectives have been primarily
considered in only one domain. He further suggests that most cognitive
domain statements reflect to some degree an interest in the affective. The
development of "interest" in a particular subject matter area, often
expressed by teachers, reflects concern for the affective domain. In such
cases a separate goal statement should be developed to stress affective goals.
Every teacher assessing changes in his students' behavior should be aware
of this important concern. The erosion of affective goals, from the point
of stating objectives to their evaluation, should receive serious attention
from teachers and curriculum workers. Even though assessing affective
changes over a short length of time (e.g., one year) is difficult, this
assessment is most important for schools in a democratic society.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
Utilization of the taxonomy, as well as other systems, is meaningful

to the educative process in terms of the power of educational objectives
stated behaviorally. The process may force the educator to a level of
specificity concerning what is being done in the classroom. When one
thinks about behavioral objectives and the use of the taxonomies, he
becomes more specific in his goal statement, his methodology, and his
evaluation. Further, he begins to develop a language with specific
definitions which provides a vehicle for communication on curriculum
design, sequencing, integration of experiences, etc., in a manner which
transcends individual grades and teachers. The implications for curriculum
building and innovation are great, and the development of more analytic
behavior in the educator is very possible.

" See also Gagne, Robert M. Conditions of Learning. New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1965.
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The teacher educator and his students should give particular attention
to these important features of using the taxonomy and other frameworks.
Developing ideas of the early use of the taxonomy for curriculum building,
for designating specific behavioral outcomes, aid for encouraging appro-
priate communication techniques seems to be most important for the future
teacher. Krathwohl suggests that the development of a more analytic
behavior concerning educational objectives should come early in the
student's preservice training, and most important of all, the study and use
of the taxonomies should continue in a spiral fashion throughout the entire
preparatory program. In other words, the student's awareness of behavioral
goals and of behavioral outcomes must be ever present in his preservice
work. In this case, then, the student should return continuously to the
taxonomies to make his work meaningful and to acquire the analytic
behavior necessary for effective teaching. Also, this awareness of
specifying and accomplishing behavioral goals may increase the use of
affective objectives, which appears to be important.

Krathwohl suggests that the early exposure to and understanding of
educational objectives can be accomplished at the experience level through
the analysis of examinations, lesson plans, teacher tasks, and standardized
tests. Once the significance of behavioral goals is understood, the student
can begin to use them in his teaching situations. At this point, the develop-
ment of the analytic behavior for specifying and using behavioral objectives
begins. A behavioral goal such as this on the part of a future teacher is one
with which few teacher educators would argue.
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Chapter 14. Theories of Instruction

Professor Elizabeth Steiner Maccia' has devoted considerable time and
effort to educational theorizing. This chapter will be based on her notions
on theories, scientific theory development and formal instruction, and her
descriptive theory of instruction. Some implications of her work for
improved teacher education will conclude this chapter.

To begin with, Maccia suggests that educational theorizing is
important, for education is no longer based on mere speculating. There
seems to be, in fact, a crucial need for theoretical work, particularly in the
area of research. It is within this realm that Maccia has suggested her
claims for a theory and the appropriate verification of these claims.

Maccia views a theory as a related and systematic set of statements.
The relatedness and coherence of statements, or actually propositions, are
the important criteria for any kind of theory. She states:

Theories may be either formal or descriptive or prescriptive. The state-
ments of a formal theorytheories of pure logic and pure mathematicsare
given no meaning; they are not interpreted. The statements of a descriptive
theorytheories of empirical scienceare given meaning through what is; they
are interpreted experientially. The statements of prescriptive theorytheories
of philosophyare given meaning through what ought to be; they are
interpreted ideally.2

Maccia suggests that the three important kinds of educational theorizing
are as follows:

1. theorizing about educational reality which I shall call "event educa-
tional theorizing,"

2. theorizing about behavioral outcomes of education which I shall call
"valuational educational theorizing," and

Dr. Maccia, formerly Professor of Philosophy of Education, and co-director of
the Educational Theory Center and the Social Studies Curriculum Center of The
Ohio State University, is Professor of Philosophy at the University of Southwestern
Louisiana where she will develop both an undergraduate and a graduate program
in philosophy.

2 Maccia (3), p. 88.
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3. theorizing about the logic or structure of languages in education which

I shall call "formal educational theorizing."

One is a scientific enterprise, while two and three are philosophical ones.3

Maccia further suggests
that even some theorizing about practices is

necessary. This fourth kind of theorizing can be termed "praxiological."

In discussing this she states:

... it is a scientific enterprise.
It is not the case, however, that this fourth

kind of educational
theorizing can be reduccd

simply to a combination of the

other three. To be sure, praxiological educational theorizing depends upon the

other three kinds: valuational educational
theorizing offers possible behavioral

outcomes for which means could be
developed and to which so related, and

event educational
theorizing and formal educational theorizing indicate the

interrelations
required in the practices. Nevertheless,

involved in praxiological

cducational
theorizing is the development

of new events (specially constructed

teacher actions,
student actions, and material objects) which are combined

into practices.;

Figure I summarizes the total task of educational theorizing.

Figure I.Kinds of Education Theorizing.5

Educational Theorizing

3 Maccia (1), p. 4.

4 Ibid., pp. 4-5.

5 Ibid., p. 5.

Scientific

Philosophic

133.

Event

Praxiological

Valuational

Formal
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Educational theorizing as seen from a scientific inquiry point of view
will be closely examined. This now seems important to educational research
and investigation. Maccia suggests that the complete act of inquiry has two
important dimensions: the development of cognitive claims and the justi-
fication of the claims. The construction and the checking of cognitive
claims must, then, receive attention. Maccia outlines the complete act of
scientific inquiry as follows:
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Figure 11.The Complete Act of Scientific Inquiry.°

I. Development of Cognitive Claims: Theory Construction Tasks

1.1. Setting forth Terms (Variables)
1.2. Relating Terms (Variables) to Form Propositions (Hypotheses)
1.3. Relating Propositions (Hypotheses) to Form Theory

2. Justification of Cognitive Claims: Theory Verification Tasks

2.1. Collection of Data

2.1.1. Specification of Indicators
2.1.2. Specification of Design

2.2. Interpretation of Data

In discussing the tasks in Figure II, Maccia suggests:
If an inquiry is scientific, it includes development of a hypothesis or

hypotheses about reality. A hypothesis is a not-yet-checked claim about rela-
tions between aspects of reality, and these relations are asserted to extend
beyond a given time and given place. A hypothesis takes the form of a gen-
eralized proposition, a statemental assertion of a relation between classes
(variables). A hypothesis or hypotheses must be in the context of other
hypotheses. A single unrelated hypothesis or a heap of unrelated hypotheses
offers no cognitive claim. Knowledge is adequate theory, and theory is a set of
related. hypotheses. It is patent, consequently, that the development of
cognitive claims in science is theory construction.

If an inquiry is scientific, it also includes justification by means of observa-
tions of instances falling under the hypothesis that the variable can be observed
in the instances. For example, an indicator of reading readiness is a portion of
the Metropolitan Readiness Tests. Furthermore, the arrangement to produce
the readings of indicators (a design for data) must be set forth. Solomon Four
Group Design is, of course, an illustration of an arrangement which is experi-
mental in nature. Different designs give different plausibilities with respect to
hypotheses. This plausibility enters into the interpretation of the data.
Ascertainment of the generality possible from the instances checked is of
primary importance here. Clearly, justification of cognitive claims in science
is theory verification.?

6 Maccia (4), F. 5.
7 Maccia (4), p. 3.
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Figure II in essence indicates the complete act of scientific inquiry and
also the relationship between researching and theorizing. In separating the
two tasks, it must be kept in mind that one task depends on the other.
Theory has little meaning if verification is not possible, and verification
procedures must be adjusted to the theory. The theory construction task
should be modified if verification does not exist. Once there is some
consistency between the two areas, the theoretical system can be utilized.

In the development of theory construction tasks, Maccia utilizes her
Theory Models approach. In this case, the model serves as a starting point
for theory development. She states:

A model is an object or a characterization used either to represent or to be
represented. When an object or characterization is used to represent, it is a
model of; when used to be represented, a model for. A model of is called a
representational model; and a model for a non-representational model. In
scientific inquiry, the characterizations of interest are generalized propositions
which set forth relations between aspects of reality. The characterizations,
thus, are empirical in nature. All propositions, whether they be empirical or
not, have form. That is to say, the proposition is structured in a certain way
(the terms are interrelated in a certain way) and the group of propositions is
structured in a certain way (the propositions are interrelated in a certain way).
The characterizations, thus, are also formal in nature. The content can be
taken from an empirical characterization, and the remainder would be a formal
characterization.8

Figure III summarizes and illustrates the kinds of models discernable
in a scientific context. The illustrations are given in terms of language
behavior, of which reading is a part.

Figure III.Kinds of Models and Illustrations.°

1. Representational

1.1. Object : a programmed computer used to represent
an aspect of language behavior, i.e. simula-
tion of actual language behavior through a
programmed computer

1.2. Characterization

1.2.1. Empirical : a proposition about language behavior used
to represent the actual language behavior,
i.e. theory of language behavior

1.2.2. Formal : the formal component of the propositions
(the way in which the terms and proposi-
tions are interrelated) used to represent the
actual interrelations of aspects of language
behavior and related events, i.e. the formal
component of theory of language behavior.

8 Maccia (4), pp. 4 and 6.
° Ibid., p. 7.
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2. Non-representational

2.1. Object

2.2. Characterization

2.2.1. Empirical

2.2.2. Formal

Figure III, continued

: a programmed computer used to be repre-
sented in language behavior

: propositions characterizing messages when
they are taken to be outputs of a Markov
process used to be represented in a theory of
language behavior

: Markov process used to be represented in a
theory of language behavior

She continues by stating that, "Not all kinds of models discernable in
a scientific context are of significance for scientific theorizing. Some kinds
may be of no significance for scientific inquiry, and some kinds may be
of significance for scientific inquiry, and some kinds may be of significance
only for scientific verification.") Figure IV (p. 129) indicates the sig-
nificance of the various kinds of models for scientific inquiry.

In discussing Figure IV, Maccia states:

Non-representational objects are of no significance for scientific inquiry,
but representational objects are. It is through objects formed to represent
instances that theory which could not be verified becomes susceptible of
verification. The difficulty of unavailable instances is overcome by simulation.
Also of significance for verification procedures are representational characteri-
zations. Models of data, e.g. Gaussian distribution, are essential in collection
and interpretation of data. Representational characterizations are of no signifi-
cance for theorizing. In theorizing, characterizations must be developed. What
is needed are characterizations from which to devise characterizations. Models
f (non- representational models) are required."

The conclusion that non-representational models of the characteriza-
tion kind are significant for scientific inquiry led to Maccia's formulation of
her Theory Models approach. In this case, Maccia suggests that theorizing
cannot be done inductively. Theory is necessary to make sense out of data
just as data is necessary to verify theory. Percepts without concepts are
blind, and concepts without percepts are empty. Thus, in scientific inquiry,
theorizing must take place before researching.

Maccia's approach to theorizing is not reductive, where one theory in
a particular field is used for a theory in another. It is also not deductive,
where one searches for a theory in another discipline from which the

10 Ibid., p. 6.
11 Ibid., pp. 6 and 9.
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wanted theory in one's discipline can be deduced. These approaches may
be represented as follows:

Figure V.Reductive and Deductive Approach."

reduction

Reductive Approach

Deductive Approach

`T1' denotes theory from which To, the wanted theory, is to be obtained. 'TM'
denotes the theory model. T1 and T2, of course, are equivalent only in the
reductive approach.

Rather the theory models approach is retroductive. In this case theory
is not taken for theory, but theory is taken as a model of theory. She states:

In forming the theory model, elements from the theory are selected and
arranged. The elements may be modified in any way required for a point-of-

13 Ibid., p. 13.
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view which will lead to the devising of adequate theory. From the theory
model, one devises the theory. It is important to note that there is no a priori
way of determining whether a theory model will produce an adequate theory
just as there is no a priori way of determining whether a theory is adequate.
The theory model must be tried out. Stated differently, just as theorizing
should be done in a context of data, so theory model forming should be in the
context of theorizing. This process of devising is called retroductive, since the
theory that is devised (conclusion) contains more than the theory from which
it was devised (premises). The implication, therefore, can only lead back
from conclusion to premises."

Figure VI summarizes the Theory Models approach to educational
theorizing.

Other Theory

Figure VI. Theory Models Approach."'

model formation

> Theory Model

(or)

retroduction
Educational

> Theory

retroduction

Retroductive (Theory Models) Approach

Finally, the Theory Models approach might appear to be redundant,
because a theory is taken to be a model insofar as a theory represents some
aspect of reality. However, Maccia states that "identification of theory and
model which is rooted in the representational sense of 'model' leads to a
disregard of the approach to theory construction in which one theory is a
model for yet another theory, but is not the same as the theory for which
it is a model. Unless models are considered as a source of theory, they
cannot function in theory construction

14 Ibid., pp. 11-12.
15 Ibid., pp. 12-13.
16 Ibid., p. 12.
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Using her theory construction ideas, Maccia moves to a discussion of
her theory of formal instruction. She confines her theory to formal instruc-
tion within the context of the school. To include all of life as instruction
(e.g., home or church) would not permit a sufficiently limited domain for
delineating. a distinctive area of educational inquiry. Thus she sees the
term "formalinstruction" as the interaction of interrelationships of teaching
and learning within the school. This can be represented diagrammatically
as follows:

Figure VII.Formal Instruction Withh: the Schaal."

Figure VII.Formal Instruction Within the Schaal.17

T = teaching

I = instruction

L = learning

Within the realm of a theory on formal instruction, Maccia again
states that any scientific theory, to be adequate, must display formal
coherence, observational verification, and observational predictiveness.

The meaning of this discussion of adequacy criteria can be resolved into
questions to ask as the theory is presented. With respect to formal coherence,
ask these questions:

1. Do the ideas about instruction fit together?

2. If the ideas about instruction do not fit together, could they be extended
or modified or both in order to produce the fit?

3. Do the ideas about instruction check with experimental or non-experi-
mental observations recorded by others or made by you?

4. If there is no evidence as to whether the ideas about instruction check
with observations, could experimental or non-experimental designs for checking
them be devised?

17 Maccia, in seminar discussion.
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With respect to observational predictiveness, ask this question:

5. From ideas about instruction, could other ideas about instruction be
derived (hypotheses be stated), and could these predictions be observed
(experimental or non-experimental designs for checking the hypotheses be
devised)?18

Maccia sees instruction within the relationship of teaching and learn-
ing as an influence toward rule-governed behavior. Thus the factors of
group dynamics and the discipline approach to curriculum appear
important. A brief discussion of each will focus attention on their meaning
for a theory of instruction.

Maccia views group dynamics as an inquiry to advance knowledge of
group life, not as role playing or a political ideology. This is consistent with
scientific theorizing since the concern is located with structure variables
that are descriptive of internal behavior of the group and consist of
statements of relations among group members.

The interpersonal relations in a classroom can be identified clearly in
two positions: the teacher and the student. Maccia identifies the teacher
as the inducer of behavioral change; the student is the inducee. Thus it is
that teaching, inducing behavioral change, is differentiated from learning
and is the directed relation of the two positions. The directed relation can
be seen diagrammatically through graph theory as follows:

Figure VIII.

A.

This direct relation points to a concept of influence, A influences B,
and thus will be called "an influence relation."

Influence relations could be direct or indirect. Figure VIII shows a direct
influence -elation, while Figure IX shows a direct influence relation of A over
B and of B over C, and In indirect one of A over C.

Figure IX.

A B C

Furthermore, there could be mutual influence, where each person is both
teacher and student, as in Figure X.

Figure X.

It must be obvious from the foregoing statements that there are many
possibilities as to the influence structure of a given classroom. It is not the

18 Maccia (3), pp. 89-90.
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case that a classroom group necessarily has the influence structure of Figure XI
because A is hired as the teacher and B, C, and D are enrolled as students.

Figure XI.

A

B C D

The classroom group might be structured according to Figures XII, XIII,
XIV, or XV.

In Figure XII, A directly teaches B and indirectly C, through B directly
teaching C. D is isolate, and taught by no one. In Figure XIII, the hired
teacher, A, teaches no one. Student C teaches B and D; and C is actually not
a student, since he is taught by no one. In Figure XIV, there are two teacher:,
A and C, who both directly teach B and D, the two students. What if A's and
C's teachings are contradictory? In Figure XV, every person is both teacher and
student.

Figure XII.

A

B C D

Figure XIV.

A

B C D

19 Ibid., pp. 92-93.
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A

B C D

Figure XV.

A

A
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Some decision must be made now as to what kind of influence structure is
desirable in the classroom. This decision, Maccia suggests, is a matter of
philosophical theorizing, not scientific theorizing, and involves some degree
of motivation in the one being influenced.

In her analysis of motivational factors, Maccia suggests that things such
as punishment, reward, legitimacy, expertise, and affect can provide
influence in the classroom. Reward and punitive measures are obvious,
while legitimacy of position is a consequence of being hired as a teacher.
The teacher's expertise is independent of the group's valuing, and it
influences the students because the group judges the teacher as he ought
to be. Affection for an individual can be a source of influence resulting
from a positive feeling toward the individual. Maccia suggests that limited
work has been done in this area of influence, and only after more effort
can one determine how influence is involved in the teaching-learning
process.

Within the second dimension of Maccia's theory of instruction, the
discipline approach to curriculum, she suggests that discipline could mean:
(a) instruction or teaching, or (b) regulation or control. In the latter case,
instruction means learning or behavioral change as regulated or controlled
behavior, behavior governed by rules. Maccia defines a rule as "a reason
or criterion which leads to one behavior rather than another behavior. It
is a way of behaving rather than another way. It is judgment or selective in
nature. The selective characteristic of a rule also makes it a way of solving
problems, since problems are sets of alternatives. In an individual, a rule is
a cognitive structure. Through teaching, cognitive structures are built up
in a student, or to state the matter in another way, the student becomes a
problem-solver."20

Maccia suggests that discipline could be defined in other ways which
suggest more control and also hinder theorizing. Discipline in addition
could mean: (c) control through punishment, and (d) submission to
authority. The four meanings involve the motivational bases suggested
above, because one involves punitive measures and the other includes all
five kinds of motivation. These factors limit cognition since they hinder a
person's actions. Maccia suggests that the individual is a problem-solver
and that human behavior must be described in these terms. The student is
thus active and not passive, and desires to relate to the content presented
by the teacher. The student can relate in this manner only if he has
appropriate cognitive structures and behavioral rules.

Finally Maccia suggests two other meanings of discipline: (e)
organized branches of knowledge, and (f) rules of practical conduct, both
of which can be utilized for her theory of rule-governed behavior. It may
appear that these two meanings are mutually exclusive, but Maccia argues
that practical conduct can occur within the bounds of a discipline. Busi-
nessmen, doctors, and carpenters have their ways of problem solving com-

20 Ibid., p. 96.
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parable to those of academicians. Rules for problem solving are not
restricted to the ways of science, literature, and other disciplines. Basic
structuring of the disciplines, as in science, is necessary before problem
solving can occur.

In summation, for instruction in schools, Maccia suggests that:
What is required is simply the introduction into the content of instruction

(the curriculum) problems covering all aspects of human living. But the
introduction of problems demands knowledge of structure. To introduce a
problem of a given aspect of human living is to introduce at the same time the
way of solving the problem. A problem to be a problem must have some
structure or organization. A problem is present only if there is doubt or uncer-
tainty. Doubt or uncertainty is present if alternatives are present and so require
selection. To select is to solve a problem. If content is completely unstructured
or disorganized, alternatives cannot be discerned and no selection is possible. If
content is completely structured or organized, there are no alternatives and no
selection is required. Total uncertainty or certainty is nonproblematic. A
problem, therefore, to be a problem of a given aspect of human living must have
some structuring or organizing along the lines of the organization of that aspect
of human living. The problem must incorporate rules or cognitive structures or
ways of solving problems distinctive to that kind of human living.

The discipline approach to the curriculum has led to learning as rule-
governed behavior or problem solving. The possible learnings, and so the
possible instructional content (curriculum), have not been restricted within
narrow bounds. All possibilities of human living could be matters of learning.
The "could" looms large, since actualization of possibilities awaits analysis of
the structure of realms of rule-governed behavior other than science. Such
analysis would provide the teacher the necessary knowledge to be the kind of
problem-maker who could offer instructional content which, if also appropriate,
could lead to rule-governed behavior for all aspects of human living. Whether
the teacher ought to offer all or only some instructional content would be a
matter of prescriptive theorizing. I would assume most of our prescriptive
theorizing would agree in placing the thieving aspects of human living outside
of instructional bounds.2'

From the review of Maccia's notions on theory, theory building, and
the theory of formal instruction, one can begin to glean some implications
for the improvement of the teacher education process. A discussion of
implications follows.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education

Maccia herself suggests that the teacher educator and his students
should have some working knowledge of what an educational theory is
composed, how it can be constructed, and how it can be tested and verified.
She feels that the entire teacher education professional component should
be inquiry-oriented, whereby the students and instructor explore together
the study of education. Having a sophisticated knowledge base of theory
and theory development provides the students with the tools to do this,
and removes to a certain degree the old trial-and-error way of operating.

21 Ibid., pp. 98-99.
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This knowledge base adds to the analytic behavior of the young student
who will in time assume his position in a school.

The exploration of theories and theory construction can be accom-
plished by the instructor who keeps the work at the level of the students.
Perceiving these sophisticated notions at the student's level of under-
standing will lead to more meaning and move the student to the stage of
becoming inquiry-oriented. This type of instruction requires instructor
awarness of Maccia's basic notions.

Maccia emphasizes what appear to be two salient ideas for her theory
of formal instruction: (a) solving problems covering all aspects of human
living, (b) having a knowledge of the structure in content organization.
These important ideas must receive careful attention from the teacher
educator and his students. Effective problem solving can occur only when
doubt or uncertainty is present, which can occur only when alternatives are
present for selection. Only the correct organization and structure of the
content can lead to appropriate alternatives for selecting and testing. These
are the prerequisites for solving human problems. The future teacher must
have both experience in significant problem solving and also a good
knowledge of the content area. This is no simple task; but if it can
produce a sophisticated, analytical teacher for the classroom, it is well
worth the effort.
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Chapter 15. Conclusions and Future Directions

Certain conclusions concerning teacher education emerge from a
careful review of the preceding chapters on the research and theoretical
work of thirteen outstanding educators. One can conclude quite obviously
that there is much data on the topic of teacher education. The works of
the thirteen specialists described previously do not represent all of the
significant ideas that should find their way into a program for preparing
teachers.

However, in terms of the previous discussion in this book, it seems
that there is a continued need for more analytic work in the study of
teaching. Several descriptions of tools or systems can assist in a careful
study of teaching. Perhaps; for those interested in research, some replica-
tion of studies is important. Since a number of systems on variables has
been described and defined, some work past the descriptive stage can be
undertaken. Even though considerable data has been gathered, it might
be well to continue basic investigations into what is important in teaching.

For the educator who works directly with prospective teachers, atten-
tion should be focused on the teaching act through appropriate analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation of ideas. Several writers have identified important
variables and strategies developed to the point where immediate use is
possible. The teacher educator and his students can: (a) begin to use and
test selected logical dimensions in their simulated teaching; (b) define and
test certain strategies for cognitive growth; (c) identify, program, and test
selected pedagogical moves for teaching; and (d) propose and test ideas on
inquiry. Analysis of classroom interaction can be accomplished with a high
degree of accuracy after training. Viewing and analyzing the classroom
group, school, or school system can place values, goals, and expectations in
proper perspective for effective learning and behavioral change. Finally,
future teachers, through teaching strategies and concept formation, can
begin to develop and design effective units of learning for trial testing and
evaluation. The careful search, then, for new methodology and program-
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ming of experiences planned to accomplish specified outcomes can be
important in teacher education, and the analysis of teaching strategies
should receive careful attention from future teachers.

It seems important for those in teacher education to give closer
attention to educational goals, within both the affective and cognitive
domains, and the meaning they have for the teaching-learning process.
A more careful statement of goals, the programming of activities to goal
achievement, and the necessary checking of goal attainment can be done
with more analytic precision.

This book includes some ideas on using and structuring curriculum
experiences in the areas of knowledge and content to provide the future
teacher with some guidelines for better teaching. Utilizing these guidelines
should foster more effective learning in elementary and secondary school
students and in turn provide for more critical work by their teachers.
Understanding and using these guidelines must occur at the preservice
level.

Sufficient ideas were presented on cognition and concept formation to
assist the future teacher in defining necessary dimensions of learning.
Careful review of basic concept formation at the preservice level and
active participation with elementary or secondary students in applied or
simulated situations can help the future teacher to develop the appropriate
behavior to carry on this important function. Understanding and experi-
ence seem imperative. Also, consideration for higher level thinking should
be fostered in the new teacher through a review of parts of this book.
Clearly, several important reported studies can assist the teacher educator
in his efforts to teach thinking above the knowledge level.

Finally, it would appear both possible and quite necessary for the
teacher educator and his students to engage in the creative work of pro-
posing, testing, and evaluating different kinds of selected teaching-learning
experiences in a kind of controlled laboratory situation. Novel models and
paradigms, as well as established ones, can be tried and checked, promoting
more analytic and critical behavior. This kind of active prescribing and
testing seems desirous in an inquiry-oriented teacher preparation program.

There appear to be a variety of directions in which the teacher
educator can go. He can begin to search for new techniques within the
existing framework of a current teacher education program. He can
propose something entirely new. Different and exciting things can be
planned to develop a more critical teacher in such current courses as "Study
of Education," "Introduction to Education," "Methods and Materials for
Teaching," and "Foundations of Education." As suggested in Chapter 1,
some zcsumptions must be made, then novel ideas can be developed.

There has been only limited discussion in this book concerning appro-
priate materials and media necessary to carry out the theoretical and
research-based ideas presented. Once the teacher educator understands
basic ideas, he has to search for and perhaps create materials and media
needed to assist in the development of compatible basic methods or
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techniques. This is an important function, and one that teacher education
students can undertake.

Finally, it seems quite appropriate that interested teacher educators
begin to develop completely different teacher preparation patterns. There
are sufficient data and ideas present (reported within this book and else-
where) to encourage such action. An expression of philoscyhical outcomes
and a statement of assumptions are necessary before one begins to state his
proposal for a teacher education program. It is to this point that this writer
will next address his attention. There appear to be many ideas and
materials, reported in this book, for formulating a program which will
prepare a more critical and analytical teacher. It is hoped that the reader
will draw the same conclusions and begin some creative effort along the
same lines.
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?t. Activity
idive-dead
hot-cold
fast-sio"

Within the context of this extensive investigation into the linguistic
behavior of classroom participants, 13ellack sought to determine also the
attitude change and content learning that took place. Since attitude change
and knowledge acquisition were important, both pre- and post-teststh were
given in both areas to determine significant change. In subsequent research,
the investigators would like to ascertain \vhat kinds of classroom events arc
related to what kinds of learning outcomes. This \vould be different from
looking at the relationships between discourse variables and measures of
learning based on some notion of what should be learned. In other words,
the research would look at descriptive outcomes (learning) to see what
classroom events (teaching) made them possible.

The only control on this experimental project was content. This gave
some limits for the research and provided a basis for determining changes
in knowledge and for analyzing the substantive meanings of the classroom
discussion. As mentioned above, this was accomplished by having all of
the teachers teaching the same basic unit on "International Trade." The
teachers were free to teach as they felt they should.

The fifteen classrooms were then taped on four consecutive sessims
imd the verbal discourse transcribed for analysis.

Upon the analysis of the data, some interesting findings were derived.
Only some of the more salient aspects of the research findings will be
presented at this time." It should be noted that, at this stage of the total
investigation by 13ellack, the primary purpose was methodological in
nature, to develop a system that would enable the researchers to describe
reliably what was observed in terms of the conceptual system described
above.

One of the interesting conclusions from this study was the fact that
there were remarkable similarities among the teachers and classrooms in
terms of pedagogical discourse. There \vas even a consistent and stable
pattern in individual classrooms over the four sessions, regardless of the
position in the unit or study. This \vas noted even when marked differences
were observed in the teachers' experience and preparation and in the
student] entire backgrounds. There appeared to be a basic pedagogical
pattern of discourse with each participant playing specific roles in the
classroom language game.

As might be expected, teachers were more active than students and

Bellack, el al. (21.
1" For a description of the testing measures see Be Hack, et al. (2).
" For complete results and discussion on coding, testing, and other important

measures of this research, see Bel lack, et al. (2). Also. both reports are available in
one volume: Bel lack, Arno A. and others. The Language of the Classroom. Ncw
York: Teachers College Press, 1967. 274 pp.
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tended to dominate the classroom verbal activity. Teachers spoke in a
3: 1 ratio more frequently than the students, and initiated more pedagogical
moves in a ratio of 3:2. Teachers also initiated about eighty -live percent
of the teaching cycles (i.e. solicitation, response, and reaction with the
students initiating only fifteen percent.

The pedagogical roles that are played in the classroom, or thc respec-
tive responsibility of the players, was easily discernable, .1.he frequency
of behavior in each category of pedagogical moves indicated that teachers
are basically responsible for structuring and soliciting and mostly for

reacting. Students play the role of respondents. The teachers, then,
dominate three moves and the students one. Occasionally a pupil reacts, but
rarely does he use the reacting move to rate previous action. In contrast
the teachers most frequently used the reacting move to rate positi\ (i.e.,
-.1Iat's good!" or "That's not exactly right."). Students rarely used reacting
to rate, and ashen they did it was mostly to rate fellow students.

About sixty percent of the moves in the classroom involved substantive
meanings or the actual content of the lessons. Forty percent of the moves
involved instructional meanings, and a large amount in this major category
Was involved with ratings. The substantive meaning categories varied most
widely in the meanings expressed. Some teachers spent a great deal of
time on 'Barriers to Trade," some spent considerable time on "Free Trade,"
and some on "ImportsExports," etc., thus reflecting the \N'ide variety of
time that Was given to the substantive material under discussion. This
great variability was most unusual to note, because the content (Interna-
tional Trade) was the only restriction placed on teachers, whereas in the
pedagogical moves or the methodology there was great similarity. The
teachers structured, solicited, and reacted in about the same proportion.

In terms of the !ogical processes in the classroom, sixty percent of
the discussion was given to empirical processes (describing and explain-
ing), less to the evaluative mode of giving opinions and justifying opinions
and the analytic mode. Little time was spent discussing policy matters,
what should or shouldn't be done in regard to international trade.

The pattern of communication in the classroom was mostly teacher-to-
students and students-to-teacher. Very little pupil-to-pupil talk was
recorded. The typical pattern was a teacher solicitation and a pupil
response. This data reveals, of course, the importance of the question in the
classroom.

This research a:so revealed some pertinent data on reactions. Since
the typical teaching cycle was teacher solicitation, pupil responses, and
teacher reaction, it was found that teachers react to seventy-five percent
of all student responses, while pupils react to fellow students at only a
three percent rate. This further substantiates the notion of rules being
present in the classroom discourse game. Rules dictate that students
do not react often. Eighty percent of the teachers' reactions to student
responses involved ratings either positive or negative. All teachers were
found to be much more positive than negative (4-1) in their ratings. They
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were just as positiv( ) incongruent responses as to congruent responses
in terms of expectations for a response. This is interesting and unexplain-
able at this time. Although pupils did not react often, when they did they
reacted three times more frequently to teachers than to responses, which
means that pupils enter into discussions when teachers invite them by
solicitation. Students apparently do not feel free to come into a conversa-
tion again until the teacher reacts, and then they react to the teacher's
reactions. Finally, teacher reactions that occasioned pupil reacCons came
mostly when substantive material was being discussed rather than a rating
reaction by the teacher. In this case, then, if the teacher wants a reaction by
students he might react by offering substantive material into the discourse
rather than a rating.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
Although he and his associates were concerned primarily with research

rather than prescription of practice, there are a variety of implications
arising from Bellack's work because of the basic descriptive nature of the
investigation. First of all, his system of analysis is highly developed and
can therefore be used as an analytic tool by preservicc students to ascertain
the kinds of linguistic behavior occurring in a regular classroom or in
some simulated or laboratory teaching. The use of this tool for analyzing
behavior brings to the level of awareness what is transpiring in a teaching
situation and should cause more analytic behavior to result. Bcllack feels
that this system can be used in areas of the curriculum other than the
specific area of International Trade and would require only a modification
of his Substantive Meaning categories. The pedagogical moves, teaching
cycles, and other content meanings would remain the same and should
provide an adequate framework for analysis.

From a review of this system and some analysis of classroom discourse,
the students can begin to develop an understanding of the different
modes in teaching. They can ascertain and understand when a fact is
being stated or defined, when a judgment is being made, and when justi-
fication or rating is occurring. Further, they can understand the basic
pedagogical moves defined by !knack in this study and view carefully .the
teaching cycles that occur in classroom linguistic behavior. From these basic
understandings of moves, cycles, and modes, the teacher education
instructor and his students can begin to make some assumptions, develop
some limited models on teaching selected content, and then test and
evaluate outcomes. The fact that Bellack's categories carefully describe the
triangular relationships among teacher, student, and content lends itself
well to some empirical and analytic testing of ideas. The development of
theoretical frameworks for testing is considered important by Bellack for
teacher education students, because this is where the awareness and
analytic behavior on teaching starts.

Within the context of empirical development and testing of models
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derived from Bellack's work, the instructor and students might look
specifically at some of the results of the study with the notion in mind that
some change should occur in the existing pedagogical pattern now found
in classrooms. This, too, would require some assumptions and informal
testing. For example, the results of Bellack's study indicated that eighty-five
percent of the questions in the classroom arc asked by the teachers. Now,
if it is felt that students should ask more questions and become better
inquirers, then some thinking and investigation into different moves are
required. The undergraduate education class could address its aitention to
this concern and develop different patterns for trial and evolution.

Another example could come from the distinct pattern in which com-
munication is present in the classroom. Be flack found that the usual
pattern was from teacher to student, then back to the teacher. If this is
judged to be inadequate, the education class could search for different moves
to change this pattern.

A final example would be a look at the question itself, because "knack
found the question to be a most important tool in the teaching process. A
class might examine the kinds of questions asked, the pacing of the ques-
tions, and the kinds of responses that are required. Some developmental
work and testing could be clone in this area so that more desirable outcomes
would result. Bellack suggests that this activity may have to be performed
on an informal basis, because there is little evidence on questioning pres-
ently available. However, this activity lends itself well to analytic testing
in laboratory situations.

Some other areas that might be judged significant for investigation
could be teacher domination of classrooLt verbal activity, teacher and
student reactions to responses, and the fact that sixty percent of the
classroom discussion dealt with fact stating and explaining. These and
many other results obtained from Be llack's extensive study could be
investigated with development and testing following. The requirements for
such an effort are a study of Bellack's investigation, an understanding of
the various categories, the making of some assumptions, and most of all
some creative effort on the part of the education instructor and his
students. If the outcome from the effort is more analytical behavior and
better functioning of the teaching process, then perhaps this could be
judged as a valid activity at the preservicc level.
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Chapter 7. The Classroom Group and the
School as a Unique Social System

Professor J. W. Getzelst and associate have developed a rather exten-
sive system for the analysis of the school and classroom group as a unique
social system and its meaning for goal behavior. In making this conceptual
scheme of the social system explicit, they have identified the charac-
teristics common to groups, and in particular to the classroom group, and
have described in a conceptual framework the relationships of the
characteristics in various dimensions for systematic analysis and study.
This chapter will review the characteristics of a social system, its meaning
for the classroom and school, and the explicit model for analysis, as well
as the meaning of the work for the preservice teacher education process.

For the description of the characteristics of a classroom group, as in
any group, Getzels has identified (a) goals. (b) participants, (c) leadership,
and (d) relationships to other groups or institutions as the major items.'
The major goal of the classroom and school is learning. This is, of course,
the primary reason that the group gets together, and the school curriculum
specifics these outcomes and procedures. The goal of learning as defined by
content and method in the curriculum is stated before the group comes into
being. This limits the definition of goals, at least of major goals, by the
participating group.

The group participants in the school and class are generally defined,
too. Mandatory participation by students is ruled by laws. Furthermore,
the composition of the group is given before the group comes into being.
Time of birth and place of residence dictate the class of participants more
than choice or careful planning, and thus tend to define a group in a more
or less random manner. The nature of group composition will, of course,

' Dr. Getzels is Professor of Education and Psychology at the University of
Chicago.

Getzels and Tilden (5).
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have some effects on the learning that takes place and the social interaction
present.

The control or leadership function falls into the hands of the teacher.
Law and custom again prevail in this characteristic when the the profes-
sionally trained and legally certified person enters the group situation. The
teacher in formal aspects holds a position that perhaps is contrary to the
democratic process. I lc forms the rul'ng class in the group and is placed
there without the consent of, or selection by, the group. Even though
freedom can and does exil.t for group members, it has to be delegated by
the leaders. In a legal sense group members, then, have really no control
over their leadership.

Besides the three characteristics mentioned above, some consideration
must be given to the relationship of the other groups and institutions, In
the case of the classroom there arc several relationships that exist. First
of all, one class fits into a sequence of learning experiences and thus has
a direct relationship to the preceding and succeeding classes. Membership
in more than one school group by a participant is likely (i.e., membership
in both an English and a gym class), so interrelationships exist here.
Then the many organizations outside the school to which a classroom proup
participant may belong can cause many different relationship to exist. The
student probably belongs to a family; some sort of gang or clique; a church;
and some clubs and other organizations, both formal and informal, which
may have more effect on his behavior than the actual classroom or school.
Pressures and influence from these outside sources may effect a behavior
which is incongruent with the desirable behavior of the classroom. Thus,
a variety of factors play upon the behavior of the student when he is a
participating member of the classroom group.

Besides the variety of pressures exerted on the class, the same outside
pressures exist on the teacher and his behavior. Personal habits, political
and religious affiliations, places of residence, and other characteristics
of the teacher may be under careful scrutiny by parents and community.
Besides the private aspects of a teacher's life, the professional life reflects
pressures from a variety of directions. Many community members and
parents exert pressures on the teacher that would not be exerted on other
professional members of the community.

The causes of and concerns for the pressures exerted on the school and
its classrooms in a way reflect a uniqueness that few, if any, other social
systems must cope with while attempting to function properly. Each institu-
tion needs and perhaps demands certain things from the school to propagate
existing conditions or to lead into what should emerge in society. This, then,
is another unique characteristic of the classroom group: "There is nothing
that goes on in the classroom that is not of ultimate consequence for the
social order; and there is not much that is of immediate consequence for
the social order that is not reflected in some way in the classroom,"
From the above brief discussion of the characteristics of the school and

3 Get7els and Tilden (5), pp. 60-61.
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classroom group, it can be seen that a variety of factors, perhaps both
good and bad, come into play when viewing this group as a social system.
However, it is interesting to note that education generally is subscribed to
strongly by most members of our democratic society.

From the above description of characteristics in the classroom, some
interesting and pertinent issues can be raise! which require a systematic
analysis. Getzels says:

1. L,:.irning in the classroom involves bringing about change through con
sciously planned experiences. This involves the exercise of conscious choice of
alternatives. Question: How can we conceptualize the choices available to the
teacher and the class?

2. The goals of learning, the procedures by which the goals will be
achieved, and the subject- content to be learned are all more or loss specified in
advance, that is, they are "givens" in the classroom situation. Question: What
arc the sources of these givens, and what is the relative stability or modifiability
of each?

3. The classroom is an "accidental" collection of persons, having little or
no legitimate recourse from participating in a priori goals and procedures of the
school. Question: lAlhat are the dimensions of the problem generated by this
"accidental" and "enforced" nature of the classroom group, and what is the
effect of these factors on classroom learning?

4. In addition to the problem of relating one's self to the associations and
activities required in the classroom, each individual must also "gear in'' his
own needs, goals, and attitudes to the way of life that is prescribed in the
classroom. Question: What is the relationship of this problem to the preceding
one, and again what are the implications of this issue for classroom learning%

5. The teacher is in almost absolute authority in the sense that the only
power students may legitimately have over the classroom group is that permitted
or delegated by the teacher. Question: With respect to what kind of matters
can the teacher delegate authority to students, and how may this transfer of
power be accomplished?

6. The "accidental" and compulsory interaction in the classroom may be
modified by students who set and enforce their own goals and standards within
the classroom. Question: How does this occur, and what are the factors
tending to encourage or discourage such development%

7. Every participant in the classroom group is also a member of numerous
groups outside the classroom. Each is subject to various group pressures and
loyalties which may be in opposition to each other. Question: What is the
nature of the conflicts to which these pressures give rise, what are the
differential reactions thereto, and what is the effect of such conflicts on class-
room learning%

8. The classroom is part of the school, and the school is a central institu-
tion in the community. There is widespread public interest, pressure, and con-
flict with respect to the school as representative of the community. Question:
What is the nature of these community pressures and conflicts, and how do they
affect the classroom group?

9. The school as a central social institution is integrally related to the
other institutions of the community. It may be an instrument for promoting
change or of maintaining the status quo of these institutions and, accordingly,
of the social order as a whole. Question: Linder what circumstances does the
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classroom serve in one capacity or the other, and What would be involved in
changing the rule of the sellout with respect to the other institutions:

10. Although the teacher is in 'limy was "trapped" by (aim inn ii t' pres-
sures on his personal and professional status, there is. on the other hand. the
powerful principle of "academic freedom" which protects the teacher's right to
make choices for educational purposes. Question: What is the relationship
between the type of choice the teacher makes and the hind of classroom
learning situation that ensues:'

'Fo provide some systematic meaning to the description of observed
events, Getzels has moved to a conceptual analysis. In doing this. an
explicit framework or model has been developed which can explain. relate,
and clarify the variables that arc important for the analysis of the class-
room group and school as a social system and for the meaning of behavioral
outcomes of participants.

The beginning of the conceptual scheme is the social system. which
in this case can be either the classroom group or the school. This is to
distinguish it from either all of society or an entire state. Within the system
Getzels suggests that institutions are present which have both certain roles
and expectations that are necessary for the fulfillment of the goals of the
social system. Also, since the system contains individuals who possess
distinct personalities and need-dispositions, the obvious interaction of the
individuals comprises the group behavior. So it is possible to identify institu-
tions as having certain roles and expectations, and individuals as having
certain personalities and needs. The first set of factors is identified by
Getzels as the sociological level or nomothetic (normative) dimension of
activity in a social system; the second set is identified and termed the
psychological level or idiographic (personal) dimension of activity in a

social system.
The first dimension may be represented as follows:

social system * Institutions Boles--> Expectations --> Institutional Goal-behavior

This is to say then that a social system has institutions to carry on its
functions. Within the institution certain people have roles to play to carry
on the functions of the institution. Roles are what people are expected to
do. Role expectations, then, define what should or should not be done and
should, therefore, lead to the goal behavior of the institution.

The school and individual classroom can be defined as a social system,
because they fit the schematic dimension described above. Goal behavior
in schools or classes can be achieved by the integration of institutions,
the definition of roles, and the setting of the expectations. One can quite
accurately analyze the remaining factors in this sociological level when
given only one factor. In other words, if the expectations were known,
it could be predicted what role should be played in what institutions and
what the goal behavior would be. This would be true only it the theoretical
level where the roles were occur ied by "constant" individuals.

However, since individuals are different and possess different per-

Getzels and Tilden (5), pp. 63-64.
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sonalitv traits, the psychological level comes into effect. Regardless of how
structured the role will be and how clearly stated the expectations are,
individuals will bring to the group idiosyncrasies which are theirs alone.
Therefore, to determine specific. behavior one must look at personality and
individual need factors when considering group behavior. The individual
dimension can be analyzed in a fashion parallel to that of' the normative
dimension. Instead of the institution we' 1111(1, 0f course, the individual,
who in turn possesses a personality defined by Germ Is as "die dynamic
organization within the individual of' those need-dispositions that govern
his unique reactions to the environment and to the expectations of the
environment.-5 The analytic elements of the personality are', thus. the
need-dispositions which lead in turn to die individual goal behavior. This
individual dimension may be represented thusly:

Social sv,,tem). ndividuals*Pers('nalities* Need-dispositions*Individual Goal-behavior

To bring together the knowledge of the specific behavioral aspects of
the individual and the role expectation of the institution would provide
a means of understanding the behavior and interaction of specific
incumbents in a given institution.

C,.etzels combines the two dimensions and diagrammatically represents
them as follows:

Normative (Noinotbetie) Dimension

Institution > Hole

Social
System

) expectation ,

Observed
Behavior

Individual 0 Personality Need disposition

Individual (Idiographic') Dimension

In the above diagram it can be seen that at the sociological level each
social system has institutions to carry on its functions, with each institution
being defined by the constituent roles. Each role is defined by the
expectations of the role. At the psychological level the same reasoning
holds true, with each unit serving as an analytic for the preceding one.

At this point one may view the social behavior of an individual by
looking at the role-expectations and the personality dispositions. As an
individual reacts to a social system, he attempts to cope with the expecta-
tions within the framework of his individual personality. Thus, Getzels
offers the formula of 13 = f (RA)) where 13 is the observed behavior, R is
the given institution role, and P is the personality of the role incumbent.
In this case, the behavior of an individual is the function of the role and his
personality. This formula for analysis takes on meaning for the educator in
a variety of situations. Getzels cities the area of language arts, with the

Getzels and Thelon (5), p. 68.
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teaching of spelling and of creative writing as an excellent example. In the
first case, spelling behavior Nv i 1 I he more influenced by the role-expectation
factor when a person adheres closely to the expectations of the school in
becoming an effective speller. Personality is not involved nearly as tronglY
as the role expectations. In the case of creative writing, behavior should
reflect more the personality-disposition level than ',he role, because it is an
individual effort. Getzels states that these activities fall on a continuum,
H'i'll mle-relevant performance on one end and personality-relevant
performance on the other. Thus, some classroom tasks require more
adherence to one factor than the other, but of course, classroom behavior
is a result of both factors, whose degree of importance depends on the task.
Behavior, then, can be viewed as the line cutting between the role and the
personality of the ro1c incumbent. When the role expectatie:t is maximized,
personality still influences behavior, and vice-versa.

However, since the institution with its factors of role and expectations
and the individual with his factors of personality and need-dispositions do
not operate in a vacuum, Gctzels moves on to look at the anthropological
level of factors which play upon both the institution and the individual.
The notions of culture, ethos, and values of both the institution and the
individual enter into the picture when analyzing a social system and goal
behavior.

The school as an institution finds itself embedded in a culture which
possesses certain belief's and characteristics (ethos), and these beliefs lead
in turn to a value system held by the culture. These factors play upon
the school with its role and expectations in the institutio:i. This stratum,
called anthropological by Getzels, adds another dimension to the model at
the sociological or nomothetic level. This level can be viewed diagram-
matically as follows:

Culture. > Ethos >Values

lnstitwion >Role >Expectations

The reciprocal influence is indicated by the reversible arrows. At the
anthropological level the values indicate what one ought to do, and this
is reflected in the nomothetic level in expectations from the school.

Now Getzels builds the same case for the psychological dimension by
stating that an individual is also related to the culture in which he has
been reared. If an examination of the personality of an individual is

important, one must go to the ethos in which he was raised. From there one
is required to go to the values of incliv;dual culture, because in many ways
the dispositions that individuals possess are derived from the values of the
family, the neighborhood, and the social system in which the individual was
brought up. This is the definition of socialization: the process of the
individual's internalizing the values around him into his personal structure.
Therefore, this anthropological level is necessary for analysis of goal
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behavior of the individual. The new stratum fits into the psychological

dimension as follows:

Individual >.1't.rsonalitt

Culture > Ethos *Values

Again, the argument by Getzels states that the individual is embedded

in a culture, and his personality and need-dispositions are affected by the

culture's ethos and value system.
Putting the two major dimensions together reveals the following

diagram:

Social System

Culture Ethos

1 $ t
Institution --iii..11olt. --5.. ENpuct.itions

$ I t
Individual ---,- Pc rsimality --I.., Dispositions

$ $ t
Culture --a.Ethos 9. ilties

()Itscrved I3ehavior

However, since there may be conflicts and deviant perceptions between
the individual with his personality and need dispositions and the institution

with its role expectations, the group is defined and utilized to serve as a
buffer. In this case the group mediates the institutional requirements and
the individual dispositions. The group, then, deals with the conflicts in
roles and the deviant perceptions of what should be, by supporting the
institution in imposing certain normative role expectations on the indi-
vidual, and also by supporting the individual in expressing certain
idiosyncratic personality-dispositions." The group, then, tends to impose a
balance between the institution and the individual. To do this, the group
develops a climate, which in turn can be analyzed into the constituent
intensions of the group. The group climate represents the final dimension
in the model. It is particularly important in the social system of the school.
The stability and ficxib:lity of the group depends on the degree of belong-
ingness that the individual possesses as a group member. The greater the
belongingness, the greater the communication between pupil and teacher.
and the better the level of security for students. This would lead to a
greater pride in the achievement of both institutional and individual goals.
The group climate dimension is, thus, necessary for the effective

functioning of an individual in an institution.
The final dimension of the model would be diagrammatically

represented as follows:

Social System--).Group--).Climate-3.1ntensions-DGroup Behavior

Putting all dimensions together would result in the following model:

" Getzds and Thelen (5).
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Once the model is developed, its applicability can he seen from a
variety of uses. Cetzels suggests that this model does not provide answers,
but it is a tool to understand and describe behavior in a social system.
Further, it helps to raise issues and questions to which the educator can
address his attention.

Cetzels cites an example of the use of this model and the problems
and issues that arc identified from a contemporary and currently popular
notion in education, that of compensatory education for the culturally
deprived.' If one 11.cre to ask the question, Can our schools presently serve
the needs of the "culturally deprived"? this model might provide some
interesting results for investigation. The complete model on page 62 has
its institutional anthropological level identified with a capital letter A, the
sociological level of institution-role-expectations as capital letter B, the
psychological level as C, the individual anthropological level as D, and the
goal behavior as E for purposes of this analysis.

Also, for purposes of this analysis, Getzels compares two social classes
of children, the middle-class students and the lower-class students (those
identified as "culturally deprived"), and the existing institution, the school.

It could be argued that the values which are related to the school by
and large are the same values in which the middle-class child grows up.
Most American schools are related to a set of values which arc middle
class in nature. Therefore, the values of the schools are congruent with the
values of the stratum in which the child was reared, or A D.

The role-expectation level of the school obviously tends. to be simiiLir
to the cultural values at the anthropological level for reasons expressed
before. In other words, the values of the culture are congruent with the
expectations of the middle-class oriented school, or A B.

The need-dispositions of the middle-class youngster are also obviously
consistent with the cultural values in which he was reared, or C D.

Then, since the above is true, from .;imple logic one can say that the
need-dispositions of the middle-class child are congruent with the role
expectations of the school (C B), so the child generally comes set
normally fo school and its values, and goal behavior (E) can be achieved.

The middle-class youngster and his relationship to the school can be
briefly stated by the following equations:

A ".4. ll

B A

C=4 1)

means congruent)

C 13 and thus E is achieved

Now if the same kind of analysis is applied to the lower-class youngster
("culturally deprived") and the school, some different results occur.

For the lower-class youngster, the values set for the expectations in
the normally middle-class school and the values which he has internalized

Getzels, J. W. (6).
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are not the same. For instance, the school expects the achievement ethic.
but he does not see this and perhaps is lucky to see three meals a day. -I-he
lowercla,ss culture has quite a different value system from that held by
the school, so an incongruency exists, or A Af.

Again, the role expectations ()I' the predominantly middle-class school
(, II) and the cultural Values of the community are congruent, as they were
with the middle-class youngster, and curriculum expectations reflect the
cultural values, or 11 7 A.

Also, in the psychological dimension, the cultural values of the indi-
vidual lower-class youngster are congruent with his personality-need-
disposition. In the lower class, the youngster will generally reflect the
values of the system in which he was reared, or C

However, with simple logic again, it can he noted that the need
dispositions of the lower-class youngster brought to the school are incon
gruent with the role expectations of the school, or C 7\--. 13, and thus little
goal behavior (F.) is achieved.

The lower-class youngster and his relationship to the generally
middle-class school can be briefly stated by the following quations:

At1)
B A

C 1)

C t 13 and thus E is not achieved.

From using Getzels. model in this particular school-culture-individual
concern, it can be seen that problems are identified. From the above
analysis of the lower-class student, one might suggest a change in either
I), the individual cultural level, or in 13, the role-expectations of the school,
to make the youngster more compatible with the school. Note here that the
model only identifies problem areas, but does not suggest how the incon-
gruities should be changed. This is an excellent example of the use and
meaning of the Getzers model for analytic purposes in a major area
involving the total model.

Cetzels suggests that this model can sell e to determine specific issues
within the school itself. Issues such as the conflict between role-expectation
and personality-disposition and role conflict itself can be identified by the
use of the model.' One can simply analyze the factors which in turn
reveal the inconsistencies for corrective purposes.

Finally, Cetzcls suggests that the model can be used to understand
problems that may be present between the school and outside value systems.
In other words, the conflict between the cultural values outside the school
and the institutional expectations within the classroom can he understood
by applying the model. This application can help identify the issues that
arise between "double standards" or "double value systems" between school
and community, parents. children, etc.

s For discussion on conflict and analysis with the model, see: Getzels and
fhelen (5).
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Implications for Improved Teacher Education
Professor Getzels' model for the analysis of a social system has con-

siderable meaning for education. First of all, it is a comprehensive attempt
to bring together the variety of factors present in the school and the
individual who attends the school. It also indicates clearly the relationship
of the variables and how they play on one another. 13ceause of its compre-
hensiveness, the model is applicable to any social system, be it a small group,
class, school, or community. Finally, it brings the sociological factors of the
school together with the psychological characteristics of the individual in
the institutional setting of the school for the purposes of looking at the
observed behavior resulting from such interaction.

Since the school is embedded in a culture and reflects cultural mores
and values, and since the individual finds himself within a similar situation,
the teacher must have a tool to analyze the factors in order to effect the
desirable kinds of behavior compatible with individual needs and school
and cultural expectations. This could be considered the major goal of the
educative process, and Getzels' model can assist the teacher in analyzing
the factors for effective teaching. This in itself makes the model a
meaningful tool to be discussed and used at the preservice level.

The teacher education instructor and his students can begin to utilize
the model once a purpose has been established. The purpose, of course,
indicates what it is the model will do, or what should be found out
regarding a social system. From a clear statement of purpose the instructor
and students can begin to analyze the factors within the model. For a
concluding example of the value of the model, one might look at cultural
values and school expectations.

If one were to look at an upper-middle-class community and its rela-
tionship with and effects on school expectations, some interesting results
might be revealed. The analysis of the expectations of the school, par-
ticularly for bright or gifted students, would suggest: (a) a work-success
ethic, or haying the children work up to ability; (b) a future-time orienta-
tion, or giving up the present for a bright and achieving future; (c) an
emphasis on the creative and imaginative, with stress in the curriculum for
individuality; and (d) a strong commitment to a set of values and special
consideration for gifted children.

Then a visit to the community where the parents might display a
different set of values, corresponding to the expectations of the school,
could reveal: (a) no work-success ethic, but instead an ethic of sociability;
(b) a present-time orientation, or "bn-N, now and pay later" attitude; (c)
little individuality, but mostly conformity to what others do; and (d) no
real commitment to any set of values, but more of a moral relativism where
if most people think something is right, it's right.'

It is obvious from an analysis 3f thir sort that the values of the com-
munity and the expectations of the school truly contradict one another

" Getzels, J. W. (3).
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by the "double standard" set. Stresses asid strains on the voungsters could
result from such incongruent conditions. Again, the model helps the educa-
tor to understand the conditions and resulting behavior, but does not
provide any solutions.

The model, then, brings to the level of awareness the conditions that
are present in a social system. This is all Getzels purports that it will do.
But the fact that the model considers the sociological and psychological
levels in the social system and the outcome of goal behavior would make it
a valuable instrument for teacher education students to understand and
utilize in their preparatory program.
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Chapter 8. The Uses of Knowledge

Professor Harry Broudy and his associates have done some extensive
thinking regarding the identification and description of the uses of school-
ing, learnings, and knowledge, the terms of which are used interchangeably
here. In this chapter the uses will he discussed, and the meaning that these
distinct processes have for improved teacher education will be examined.

To begin with, Broudy suggests that throughout the ages the style of
education, or better perhaps, the kind of learning, that was emphasized in
schools has reflected the values or success routes held by the dominant
groups in the contemporary society. The knowledge of current worth most
always became the goal of the school. In the twenties the connection
between society and school in the realm of knowledge was reflected in the
curriculum offerings where emphasis was placed on skills and knowledge
necessary to acquire and hold a certain job. Later on the curriculum
reflected such values as family membership and emotional maturity.
Currently the big emphasis is on the knowledge of science and technology.

This "knowledge of greatest worth" concept presents complications in
curriculum building, especially when consideration is given to the necessary
learnings fr: preparation of each individual young person in the school.
If one were to analyze and list the variety of specific skills, attitudes,
principles, and information necessary for an individual's preparation, and
in turn for his success route, the variety would lead to a point where there
would be little common education in the school. Virtually all young people
would be going in different directions. It is within the context of common
education, or more specifically general education, that Broudy addresses his
attention to the uses of schooling. The terms "common" and "general,"
though related, arc not synonymous. Common in this case refers to whatever
the total population of the school studies, where general "refers or could
refer to a characteristic of the subject being studied."2 Genet al, then, is the

Dr. Broudy J., Professor of Philosophy of Education at the University of Illinois.
2 Broudy, Smith, and Burnett (1), p. 44.
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opposite of specific and thus likely would be more abstract than concrete.
It is within the major framework of a general education that Broody and
colleagues have identified the uses of schooling.

Broudy suggests that the school's role in a highly developed society is
to equip the student with knowledge and the disposition to use it in behalf
of thre..2 purposes:

1. to perform his civic duties, i.e., to discharge his obligation to family,
clan, state, and country.

2, to produce and consume goods and services,

3. to cultivate his power for achieving the ideals of characters. i.e., of
the ideal happiness,"

The first two goals are those of the social cluster in which people live
out their days; the third is what is supposed to justify the first two. The first
two goals are social and practical in that they enable people to do 1N'hat it
takes to keep the group strong and prosperous; the last goal is individual
and represents the intellectual and practical excellences of the day as
embodied in a personal style of life. It is interesting to note that the state,
which manages the whole enterprise, forgives the citizen's failure to achieve
happiness more readily than shortcomings in meeting his economic and
civic obligations.

In the above context, the school reflects through its learnings and
knowledge what is currently important for society. Today, the paradigm
of learning is furnished by the Way we use scientific concepts in technology.
In every period, therefore, there is a danger that the schools will overstress
one type of learning to the exclusion of others. This could be identified as
a danger if there are different uses of knowledge and if all of the uses are
valuable. Broudy suggests that this is happening today; thus the exami-
nation of uses is imperative for the adequate functioning of the school.

Four Uses of School Learnings
The four typical uses of school learnings are replicative, associative,

applicative and interpretive. A discussion of these uses, starting with the
associative, follows.

Associative Use of Knowledge

Learning is used associatively when something learned comes to mind
because it has something in common with the present situation. When a
student is requested to respond to a question, he resurrects from memory
something or other that the question suggests. In this case, then. "the laws
of associationresemblance, contiguity, and satisfactionpurport to tell
what learnings the given cue is most likely to elicit."4 The resemblance,
contiguity, and satisfaction can determine what is associated with what.

3 Broudy (5).
Broudy, Smith, and Burnett (1), p. 46.
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Sonic learnings become so much an intimate part of individuals that they
fade out of direct awareness to a point where individuals do not think about
them. They arc perhaps forgotten, or are not explicitly at the level of con-
sciousness. lien upon a cue or some association they are brought hack to
the conscious level. The associative use of learning is precisely the selective
forgetting (or selective storage and retrieval) that makes the individual
unique. Perhaps the individual forgets and remembers as his needs dictate.
Broody suggests that Latin ma, be an example of associative learning. The
words "transport" and "transpire," to the individual who has previously
studied Latin, have an image of "carry across" or "breathe across." To those
not exposec' to Latin, the response image might be "moving something from
one place to another" for transport, or "something happening" in the case
of transpirc.5 The image came from a previous learning in Latin, and even
the fact that those who have studied it previously would net fare well on a
current Latin test does not destroy the fact that the Icamings still function
at the subliminal level.

The associative use of knowledge can easily be confused with logical
responses. An example of this case from Broody, et al., is, If the teacher
asks, 'why is the sun hot?' the pupil may reply, 'because it is round and
bright.' This is not a logical answer, although it is understandable as an
associative use of learning, because the sun is round and it is bright!'" The
argument goes on to suggest that students and teachers alike are not suf-
ficiently sensitive to this important distinction. Many essay questions are
answered by students responding with things recalled in some fashion or
other by parts of or the entire question. Since the response is not false, and
since it may have been written well, it may often be acceptable even if
logically irrelevant. The teacher's cue in the question invoke d a recall of
associated ideas. The psychological response, relevant to the question but
logically irrelevant, indicates the use of associative learning's and points
again to the need for a careful understanding of this process. The teacher
must know when he is involving the associative use of knowledge and when
he is encouraging logical thinking.

Besides the understanding of the associati\ c use of knowledge and its
possible incongruity with logical thinking, Professor Broudv suggests other
important features for an adequate understanding. Because it is most diffi-
cult to measure the associative use of ]earnings by tests, it is greatly under-
valuated by school people. But what about the appreciation of the arts, such
as poetry, fiction, and drama? The imagery involved in reading poetry,
fiction, and drama depends a great deal on past learnings that may not be
recalled exactly as learned. If one were to read, "This is the forest
primeval/the murmuring pines and the hemlocks," an eerie feeling of great
age and an aura of mystery about the murmuring pines and hemlocks might
result. However, has anyone heard a tree murn.,21:') Yet the individual
might understand exactly and feel precisely what it means for a tree to

Broady (5).
° Broudy, Smith, and Burnett (I). p. 47.
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murmur or sigh.' Now, one might ask \\lien this act of learning occurred
for the individual, and how can he recall it? This is the associative use of
knowledge.

Because of the aesthetic value ()I' the associative learning, it is well to
understand the processes of such use. Since it is difficult to trace the origin
of such school learnings, to determine what vill he forgotten, or to deter-
mine what will be used, this is a most difficult use of knowledge to analyze.
Since it does help in the appreciation of the arts and since it distinguishes
much of \dat has gone on before, the teacher may (and perhaps should)
be free to teach sonic things of this nature without a high degree of
prediction for success.

Replicative Use of Knowledge

As distinguished from the associative use of knowledge which is so
difficult to identify and describe, the replicative use is most definite; it rein-
states the original learning on appropriate cue. Thus, if one is asked to sign
an order or a receipt, lie can repeat a set of motions that lie has performed
many times The most notable example of this is in the practice of skills,
and in rote memorization and recall of facts. The traditional emphasis on
reading, writing, and arithmetic displays a heavy reliance upon the replica-
tivc use of knowledge in school. Broody suggests that this use of learning
has been at times, and perhaps at all times, synonymous with schooling.
The overlearning of performance skills in the elementary school emphasizes
the replicative use of school learning.

Cne might tend to play down this use of schooling because it of a
lower level than thinking and reasoning. But one musL have selected facts,
elements, and particulars with which to think, and these are learned as
given. At the other end of the continuum, however, one might tend to
place too much emphasis on this use of knowledge.

Professor Broudv argues that the spread of knowledge currently before
us should imply teaching as few particulars as possible. The number of
particulars learned for replication has to be kept to a minimum for fairly
obvious re9sons. Because of these major concerns, it would appear neces-
sary to think carefully about this use of knowledge and its meaning for
young people. The important concern here may be to teach this use of
schooling as efficiently and painlessly as possible; this may be where pro-
grammed instruction can find its way into meaningful use in schools. Also,
some thought on fact storage and the use of the computer may be necessary
in this area. The statement and recall of facts and the extensive practice
of skills are concerns that have faced educators since the beginning of
schooling. One must be aware of what schooling can and cannot do for the
student. Some facts and skills are important and indispensable to life and
thought; but they will neither supply all of the responses life will call upon
the students to make, nor will they in and of themselves generate the rules

7 Broudy (5).
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and principles that enable students to create answers to unpracticed
questions. This leads to the need for the last two uses of' learning.

Applicative Use of Learning

The very serious shortcoming of replicative use of krmwledge is its
inflexibility. It can be used only when a similar replicativc situation arises.
Thus, One must identify another use of knowledge that can apply to other
situations. In this case, then, it is expected that curriculum time and school
resources would be devoted to studies that could be applied, and that
schooling vould be evaluated in terms of its being applicable. This may be
particularly true now, when science and technology arc the critical factors
in industry, health, war, and peace.

Applicative uses of knowledge arc school learnings in the form of some
principle, generalization, or statement of fact used to solve a problem or
analyze a particular situation.s The applicativc use of schooling, though it
enhances the power of understanding and control, is not an easy task.
Applying knowledge can occur when one recognizes an object or event as
covered by a major generalization or law, or when one sees some resem-
blance of a problem-situation to another situation previously incurred. "This
type of application may be thought of as filling in the missing terms of a
proportional equation."

Familiar Problem Familiar Solution

New Problem 'F(New Solution)"

One would simply fill in the three "givens" and complete the solution of the
problem.

"As an cYample, we might consider the familiar situation of boys in
slum nr.ighborhoods resisting delinquency when an extensive recreational
program is introduced. If another neighborhood is afflicted by a high rate of
juvenile delinquency, it occurs to us to apply to a familiar solution; namely,
instituting recreational facilities.'" This does not, however, denote original
application, because someone had to apply some knowledge to the original
problem of delinquency rate and recreational activities. Also, to solve the
same problem several times in the same way would remove this use of
knowledge from the applicative and place it in the replicative realm.

Broudy suggests that the applicative use of academic knowledge is
relatively rare in ordinary life, and that the scholar and researcher are the
ones who really apply knowledge at its highest level. When the scholar
applies knowledge it is, in fact, a way of expanding knowledge itself, rather
than merely understanding it. Even though problem solving is taught in
schools with hopes of a carry-over in life, life's problems are so complex
that a skilled individual is required to work with them. We apply knowl-

s From Broudy, Smith, and Burnett (1).
Ibid., p. 51.
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edge in our specialities. One distinction Professor 13roudy makes between
applicative and interpretiv:: uses of knowledge is that applicative use
involves carrying out a process for problem solving. whereas interpretive
use of knowledge (to be discussed next) is satisfied by understanding the
process.

To apply knowledge one ne,!ds a device that translates knowledge int,,
strategies and processes for action on particular situations, i.e., rules and
procedures. This device could be considered a technology. Having applica-
tive knowledge does not mean applying the process, but it does mean having
planned or devised a carrybq-out process. Just where to insist on overt
action in the applicative use of knowledq,c is not clear. Obviously, a
physicist who uses physics to think ul. a ro:e of engineering practice, the
engineer who designs the bridge, and the worker who builds the bridge may
all be .ipplying knowledge. Yet, it is clear that each is operating at a
different level of concreteness. It might be said, then, that to apply knowl-
edge K is to prescribe a set of rules and procedures for a domain of objects
not directly or explicitly i:cluded in the domain of K ye: which can be
subsumed under the pl mciples of K.1'

The difference between interpretive ;1,1 _eplicative use is supported
by the fact that ins:enters are rin always, or even generally, the same men
who discover the k;.owledge to 1,c applied.

There is also a difference between understanding a technology and
us;ng such knowledge applicati-ely. One can understand how a carburetor
functions in an automobile bus not know how to install one, repair one, or
judge what is wrong with it. The familiarity with the appearance, con-
struction, and norms of carburetors d )es not follow from (because it is not
contained in) the knowledge of the principles of combustion or even in the
principles of carburetor construction.

Interpretive Use of Knowledge

As seen immediately above, the interpretive use of knowledge is closely
related to applicativc use but is far less specific and detailed. This identified
use of schooling could he defined as those learr.:ngs which are used to
perceive, understand, or feel life situations; and it is a process primarily for
orientation 2nd perspective rather than action and problem solving.12 The
interpretive use of schooling, then, is the most fundamental of all, because
without some interpretation of a situation it might not be possible to know
whether to replicate, associate, or apply.

To understand something is, first of all, to identify it as belonging to a
class or too context that is already familiar. It can be said that a hurricane
and a tornado are both to be understood as cousins in a family of violent
storms. It is doubtful that even the most common perceptionsseeing or
hearing this or thatare wholly devoid of these classifying and ordering

11 Broudy (5).
12 Broudy, Smith, and Burnett (I).
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operatioDs. This neither means that there is no common world to be per-
ceived nor that every perception is a subjective law unto itself. It does mean
that every time one is aware of anything he is aware also of what it is. If
this is not the case, then puzzlement occurs and understanding does not
take place. The interpretation of the impact or the world occurs through
the use of meaning systems, categories, and structures. These arc all names
given to the frames of experience. Experience it ordered in frames of space,
time, conservation of substance, reversibility of operations (Pingo.), and the
more developed systems of meaning called sciences and the humanities
the intellectual disciplines. "They are disciplines because they are systems of
controlled thinkirg and meaning. They are systematic ways of sorting
experiences and provide designs for resorting them.

For example, if one were to understand the war in South Vietnam. it
would mean, among other things. that a person can:

1. locate the scene of conflict on a map.

2. recount the series of major events that led up to the var.

3, name the alleged goals of the parties in the conflict.

4 .11k about the troops and the battles.

5, tai,: about the diplomatic maneuvers."'

In summary, a rough but practical test for understanding is the kind
of behavior called talking, discussing, and reading about the South
Vietnamese situation. It should be noted, however, that understanding the
war does not entail doing something about it. Action on X is not a necessary
condition for understanding it. Knowledge is. A variety of learnings has
gone into the task of understanding the c vent, and Broudy wolild suggest
that this variety of learnings is like a set of maps to help peopI2 interpret
and understand an event.

Even though the act of understanding is not totally clear, some of the
learnings with which a person thinks or understands can be identified.
Amon :4 them are the school subjectsall of them. The more general and
extensive the schooling has been, the greater is the number of "maps" and
conceptual ;'errata at a person's disposal. In short, one can understand
X or int, fet X: (a) when he can describe the system of meanings in
which it is embedded; and (b) when he discerns the position of X in this
system, i.c., when he can relate it to other elements of the system.

Finally, Broucly suggests that interpretation is not all intellectual,
because all experience passes through a person who has definite values,
tastes, and norms. These evaluative filters or maps color what he perceives.
Cognitive interpretation and valuativc interpretation go together; desires
direct knowings and knowings shape desires but are not identical and
cannot be treated as such. Generally, the sciences focus on the cognitive
and the arts on the valuative.

Professor Broudv and his colleagues build a strong case for the inter-

13 Broudy (5).
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preth e use of schooling. which in turn means a general education for all
young people at the secondary level. They feel that understandingthe
goal of the interpretive use of schoolingis the basic development of
cognitive maps on the phenomena which confront the oung student and
which is niost important at this state of development. Therefore, general
education, if it is successful, lays the necessary groundwork for all high-
grade applicative uses of knowledge, because all uses of knowledge are in
some sense interpretive, just as they are replicative and associative. The
highly technical applicative use of academic knowledge as found in spe-
cialized education should occur when a person applies knowledge later on
in life as he specializes in his chosen vocation. Therefore, understanding
must come at the public school level before performance at the adult level.
Technologyor the applicative usethus requires the understanding or the
interpretive use of knowledge to become truly effective.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
The work of Professor Broudy on the four uses of schooling which

correspond to the four uses of knowledge again provides a system for
analysis and direction. This system affords a look at the uses of schooling
and the meaning each has for the educative process.

It should be noted by now that the various uses are associated with the
kinds of total outcomes desired by educators. The applicative use of
schooling has direct meaning for the goal of vocational education and for
problem-solving goals. As noted earlier, this use was held in high regard
during the 1920's. The interpretive use of schooling is more appropriate
for a general education, which is the major interest of Broudy and col-
leagues. Replicative use of school learnings finds its meaning in the skill
development area.

After a study of the uses of knowledge by the teacher education
instructor and his students, some notions about their meaning and signifi-
cance can be developed. The preservice student must have an understand-
ing of the uses, because what obviously will be taught corresponds to the
uses. Therefore, an examination of the replicative use and what it can
and cannot do, the associative, interpre,ive, and applicative, bring the
student to the level of awareness for effective teaching and uses of
schooling. The understanding of the uses should go beyond immediate
outcomes and look at long-range goals. This activity, of course, requires
some value judgments, which in turn can be made from a thorough study
of the uses of schooling. The teacher must make the decision on what he
wants as an outcome.

It would also appear important that a prospective teacher have a good
knowledge of the content area to be taught, to enable him to make appro-
priate judgments and identify the important areas (concepts, principles,
and generalizations) within the given content.

At this point, then, the prospective teacher can select some content and
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teach it in a simulated or regular situation for a specific goal. It should be
noted again that one must teach directly for a USC of schooling. The
methodology of the classroom conforms to the uses of the knowledge
desired. II' One wants to teach an arithmetic lesson to insure understanding,
he will use the interpretive use of knowledge to help his students interpret,
understand, and perhaps generalize about some process or concept in
arithmetic. Replicative use of schooling cannot achieve this goal, because
no amount of drill can produce full understanding of the stated concept or
process. Or if one wants to teach some applicative use of a scientific
concept, then he must be concerned with the rules and procedures for
application. Finally, if one wants to teach the skill of handwriting, he uses
the replicative. It can be seen, therefore, that the uses of knowledge must
be reflected in the methodology of the lesson. Incongruities in this approach
will not produce the desired outcome.

This study and employment of the uses of schooling lend themselves
well to an analytic or perhaps laboratory Lind of preservice study. Students
can analyze lessons and tests to determine the uses of knowledge involved,
and they can select a use and determine the appropriate strategy or
maneuver for some analytical teaching of their own. An assessment could
he made, followed by some reteaching.

Regardless of where this study of the uses of schooling is conducted,
be it in methods courses, in curriculum, or in a laboratory setting, it
brings to the prospective teacher an awareness of the value and meaning
of a most important area. Further, it can cause him to search for consistency
in goal-statement and methodology. These would develop the kind of
analytical teacher desirable for the classroom and for effecting die needed
outcomes in public school work.
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Chapter 9. Logical Structure of Teaching

Doctors Albert E. I fickey and John M. Newton' have conducted an
intensive investigation into the logical order of teaching within the field of
programmed learning, sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. Some
very pertinent and selected aspects of this research will be discussed in this
chapter, and the meaning that they hold for improved teacher education
will conclude the discussion.

In this investigation, Hickey and Newton have given particular
attention to the knowledge space. For adequate cognition and learning.
a schema for the organization of things known or knowable is important.
In the case of adequate cognition, Hickey has suggested that the problem
of induction versus deduction always comes into effect. Often induction is
defined as reasoning from specific to general, and deduction, the opposite.
However, specific is confused with concrete or elemental, and general with
abstract or complex; and this is particularly true when discussing induction
and deduction in terms of concept formation strategies.

In pointing out the confusion, Hickey and Newton mention that there
are at least three definitions of induction used in connection with
programmed instruction. They are as follows:

1. A program is inductive if it begins by defining the most elementary
units of a concept and progressively combines these into more complex
units until the final concept is attained. This definition is one of
overall direction, from elementary definitions or subconcepts to the
final major concept or principle. An inductive program may also have
deductive sub-routines.

2. A program is inductive if it progresses from concrete to abstract levels
of description. For instance, a given law of economics may be pre-
sented on at least four levels of abstraction. The most concrete level
would have the learner actually observe market transactions at the

1 Dr. Hickey, a psychologist, is the President of ENTELEK, Incorporated, of
Newburyport, Mass. Dr. Newton is Associate Professor of Psychology, University of
Omaha.
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neighborht,od grocery store. Or the law may be presented at a

somewhat less concrete level by simulating the activity in the grocery
store with detailed verbal description. In the third instance, it will
be less concrete and more abstract to describe the economic law in
terms of market transactions in general. Finally, the least concrete
and most abstract way to describe the law is with mathematical
symbols.

3. Perhaps the most common definition of an inductive Fogram is that
it presents examples from which the learner must derive the concept
or parts of the concept. Ihis seems simple enough, but in the light
of the two previous definitions it becomes more complex. Pot instance,
what type of examples are used? Are they concrete or abstract% Do
the examples begin by illustrating the final concept, or do they
illustrate basic units of concept first%.2

Since the real confusion about induction and deduction stcms pri-
marily from the terms specific, concrete, and elementary on the one hand,
and abstract and general on the other, Hickey and Newton have addressed
their attention to these areas in their research. Also, since analysis and
synthesis and the structure of knowledge play important roles in learning
and concept formation, some considerable attention has been given to
them here. These researchers have developed significant models for use
in these areas which have considerable men, ing for the logical structure
of teaching.

The first model was developed to indicate the relationship of the
sub-concepts or conceptual elements to the major concepts. The Logic
Tree which they devised (see Figure I) does this in the experimental
content area of economics and the major concept of -Law of Demand," By
proceeding from top to bottom, the conceptual elements are assembled in
a broader, more complex concept, a process called synthesis. To move
in the opposite direction, it can be noted that the complex concept is
separated into its more elemental components; this process is called
analysis.

Further, the model shows the relationship between general rules,
principles, or laws and specific instances or examples of the principles. And
it helps distinguish concrete, "point-at-able" events or phenomena from
more abstract representations of those events and their interaction."

In this model,
The most primitive or elemental forms are at the top, and arc successively

combined to form relatively more complex terms or sub-concepts. The sequence
in which the elemental terms are added to the "root" concept. increasim; its
complexity, can be graphically demonstrated by tracing the tree from "purchase"
down to the next node where "purchase" is combined with the element "unit

2 Hickey and Newton (2), pp. 3-4.

" Hickey and Newton (2).
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Figure I.Logic Tree for concept: Low of Demand.'
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quantity" to form "quantity purchases." "Unit quantity" is therefore the second
term in the sequence. Tracing the root line to the next node, we pick up the
term "unit time," which is combined with "quantity purchased" to form
"quantity purchased per unit time." Continuing this procedure, the elemental
terms enter the concept in the following sequence:

purchase-unit quantity-unit time-price-inverse-Law of Demand

stimulus elements response element
(concept name)

Although a tree may have some very complex branches, the procedure for
ordering the elements can be visualized easily by concentrating on the central
"herringbone" pattern'

The herringbone pattern can be seen in the Logic Tree. It shows the
order in which the elemental terms enter the growing concept.

It is obvious by now that the sequence of terms entering the major
concept, "Law of Demand," could be lengthened by continuously adding
sub-chains to simplify any of the very elemental terms. However, the
criterion was added to this notion "that all conceptual elements must be
delivered without reference to combinations of more rudimentary elements
which must themselves be defined."' In other words, some "starting points"
which are basic and most elemental must be defined, or else the tree would
go on indefinitely. Also the basic elements are not used independently in
the major concept, but actually are combined to form the sub-concepts. In
the Logic Tree in Figure I, the elementsexchange, money, and goods and
servicesare the basic starting points and assist in forming sub-concepts
such as purchase and price. In any use of the Logic Tree an arbitrary
decision must be made when a particular term is basic and well understood
to be accepted as an element.

From this point in the Logic Tree, the investigators put the tree con-
cepts in a cell matrix for their particular research in programming. Since
this discussion is limited to a presentation of major ideas, not particularly to
programming alone, no more mention will be made at this time." How-
ever, once the Logic Tree, which deals with the concerns of analysis,
synthesis, and organization of concepts, is completed, Hickey and Newton
move to the other concerns of induction, deduction, abstract, concrete,
and so on.

To place these concerns in proper and meaningful order for logical

5 Hickey and Newton (2), pp. 14-16.

6 I bid., p. 16.

For a more complete discussion on the programming aspect of this research, see
Hickey and Newton (2).
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teaching, Hickey and Newton have added another dimension Lo the Logic
-Free to form a "knowledge space" 'See Figure 11).

80

Figure II,A Model of the Logic Space.`'

ELEMENTAL
GENERAL

(ABSTRACT,

SPECIFIC:
(ABSTRACT)

SPECIFIC
(CONCRETE)

The bottom plane of diagram in Figure II contains concrete, point-at-able
events of the real world. Elemental events or phenomena are ranged along the
far side of the plane; more complex phenomena (governed by natural laws) are
to be found along the near side. Events in this plane are both specific and
concrete.

The second plane contains more abstract representations of the specific
events to be found in the concrete plane. Thus, the symbol "N 7-2. 2" is sub-
stituted for the two point-at-able people in the concrete plane. As in the
bottom plane, however. the more elemental concepts, such as number, will be
found along the far side of the plane, while the more complex phenomena, such
as the expression of a function, will be found along the near side.

The top plane contains generalizations of the specific concrete or symbolic
examples found on the other two planes. This is necessarily an abstract level.
The elemental concepts are again found on the far side, the more complex ones
toward the near side.

To progress from the far side to the near side on any plane of the model is
to synthesize a phenomenon or concept. To go from front to back is to analyze
one. The tree diagram drawn on the top plane shows the logical combination of
elements to form a complex concept. The location of a concept on the dimen-
sion simple-complex, i.e., its complexity, can be measured by the number of the
operations necessary to define or measure it. Thus, in economics, ,coney is a
simpler concept than the Law of Demand.

8 Hickey and Newton (2), p. S.



progress from the bottom or middle plane to the top is to progress from
the specific, even concrete, to the general, and necessarily abstract. This is the
process of induction, To progress from top to bottom is to progress from the
general (and abstract) to the specific. the process of deduction.

In the vertical concrete-abstract continuum, verbal concepts are at the top,
i.e., the abstract or symbolic end. The verbal statement of a principle may,
however, correspond to a physical or natural law at the concrete end of the
continuum."

Although Hickey and Newton suggest that knowledge can be specified
in multi-dimensional terms, they also suggest that knowledge can be taught
only in a one-dimensional sequence: the learner can attend to only one
thing at a time. They then identify the teaching process as a single thread
in the knowledge space and state further that the teacher's problem is one
of weaving this single thread up and clown and back and forth through this
knowledge space. In theory, there are an infinite number of stlategies and
patterns that can be developed to accomplish this.

At this point, then, some decisions have to be made whether to synthe-
size or analyze the various elements in the content. Therefore, a conversion
from the multi-dimensional space model to a one-dimensional teaching
sequence is important and a concern to the teacher. Also, a concept can be
taught in x'ery abstract terms or very concrete terms, or perhaps in between.
In other words, how can the sub-concepts be attended toby words,
lectures, and/or actual concrete experiences? This is a second concern. A
search for teac.'ing sequences is the key process in coping with these
concerns.

For the purposes of their research. Hickey and Newton identified
twelve alternative sequences of fifty-nine frames for programming the con-
cept of Law of Demand." The twelve alternative sequences varied with
respect to three factors: (a) the direction of the sequencing, or analysis
versus synthesis, (b) the position of the frames within the various sub-
concepts, and (c) the order of the sub-concepts themselves. The effective-
ness of each sequence was checked against three criteria: (a) response errors
made by the student in the program, (h) speed going through the fifty -nine-
frame program, and (c) the transfer of learning measured on a multiple-
choice test.

The results of the experiment with the twelve alternative sequences
indicated that:

(a) The sequence variables which were examined did not influence the
number of errors made during learning, (b) Faster performance on the pro-
gram was obtained when the overall program, and all of its parts, began with
a statement of the principle being defined and then proceeded to more rudi-
mentary definitions. (c) Students completed the program more quickly when
both sub-concepts were learned together rather than separated by the sub-
routine on basic "market" definitions. However, this effect was most pro-
nounced when "consumption spending" was learned prior to "investment."
(d) Students made significantly poorer test scores when learning of both sub-

Hickey and Newton (2). pp. 7-9.
1" For a good description of the entire research, see Newton and Hickey C.3).
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concepts was remote from learning the definition of the major concept. How
ever, when the sub-concepts were not learned together, but were separated by
the basic definitions, so that one was at the beginning and one at the end of the
program, test performance was better if learning of "Consumption spending',
rather than "investment" was adjacent to learning of GNP [Gross Naticmal
Product]. This led to the interpretation that "consumption spending" Might he
the !note basic instructional concept in the program.

17% brief, the hypothesis that performance is more rapid when principles are
stated first was confirmed. The hypothesis that superior transfer would occur
when the program proceeded from elements to principles was not confirmed,
nor was it rejected. And the hypothesis that sup- concepts !night hest he learned
first and held in storage until needed in the program was generally rejected for
this particular program."

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
From this brief description of the experimental and developmental

investigation into the field of programmed learning, one can glean some
significant meaning for use in teacher education. The effects of pro-
grammed learning have caused researchers to give lengthy consideration to
the organization and order of the concepts to be learned. The nature of
programming is such that the order of teaching events must be structured
for effective presentation and learning. Hickey has made this significant
attempt in his search for order in content and control of the variables in
the cognitive processes.

If one is concerned with the logical order of content to be taught, and
desires to organize the particular content in terms of basic elements. sub-
concepts, and complex concepts, Hickey's Logic Tree is a helpful model.
This organization of content should then provide the teacher with a frame-
work from which to order the elements, sub-concepts, and complex con-
cepts or principles for better teaching and learning. The use of the Logic
Tree, therefore, brings to the teaching act an awareness of what is important
in the content and affords a pictorial view from which a search for appro-
priate sequencing of concept teaching can proceed. Although Hickey
suggests that some content areas (i.e., mathematics, physics, and economics:;.
lend themselves to this kind of organization better than others, he feels that
some significant attempts should be made in other areas. He assumes that
there is some degree of structure in a content area.

To search for order and to place content on the tree requires decisions
by the teacher. The major concept or principle to be taught, the appro-
priate sub-concepts, and the basic elements or starting points must be
decided upon by the teacher. The tree can then be built from top to
bottom or 'ice-versa, i.e., by analysis or by synthesis. The teacher must
identify the concepts and sub-concepts that arc important and must be
practical in terms of basic elements or starting points. For the starting
points, then, the teacher must be aware of the knowledge that his students
possess and work from there.

" Hickey and Newton (2), pp. 53-54.
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The Logic Tree model lends itself well to the teaching of a 1.1111t of
study. For example, if a class were to study the influence of air movements
and pressure on weather characteristics in a science class, the logical order
might look something like the following:

Figure 111.Influence of Air Movement and Pressure on Weather Characteristics.

Temperature (S.P., Composition
of Air (S.P.)

Air lovement

Relationship of Air Pressure
Air Movement (S.C.)

\Veight

Air Pressure (S.C.)

Bannueter

Weather Characteristics (S.C.)
(1 high & Low Pressure Areas

In this simple example, the tree has three starting points (S.P.): a
knowledge of the composition of air, a knowledge of weight, and a knowl-
edge of temperature. Then the various sub-concepts (S.C.) arc dcvc!oped
along each branch of the Logic Tree. The development of the sub concepts
leads up to the major notion or concept that air movement and pressure
influence weather characteristics. Whether this tree is judged correct or
incorrect is not particularly important at this time. The important thing is
that it provides an order to the content to be taught. Only through de-
veloping the sequential order for teaching and actual testing can the tree be
judged as valid. In this case, then, it does not dictate methodology, but
makes explicit the important aspects of the content under consideration.
Hickey suggests that a major weakness in instruction is that not enough
thought has been given to the logical structure of the content. The use of
the Logic Tree may make some significant inroads into this problem.

The second major contribution of this research to teacher education
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is, of Course, the model on Logic Space which attempts to bring together the
important variables in cognitive learning. Hickey places the inductive and
deductive processes in this three-dimensional mode; (which is actually
two-dimensional because there is no meaningful horizontal ax s for the
Logic Tree; although it is depicted in the plane, it is not drawn in cartesian
coordinates) with the processes of analysis and synthesis. With the treat-
ment of these processes made explicit, one can easily place for teaching the
content which appears in the Logic Tree at the general (abstract) level.
From here the actual experiences with the two-dimensional model can
be developed.

At the top level generally comes the very abstract meaning such as
words, symbols, and the like. At the bottom level comes the very concrete
experiences such as experien.:ing the concept in a real setting. In the
middle level Hickey sugges's that some simulated experiences cuidd be
developed. So within the i.wo levels of the Logic Space model, the teacher
should be able to develop the kinds of experiences that will meet the
specification of the inductive and deductive reasoning processes and still
he free to move back and forth from the elemental to the complex by either
synthesis or analysis of the concepts. This model does not tell how to make
the teaching moves; it only makes explicit the kinds of experiences needed
within die cognitive processes. Decision making by the teacher is necessary
within the framework of this model depending on tic nature of the content
and the students involved.

The teacher education instructor and his students can find considerable
meaning at the preservice level from the work of Hickey. Placing the
content of an area of study into logical order for teaching should add
significant sophistication to the teaching process. It should add to the
future teacher's awareness about structuring content and about developing
the kinds of experiences needed for cognitive development. It further NVill
permit the student to test the content and process by allowing sonic
experimental sequencing of teaching concepts to occur. The future 1-acher,
upon s' acturing the Logic Space for an area of study, can test sequences
with his students in a laboratory situation. Finally, it will aid the future
teacher in the selection of instructional content which is necessary for
cognitive growth of his students. These concept l .; frameworks can be
very important goals for the preservice teacher education student to acquire.
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Chapter 10. Structure of the Intellect

Professor lames (;allaglicrI am, associates have utilized selected aspects
of the modd Structure of the Intellect, developed originally by J. P. Guil-
ford of the University of Southern California, for some investigation into
the behavior of classroom teachers and students. This chapter will include a
brief discussion of the Structure of the Intellect model, Gallagher's applica-
don of it, and the meaning of this model and Gallagher's research for
improved teacher education.

The three-dimensional cubic model (see Figure I) representing the
structure of the intellect has identified a variety of factors that can be
ordered, because of similarities, into three different classifications. The first
classifying unit is that of the level of operation or processes performed.
Within this system are the live major groups of intellectual abilities such as
cognition, memory, convergent thinking, divergent thinking, and
evaluation.

Cognition, in this case, is the discovery or rediscovery of information
and includes comprel' .nsion and understanding. Almon. is the retention
or storage of information. From this known and remembered information
come the two productive kinds of thinking: divergent thinking and con-
vergent thinking. Divergent thinking is the generation of new information
from known information with the emphasis on variety and quantity of
information. In this case thinking goes in a variety of directions, with no
real "right" answer being sought. Convergent thinking is the generation of
new information which leads to the right or conventionally accepted
answer. In this case, the given or known information usually determines
the correct response. Ern luntive thinking is the intellectual process by
which judgments and decisions are made regarding the goodness, correct-
ness, adequacy, or suitability of information, based on some criterion of
consistency and/or goal satisfaction that resulted from productive thinking.

1 Dr. Gallagher is Professor of Education and Associate Director of The Institute
for Research on Exceptional Children at the University of Illinois.
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Figure 1. Structure of Intellect.2
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A second classification system offered in the intellectual process is
based on the kind of material or content involved. These broad classes of
information arc identified as figural, symbolic, semantic, and behavioral
content. Figural content is that which is concrete material and is repre-
sented by itself. This content is taken in through the senses and has
some degree of organization. Symbolic content is that which is composed
of letters, signs, numbers, etc., usually with some organization such as the
alphabet or number system. Semantic content is information in the form of
meanings to which words are attached, and is used primarily in verbal
communication. Bellacioml content is that information, mostly non-verbal,
which deals with human interactions in which attitudes, needs, desires, and
perceptions of others and oneself ar, important.

At this point, then, when a certain operation is applied to a selected
kind of content, the intellectual process involves a kind of outcome or
product. The variety of products involved here are identified as units,
classes, relations, systems, transformations, and implications. Units are
relatively segregated items of information that have a single character.
Classes are sets of items of information that are grouped by common prop-
erties. Relations are connections between the units of information based
upon certain points of contact that are applicable to them. Systems are
organized complexes of interrelated or interacting items of information.
Transformations are the changes in existing, known information or in the
actual use of the information. Implications are the extrapolations of infor-
mation, which can take the form of expectancies, predictions, concomitants,
or consequences.

From this brief discussion of the factors of the Structure of the
Intellect," it can be seen that the intellectual process can be measured in a
variety of ways. Guilford developed this model for the specific purpose
of testing various kinds of intelligence. From the identification of these
factors, it can be seen that 120 possible areas of intelligence should be
measured by tests. Gallagher suggests that most standardized tests now
measure only memory and convergent thinking and mostly ignore
divergent thinking and evaluation.

In addition tc the model's use for testing and measuring purposes, its
use in the meaningful identification and development of the factors within
the intellectual process can lead to other kinds of educational endeavors.
It is to this point that Gallagher and associates addressed their ;mention.
They sought to:

1. Identify and classify productive thought processes as expressed by the
intellectually gifted children and their teachers in the classroom.

2. Assess relationships between these expressed thought processes and
other variables thought to influence their expression in the classroom.'

3 For a more complete discussion, see Guilford (7) or (8).

4 Gallagher and Jenne (5), p. 2.
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Gallagher's basic interest was in the area of productive thinking, and
the specific objectives for this research were:

1. To determine if gifted children reveal distinctive individual patterns
of cognitive performance in terms of the present Aschner-Gallagher
Classification System.

2. To discover whether teachers' cognitive performance is related signiffy
candy to variations and patterns in the thought processes expressed by
the students.

3. To determine the relationship between attitude and self-concepts and
the various thought patterns shown in classroom expressiveness.

4. To determine whether gifted children, who show a high proportion of
expressive thought in the classroom, also obtain high scores on tests
purporting to measure productive thinking.

5. To determine if there were significant differences between various sub-
groups of gifted children such as boys-girls, high divergent-low
divergent, expressive-nonexpressive, etc.).

6. To explore the relationships between aspects of family environment
and the child's verbal expression in the classroom.°

In research involving gifted children at the junior and senior high school
level in interaction with teachers, Gallagher utilized the operations dimen-
sion of the Guilford model with one exception, that of combining the
cognition and memory factors into one. This yielded four categories:
cognitive-memory, divergent thinking, convergent thinking, and evaluative
thinking. Another category, routine, was added to this system to take car.!
of non-cognitive matters such as giving directions, structuring classes,
making assignments, etc. Also within the major category of routine was
a sub-category, verdict. This meant giving personal or impersonal praise or
reproach to a student or to the entire class. This represented the operational
level of the category system used to look at the interaction in the classroom
between teacher and students, and more specifically, at teacher and student
performance in asking questions (nature of the cognitive task) and
responding.

The semantic dimension of the content classification was the only one
used in this research because of the concern for verbal behavior of both
teacher and student. This provided the well-developed system by which the
verbal behavior of the classrooms could be checked."

Prior to the taping of classroom interaction, personality variables were
ascertained, Guilford's divergent thinking tests were administered, and
family questionnaires were administered. This gave pertinent data about
the students involved in the research. Then five consecutive classes con-
ducted by teachers were taped and observed. Some students were involved

5 Ibid., p. 2.

For more complete on the category system, see Aschner, Gallagher,
et al. (1).
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in more than one class (i.e.. a student in a science class could also he in a
social studies or English class).'

Some interesting results were obtained from the tape scripts of this
extensive investigation into the thought processes as expressed by teachers
and gifted students. The most pertinent results of the entire research
project are as follows:

1. In terms of total output over the consecutive class sessions, all
teachers showed a predominance of Cognitive-Alemory questions.
In practically all class sessions, the Cognitive-Memory questions made
up 50% or more of the total questions asked. The second most
frequently used category was that of Convergent Thinking with
much smaller proportions produced by Divergent and Evaluative
Thinking questions. In certain class sessions, the requests for the
thought operations of divergence and evaluation were absent entirely.

An extremely close relationship was obtained between the type of
teacher-questions asked and the pattern of thought expression observed
from the students' responses. It was clear that the character and style
of verbal expression in the classroom was mainly directed by the
teacher.

3. Students did not reveal individual differences in patterns of cognitive
expression through the major thought categories. While initially, it
was felt that some students would specialize in Divergent Thinking
and others in Convergent Thinking, this was not found to he the case.
The complex nature of thought expression in the classroom in which
all major categories had to be used for effective performance, seemed
to be responsible for the high intercorrelations obtained on the major
categories by the students.

4. Differences were obtained between gifted boys and gifted girls on
their degree of classroom expressiveness and on the general attitudes
of self and others. The boys tended to be more expressive across all
measurable dimensions in the classroom and also to show more con-
fidence in their own abilities, The gifted girls appeared to be more
positive in their attitudes toward others and expressed a more positive
ittitude toward the world around them.

5. Since no such sex differences were obtained on tasks of written
cognitive ability (in some instances, girls appeared superior) it was
concluded that the boy's superiority in verbal expression in the class-
room may be related more to personality and attitudinal dimensions
than to cognitive ability, especially within the range in the present
sample,

6. Expressive teacher differences were obtained over a wide range of
secondary categories of verbal expression as well as on such non-
cognitive variables as the ratio of positive to negative Verdicts and
expressions of Humor.

7. Thought expression, as revealed in teacher questions, seemed to follow
a different pattern than those revealed in teacher statements. Teacher
questions appeared to represent the teacher's method of advancing
class discussions, whereas, teacher statements represented individual
cognitive style. Teacher statements remained relatively constant in

For a discussion on specific testing and Ineasuring instruments, personality
variables, and interview procedures, see Gallagher and Jenne (5).
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style while the type of question varied as the subject was introduced,
developed and concluded in class.

8. Comparison of the same student's performance from one point in time
to another, and from one subject area to another, showed a significant
degree of consistency in general expressiveness.

9. The pattern of performance of the same teacher was observed to vary
significantly from one day to another and, in some instances, from
one class section to another even while teaching the identical concepts.
The total characterization of teacher performance would seem to he
very difficult without indicating: (a) the particular group of students
with which the teacher is working, (b) the goals of the teacher for
this group, or (c) the degree of class progress to these goals at a
particular point in time.

10. Performance on Divergent Thinking tests was not related significantly
to classroom expressivenesss but did seem to maintain some expected
relationships to measures of self concepts and attitudes. In boys, per-
formance on Divergent Thinking tests seemed related to a degree of
social independence and autonomy; in the girls, good performance on
Divergent Thinking tests seemed more related to a pattern of good
academic performance and personal adjustment.

11. Significant differences were found in subgroups in the present study
on the basis of cognitive style. An attempt was made to replicate
previous work by Getzels & Jackson and Torrance. The results of the
present study indicated that teachers rated Low IQ-High Divergent
boys less well on the cognitive dimension than High IQ-Low Diver-
gent boys as would he predicted on the basis of the previous studies.
The High IQ-High Divergent girls, however, received more favorable
teacher ratings and performed more expressively in the classroom than
did either the Low IQ-High Divergent girls or the High IQ-Low
Divergent girls. This supported the general conclusion that gifted
girls who were superior in IQ and in Divergent Thinking tasks were
more self-confident and more expressive in their academic
performance.

12. In comparing students who were superior in classroom expressiveness
with those inferior in expression in the present sample, differences
centered more in the attitudinal dimensions than in the cognitive
realm. It was concluded that dependency feelings in the boys may
hinder aggressive classroom interaction and be generally related to an
academic conformist pattern.

13. For boys, factor analytic procedures failed to reveal any notable
relationship between family environment and classroom performance.
There was, however, some indication that parental satisfaction with
the child's behavior, the child's perception of parental satisfaction,
and educational-occupational status of the parents, was related to
boys' performance on the Uses and Consequences tests. For girls,
there was some evidence that family size is related positively to
Divergent Thinking performance in the classroom. In addition, for
girls, there was some evidence that maternal emphasis upon indepen-
dence-granting, mothers' gainful employment, and stability of parents'
marriage were related positively to performance on Uses and Con-
sequences tests. The lack of notable relationships between family
environment and child's classroom performance may be due to the
relative homogeneity in family background of the children included
in this study of classroom performance.
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14. It was found that boys whose fathers exerted maximum control over
their activities (fathers who are both high on achievement-inducing
and low on independence-granting) did better in total classroom
expressiveness and in divergent production in the classroom than did
boys whose fathers indicated less control over activities. It was found
that girls with mothers who were very high on independence-granting
did better in total expressiveness in the classroom than did girls whose
mothers were very low on independence-granting.

15. Boys and girls from families in which both parents espoused the
Parent-Oriented type of family organization did better in divergent
production in the classroom than children from families in which both
parents espoused either the Child-Oriented or the Home-Oriented
type of family organization.8

Some of the conclusions drawn from this extensive study indicated
strongly that the teacher is the initiator and determiner of the kinds of
thought processes verbalized in the classroom. In other words the teacher
generally gets what he asks for in terms of cognitive processes. Since the
teacher focuses on the cognitive tasks largely through the kinds of questions
asked, questions again loom large in the teaching process.

This research effort again points out vividly the level of thinking
required by the teacher for his students. Better than fifty percent of the
productive thinking in the classroom was cognitive-memory. Although
convergent thinking was present to some degree, very little, if any,
divergent thinking and evaluation were present.

These and other conclusions and findings developed from this research
have significant implications for the teacher educator and his students. A
discussion of these implications, plus those of the use of the model Structure
of the Intellect, should again focus some attention on the kinds of thinking
taking place that could occur in the classroom.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
Gallagher suggests that perhaps the Structure of the Intellect model

(and the Aschner-Gallagher category system) is too complex for the begin-
ning teacher education student to work with. The model itself is a

theoretical system for categorizing the various factors associated with the
intellect, and thus is not practical itself. It might be equated with the
periodic table found in chemistry and physics. However, like the periodic
table, it can be used in part to bring about different combinations at the
analytical level for some laboratory teaching.

Gallagher suggests that the operations levelthe various kinds of
thinkinghas particular meaning to the teacher education process. First.
the teacher education student can learn how to phrase questions and
develop problems for work in a classroom that will elicit a certain kind
of cognitive process. A question oi problem must, or course, deal with some
content and include some implicit outcome. Also, the teacher education

8 Gallagher and Jenne (5), pp. 6-10.
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student should be aware of the instructional purpose associated with the
various operations. If an education student desired to work with facts
which are important to the other levels of thinking, he would address his
attention to the cognitive-memory category. If he were in search for a
breadth of possibilities to an area under consideration, or if he were con-
cerned with affective goals such as getting his students to contribute and
respond openly, then he would use the divergent thinking category. In this
case, he would encourage a building of ideas without criticism or judgment
on his part. When all ideas arc expended, he can look for immediately
usable ideas or economically feasible ideas or most pertinent ideas. An
example of this kind of thinking operation might be, How can we improve
the automobile? From this question a variety of responses will occur, with
judgments held in abeyance until many responses are produced.

If a teacher education student established as his purpose the focusing
on a single idea or of bringing to a conciAsion some problem, he would use
convergent thinking. Finall\, at the operations level, if the education
student desired to verify or make judgments on some idea, he would use
evaluative thinking after, of course, establishing certain criteria.

The exact use of these cognitive operations by the student will develop
the analytical behavior desired in the young teacher. From single experi-
ences students can move to more complex operations. It should be obvious
that the teaching-learning process will involve a variety of processes. The
independence of factors occurs only on the theoretical model. whereas in
practical situations the operations are intermixed into a network of
classroom activities.

The teacher educator and his students can begin to tic in the opera-
tions with specific content in the curriculum. They can frame questions
within an area of curriculum that will include productive thinking
operations. Some examples are found on the following page.

Finally, in respect to the operations level, the cognitive-memory
category should not be slighted. Facts are important. it would be most0 .
difficult for a teacher to foster higher level and more productive thinking on
the question, Should we get out of the United Nations? if the students have
little or no previous knowledge of the United Natioils. Therefore, all
operations must be considered when working with the future teacher.

Also, Gallagher suggests that the future teacher should become sen-
sitized to the last three categories in the products levelsystems. transforma-
tions, and implications. The future teacher will assume an active role in
the classroom when he strives for these outcomes. Gallagher feels that the
first three categoriesunits, classes, and relationsreally don't need loo
much attention, because they can come quite naturally. The mental prod-
ucts in the last three categories are important and need the attention of the
teacher educator and his students.

The research by Gallagher and associates tends to support the notion
that more analytical work with operations and products is necessary for the
preseryice teacher. It was found that questions are important and generally
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Examples of Productive Thinking Operations

SUBJECT DIVERGENT
AREA THINKING

SCIENCE How might life be dif-
ferent on Mars?

SOCIAL
STUDIES

LANGUAGE
ARTS

Name as many possible
detrimental effects of the
use of insecticides as you
can.

What would happen if
there had not been a
Bering Strait?

What would have hap-
pened if Lewis and
Clark had arrived at the
mouth of the Frazier
River instead of the
Columbia?

Here is the beginning of
a short story. How many
different endings could
be developed from it?

In what ways has Ameri-
can English changed as a
result of advertising?

CONVERGENT
TI II N} )NC

Explain why there could
be no life on Mercury.

How are humans modify-
ing their environment
through the use of insec-
ticides?

How did the Bering
Strait influence the
settlement of North
America?

Explain the impact of
the Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition on the develop-
ment of the Oregon
Territory.

Tell why you think the
short story developed
in American literature
rather than European.

Explain the impact of
advertising on the level
of acceptable spoken
English.

EVALUATIVE
THINKING

Do you think there
is life on Mars?

Are insecticides
more harmful or
more beneficial?

What is the most
important contem-
porary use of the
Bering Strait?

What were the two
most influential con-
tributions of the
Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition to the de-
velopment of the
Oregon Territory?

---
What is more im-
portant in the de-
velopment of the
short story char-
acter or plot?

What kind of ad-
vertising made the
most valuable con-
tribution in chang-
ing American En-
glish?

dictate the kind of response received. Further, the comparative paucity of
divergent and evaluative thinking seems to indicate that considerable effort
should be expended in this area at the preservice level. Finally, the incon-
sistency of teacher behavior found in this research would suggest some
analytic study whereby the teacher can become more aware of the kinds of
tasks that he imposes upon his students.

The study and use of the model should assist the future teacher in
developing ideas and behavior patterns for better use of cognitive opera-
tions, content, and products. and in developing an analytic awareness of
classroom operations. This can be considered a most significant goal at the
preservice level.
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Chapter 11. enquiry Training

Dr. J. Richard Suchman' has clone some extensive theorizing and
experimenting with elementary school children in the field of scientific
inquiry. This chapter will include a discussion and review of the nature of
this process, the theoretical model on inquiry, and the necessary components
for effective inquiry. The chapter will be concluded with a discussion of
the implications of this significant process for improved teacher education.

Suchman's concerns fall within the realm of creativity. He is inter-
ested in meaning, or how meaning comes into being for the learner. In
other words, how does the learner respond when a new encounter is per-
ceived from thc apperceptive masses of stimuli around him? To handle this
new encounter, Suchman suggests. rhe individual has certain organizers
which can be drawn upon to bring some meaning to the new encounter.
He has identified four organizers as Follows: (a) previous ecounters, (b)
systems, (c) data, and (d) inferences.

\\Then a new encounter is perceived, the learner can impose some
organization by using a previous encounter that was similar in some way.
This begins to give meaning to thc new event, if nothing more than
familiarity. The second type of organizer, systems, helps bring meaning
to a new encounter through classification or analysis. For example, the
student has a variety of systems for bringing meaning to his classroom. He
can categorize the group according to boys and girls, those with glasses and
those without, or those who are tall and those who are not. Encounters
take on new meaning when systems are applied to them. The systems are
thus related to previous encounters, which in turn generate the third
organizer, data. Previously stored data can also help bring meaning to a
new encounter. In the process of using previous encounters and systems for
analyzing and categorizing, the student may infer generalizations,
conclusions, theories, etc.the fourth type of organizer.

Dr. Suchman, a psychologist, was formerly Professor of Education, IIniversity
of Illinois, and Director of Elementary and Secondary Research, United States Office
of Education. He is currently associated with Science Research Associates.
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Any one of the four organizers can be stored for future use to give
meaning to a new encounter. They can be highly interrelated or quite
distinct and inconsistent. If the young elementary child is confronted with
a new encounter, for example. the heating and cooling of both sand and
water as part of a study of weather, he pulls from storage organizers which
bring meaning to these phenomena. Previous encounters help him, for he
has probably 'Clone sonic work 'in heating and cooling. l le has a system to
talk about heat, cold, and temperture, and a system for measuring with
the thermometer. He may have some stored data on heat and void or water
and sand, and thus there is sonic meaning to the new event. Ile may have
sonic generalizations stored: for example, heat causes a higher temperature
to register than cold, or water will heat faster than sand. These generali-
zations bring meaning to the new encounter, also. Therefore, as a result
of stored organizers, the student can bring sonic understanding to sonic
thing that is new. This storage aspect is just one facet of the model of the
intellectual process.

Suchman suggests other dimensions to the fact that the youngster is
a.1 active system and provides action toward the real world and real things.
First of all, the youngster has an intake function which seeks, selects, and
groups stimuli coming into his perceptual awareness or things that arc hap-
pening to him. There is a relationship between the intake stimuli and the
student's actions. The student can take action to change the environment
or to (generate new encounters and thus develop new data.

Since the relationship between intake and action is neither direct nor
linear, something must happen between intake and action. Suchman
identifies this process as control, The control function plays a crucial
mediating role. The student actually does not take action on all intake, nor
does he take in all available stimuli at all times. This selectivity points to
cognitive filters in the mediation process. This process is most important in
inquiring and learning, and Suchman suggests that much more should he
known about it,

Finally, the control function is influenced by the motivational state of
the learner. Intake selection, retrieval from storage, and actio:i are tuned
to serving the needs of the total system as dictated by the motivational
function and executed by the control function. Suchman states that the
three motivational forces ie closure, or the desire to bring to an end
solution or understanding of the particular new encounter; basic curio: -cy,
or excitement ..1)out the new encounter; and the power to predict, control,
or explain a new s: ,counter.

The above discussion of the inquiry process may be represented
schematically, as shown in Figure I. There, the boxes represent functions
or processes, and the arrows show the effects of one function upon another.

As is noted in the model, the new encounter come:: in throitgh the
intake box and then moves through to the mediation c' control .unction.
In the control box the decision-making and selectivity begin. Motivational
forces begin to work and the retrieval of stored models starts. At this point,
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Figure I.Theoretical Model for the Inquiry Process.2
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sonic new data may also be placed in storage. from the control box the
decision for action is reached. In this case the action can go to the real
world or environment of the individual to help change it, or it can move
back to the intake box to generate new stimuli and thus gain more data on
the encounter. The cyclical movement is present in the latter case because
the learner will keep inquiring until the desired consistency between new
encounters and existing structures is obtained.

A brief example of the process, often used by Suchnwn with his stu-
dents, can clarify some of the interaction an inquiry associated with this
model. When a film on the bimetal strip:' is shown to students, there
usually is a gap in he students' cognitive maps; and they begin to scan their
store of organizers to find one that can make this phenomenon meaningful.
If no satisfying match can be made between encounter and organizer,
dissonance results. The students may then attempt to restructure or com-
bine existing organizers to gain meaning. Suchman argues that when this
gap appears, the motivation for closure may be present. At this point the
function of the control box is either to perceive the new event so that
existing models will assimilate the encounter, or to find some way to
combine stored models to create or accommodate a new model.

From here, the students may begin to take action. and because of the
dissonance present, they may take action to gather new data and generate
intake. Through questions or concrete experiences they can analyze,
examine, and test ideas on facets of the bimetal strip. This is done to get
models or organizers in storage. such as knowledge about metals or the effect
of heat on metals, to assist in developing 11,...N1r meaning. They continue to
try out ideas to get 11C11' data for the formulation of a new model from
parts of old ones. New intake will have meaning from prior intakes and
organizers that have been stored. Continued trial and error will occur,
then, to get a more meaningful match between intake and storage (or
between encounter and organizers), and the cycle is, therefore, present
because the students will continue this search for data until the consistency
is there. The new data generated will obviously dictate the kinds of
organizers used and the kinds that will make sense to the new encounter.
This inquiry process will continue until the new encounter has real
meaning to the students involved.

The teacher in the classroom should take certain steps to encourage
this kind of student inquiry. Suchman suggests that the teacher should:

1. Create freedom to have and express ideas and to test them with data.

2. Provide a responsive environment so that:
(a) each idea is heard and understood, and
(b) each learner can get the data lie requires.

3. Help learners find a direction to move in, a purpose for their
intellectual pursuit.

3 A bimetal strip is a combined metal strip of two dissimilar metals with different
coefficients of expansion. Thus, when heated, it bends in only one direction, or toward
the metal with the lower coCt-ient of expansion.
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It ,should he obvious that the first condition is a must for adequate and
open inquiry, and that it is the teacher's function to see that the condition
is present. The responsive environment is important, for the students must
have responses from the teacher when they verbalize their theories or search
for new data. The teacher must listen and repea!- at times vhat he thought
the students said. Teachers must be responsive to any and all student ideas
to encourage inquiry. Also, environmental conditions must be such that the
students can gather their data on demand through concrete. simulated, and
verbal experiences. Inquiry cannot go on without new data. Finally,
teachers must be concerned with focus. If a teacher wants to stimulate and
support inquiry, he must direct the cognitive and perceptual energies of
students toward some focal point. If this is not the case, diffuse behavior
may occur with little or no satisfaction resulting for students. The teacher
can inject focusers, such as a film on the bimetal strip, to mobilize the
energies of the students to inquire. Also, the teacher may want to refocus
attention when inquiry stops because of premature closure. If, for example,
students close quickly on the bimetal strip phenomenon by stating flatly
that the heat causes the bend, the teacher should refocus by asking why it
bends one way on some occasions and the other way on other occasions
even though heat is being applied during both experiments. This re-
focusing will then expose a discrepancy, which will promote more inquiry.
Suchman states that some children will refocus by themselves for the sake of
deeper meaning or for the excitement of pursuing it.

this point it might be instructive to compare the inquiry mode with
the didactic function of the teacher in which he takes the major responsi-
bility for engineering learning, particularly conceptual growth. The
teacher can use language to influence the control center to retrieve from
storage selected organizers for interpreting an encounter. Through words.
stored models are retrieved, tried out, and perhaps held in abeyance if they
arc not compatible with the new encounter. Through continued inter-
action, other stored models are brought out. The teacher may use graphic or
schematic models on the board in conjunction with the stored models.
This assists the students in restructuring to search for the new, consistent
model which, in turn, may lead to generating new encounters.

The teacher in this case has moved to influence the control box and
has regulated its activity with language. This, in turn, has caused some
internal restructuring within the student. The teacher, therefore, can
engineer the buildup of new models out of old ones using language, sym-
bolic systems like graphs, and deliberately introduced encounters, when
needed. This is truly teacher-planned and teacher-engineered learning.
The teacher may try to deal with each encounter in the light of the model
that he is trying to develop. Further, the teacher must check to see if the
model that the student is using, related to the new encounter, is the one
that the teacher had in mind. This means that some sampling device or
feedback is most necessary. Without this feedback, the student could go in
much different directions than desired. From the feedback, the teacher
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assists the student at the action level either to test his new model on the
encounter, or to go hack to the intake box for new data for continued
restructuring of existing models. Pie activity itself' is the student's. The
teacher is not giving him new kmAdedge or ideas. The teacher inIllICIICCS

e sequence and direction of activity. Learning certainly can take place
under these conditions, but this does not mean the pupil will learn about
inquiry or how to inquire. Good didactics will always have a place in
education, but it is not everything, Suchman claims.

One can begin to glean the importance of the above theoretical dis-
cussion' on the inquiry process for the teacher education program and
student.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
The goals subscribed to by Suchman and his inquiry process are most

consistent with current educational thought. Inquiry with experimentation,
investigation, discovery, and thinking are processes that hold real meaning
for education today, and probably will for some time. Therefore, the
meaning of the inquiry process developed by Suchman has particular im-
portance at this time. The teacher of tomorrow should have an awareness
and a working knowledge of this important process. The preservice
teacher should examine carefully what is meant by meanings and new
encounters, and how to evolve these in his teaching process. Further,
asking questions and responding to students are important facets of the
inquiry process that should be understood and used by the preservice
student. Finally, the act of focusing and refocusing on problems at hand are
important operations that the student must know. The teacher education
student must also have a good knowledge of the content that will he taught
to enable him to develop the appropriate experiences and materials for true
inquiry.

/VI though Suchman has confined his experimentation into the inquiry
process primarily to elementary school children, this process can he used
at any level of education. Therefore, an awareness of the process and
experience using it should come at the teacher education preparatory level.
A basic understanding of the theoretical model and its functions, the
awareness of the requirements necessary for active and meaningful inquiry,
and the understanding of the role" that the teach,2r must play to enhance
inquiry are important factors for teacher educators to consider in their
programming of experiences. Suchman suggests that since inquiry produces
learning, the teacher education student should inquire into the nature of
students, curriculum,' and the teaching-learning process. There is no better

4 For a complete discussion and kit on the actual Operations and materials
necessary for the inquiry process, see Suchman (3).

5 For more discussion on meaning, see Suchman (2).
6 For more discussion on the role of the teacher, see Suchman (6).
7 For a discussion on inquiry and the curriculum, see Suchman (4).
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%vav to learn about inquiry than to inquire and then analyse what has
been done. Opportunities for inquire into the behavior of public school
students, the way in which students learn, the means of developing
materials, and actual operations of the classroom must he present for the
teacher education student. They provide the new encounters in the inquire
process. The teacher education student can find out or experience the
actual inquiry about the entire classroom himself'. Follow-up discussions
with the instructor and the exchange of experiences with others will then
help the student to start developing the consistent models necessary for
effective inquiry. Instruction through readings and other experiences plus
the continued experiencing of the actual classroom operations (new
intake) will continue the process of effectic model building. In this
teacher education process the instructor must continue to supple new
organizers for the student until the models on teaching and learning
desired by the instructor arc consistent with his student's models.

This p.ocess, of course. is far different from existing ones on teacher
education there primarily untried models are given to the student for
storage only. flowever. this development of appropriate behavior through
actual experiencing is most important. Suchman states that the inquire
process affords an openness for continued learning and inquiry by the future
teacher. Few teacher educators would argue against this goal.
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Chapter 12. Concept Formation and
Learning Unit Design

Asahel 'Woodruff' has devoted considerable thought and develop-
mental effort in the area of basic concept formation and the meaning it has
for behavior and learning. As a result he has considered the design of units
for effective learning and concept formation. This chapter will include a
discussion of concept formation, as defined by Woodruff. and unit design.
The implications of these important functions for improved teacher
education will conclude this chapter.

Concept Formation
Woodruff defines the term concept as follows:

General definition of a conceptA concept is a relatively complete and
mei ningful idea in the mind of a person. It is an understanding of something.
It is his own subjective product of his way of making meaning of things he has
seen or otherwise perceived in his experiences. At its most concrete level it is
likely to be a mental image of some actual object or event the person has seen.
At its most abstract and complex level it is a synthesis of a number of
conclusions he has drawn about his experience with particular things.=

Using this definition of concept formation, Wodruff suggests that
a conceptual statement in a form which is useful for planning 1 unit of
instruction is: "A description of the properties of a process, strui... ire, or
quality stated in a form which indicates what has to be demonstiated or
portrayed so a lean-ie.!. can perceive the process, structure or quality for
himself."3

In this case, then, Woodruff has identified three kinds of concepts:

' Dr. Woodruff is Professor of Education at the University of Utah.
2 Woodruff (3).
a Ibid.
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process, structural, and quality. Definitions and examples of these three
kinds of concepts are as follows:

process conceptsA concept of a process, event or behavior and the con
sequences it produces when it occurs. A statement of this kind ',hould take
this form:

events)
t process(es)

Mier.
1 this behavior(s) )

or
these ' circumstance(s)1

1 lc exist(s)
i quality(ies)
t. structure(s)

This

occur(s)

it t
they f

will
tend

to
pro-
duce

this result
or

these feelings
or

these conditions
or

these reactions.

Example: When a person acts adjuf.L:vely, the concepts and value judgments
which mediated the act are empirically tested by the consequences
of the act, and the ensuing perceived results either modify or
reinforce the concept or value.

Struc'itrol conceptsA concept of an object, relationship or structure of
some kind. A statement of this kind should take this form:

quality
process
object
idea has these
condition elements
place
organization I

etc.

1

height
depth
width
number
substance
motion
time units
etc.

form
in this , structure

(2,,nliguration.

Example: The verbal processes of instruction may deal with the (a) parts
of a referent, (b) functions of a referent, (c) characteristics or
qualities of a referent, and/or (d) the way a referent develops in
assisting the learner in the formation of concepts,

Quality conceptsA quality is a property of an object or proces- and has
no independent existence. Nevertheless, we speak of qualities as if
they had independent existence, by abstracting them or taking them
out of objects or processes in which they arc found and by treating
them in the abstract. However, qualities operate in our thinking in
the same way as structures and processes. We see them as structural
entities, or we see them as processes having certain effects. 'Square"
is an abstract structural concept. "Kind" is an abstract process
concept.''

With these basic definitions in mind, the attention can be turned to
Woodruff's basic cybernetic model, "The Cognitive Cycle in Behavior and
Learning" in Figure I. This extensive model is divided into two sections
for discussion purposes.

Ibid,
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Figure I.The Cognitive Cycle in Behavior and Learning with Forms of Conceptual
Elements Located in Relation to the Decision-Making Process.'
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5 Woodruff (3).
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The vc baI statement (structural concept) for the lower part of the model
(Section I) would be as follows:

Human behavior and learning operate in a cycle beginning with
referential-perception input and followed by assimilation, acconinsida.
thin, try-out, and feedback to referential-perception input. Conclu-
sions are products of decisions, and admonitions are deli\ ations from
conclusions.

The organization of the upper part of Figure 1 (Section II) may be
described as follows:

Cognitive meanings take several forms in the brain, each having a
different potential for decision-making process or behavior.

I. Percepts (the sensory beginnings of concepts).

Concepts (organized perceptions: the elements from which decisions
are made) are of three kinds;
a. Processesa concept of a process, event, or behavior and the

consequences it produces when it occurs,
b. Structuresa concept of an object, relationship, or structure of

some kind.
c. Qualitiesa quality is a property of an object or process and has

no independent existence,

3. Derivations from conceptual knowledge.
a. Topicscategories of knowledge for "filing" purposes.
b. Dataitems of information (verbal form) related to concepts.
c. Definitions of termscondensed and generalized concepts."

Woodruff states that this model of learning and behavior is much like
a computer, because there is energy input, in fact a complex energy system,
thus the term cybernetic. Input of perceptions enters through the senses
from the real world outside to the brain system. They are held in storage at
the beginning, but these bits of perceptions begin to become associated in
time as they relate to meaning from the past. As the meanings from these
bits of past perceptions become associated with one another they form
concepts. The concepts at this stage can be either large or small, complete
or incomplete, specific or general, or concrete or abstract ideas. However,
as these concepts accumulate, they begin to act as mediating variables,
which means they are inside the organism between the intake stimuli and
the responses that come from them: they (in turn mediate to) r.hape the
behavior of the individual.

The move is thus made from the concept formation stage to the
decision-making one. Decision-making is choosing on the basis of accumu-
lated ideas. The person looks at the new situation and makes a decision
which is harmonious with and produced by stored concepts, and out of this
kind of mediation emerges the next stage of the trial or adjustive act. This
is the way the individual meets the situation that has stimulated him.

Through this trial performance the individual is putting his ideas to a
test in operation, which involves him in consequences. The consequences

I ;l
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in turn cause a feedback to occur, and as a result of the feedback there is
an entering of percepts into the system again. Therelcre, the entire system
is :Lunn., with new percepts coming in to corm concepts, which
in turn are acted upon by the decision-making a id trial process and
feedback.

This cognitive cycle will continue to function until the situation with
which the individual is confronted is harmonious n"1.11 the concepts that the
individual possesses. In this case ideas give rise to behavior, which gives
rise to fresh input and alters the ideas. Woodruff suggests that this can he
called natural empirical learning. This is the kind of learning that a person
goes through in his experiences at work, in the neighborhood, ath.1. at home.
The individual learns as he goes along, finding that concepts control
behavior in the making of decisions. Decisions lead to acts and acts to con-
s.quences. The consequences then lead to fresh input and an alteration of
ideas. In everyday learning outside the school the cycle goes around and
around.

With this model kept in mind, Woodruff states that there is no such
thing as learning in any real sense. There is nothing but behavior, and
behavior changes while it is going on. Learning, therefore, is a change
in behavior. This requires an experience-centered learning curriculum,
which, Woodruff argues, is not present to any great extent in schools today.
The curriculum currently is concerned mostly with symbolic knowledge.
He believes it is a fundamental error to assume that the normal cycle of
behavior can be suspended in school while a massive verbal exercise is
carried on, with the expectation that this exercise can somehow alter the
behavior which occurs when the normal cycle is again permitted to operate.

In terms of the meaning knowledge has for the cognitive cycle,
Woodruff suggests that knowledge is about the "real world." The real
world consists of objects which are engaged in events which have con-
sequences that impinge upon the self and affect its sense of well being.
Therefore, the five component elements that constitute the significant
aspects of environment as far as learning is concerned are: (a) objects that
are around an individual, (b) the events in which the objects take part,
(c) the consequences of those events, (d) how they impinge upon him. and
(e) how he feels about them. These five kinds of concepts are the ones
that will be forming in the mind of the individual.

Since these are the important concepts in learning, consideration must
be given to how they are formed. Concrete or real things must be taken in
through the perceptual organs where they are registered. .s concrete
form can be referred to as a mental image of objects, and quite naturally is
a derivative of looking at specific objects and events. The individual begins
to do things with these concrete concepts. Hc starts to associate and com-
bine them imaginatively and mold them into different kinds of abstractions,
generalizations, and principles. Perhaps the most important consequence of
combining concrete concepts is that it helps the individual to predict what
is going to happen. These arc termed predictive variables by Woodruff.
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Further, this is what a concept is used for in human behavior: to predict
what is going to happen.

At this stage they become mental constructs, rather than mental
images, because there is nothing out in the real world like the mental con-
structs possessed by the individual, These, mental constructs give rise to
generalized object categories or functionally related sets of el cots which are
seen as total processes with their consequences, and this in turn gives rise
to principles and abstract concepts.. This permits the individual to make
predictions.

As these concepts arc continually forming, the individual can verbalize
them in either written or oral form. Woodruff suggests that this is still
conceptual knowledge. but now it is being expressed verbally. I Ie sees
conceptual knowledge and verbal knowledge as being distinctly different,
resulting from different kinds of input and storage. Verbal expression of
concepts does not make them verbal knowledge. Verbal knowledge consists
of "memorized' data, such as figures. names, dates, words, and paragraphs
learned without meaning.

Woodruff also suggests that in certain subjects which have extensive
symbol systems, an individual can skip steps from one idea to another by
using symbolic strategies, such as logic or statistics, and still arrive at a valid
conclusion. However, this rem be done only after the concepts have been
formed through the above stages. Every subject can be expressed 'in a
rerbal symbolic system, but this does not necessarily lead to the use of
symbol strategies. As long as there is a one-to-one relationship between a
word and a concept, all that is going on is communication. However, a field
such as mathematics has, in addition to its quantitative referents and the
concepts acquired from them, a separate symbol system which is non-
verbal. The system can be referred to verbally, but what actually is referred
to is a set of "numerals" (not nun.i,ers) and their relationship within the
symbol system. It is the systematic movement through that system that
constitutes the symbol strategy. The system is internally tight and logical
and can be studied as a phenomenon without reference to real numbers
and objects. One can learn this form of mathematics without possessing
the concepts of numbers.

Finally, Woodruff suggests that mostly verbal and symbolic knowledge
is used in our public schools today. Of course, concepts cannot be formed
without first having concrete images. Young people must perceive real
things first, then make their own concepts. This is conceptual knowledge
the input of real things and their transformation into conceptual structures.
Therefore, real things must come in through perceptual senses, not through
language. anguage is only a form of expressing one's knowledge. It can
function as a stimulating and suggestive influence on a learner as he
forms his concepts, but not as a substitute for perception.
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rning Unit Design
From the development of ideas on basic concept formation, Woodruff

moves to the important characteristics of an effective instructional unit
which are consistent with and can ,,:complish the Femmes of adequate
concept formation.

In the most complete sense. instruction is aimed at changing behavior.
Therefore, every act of instruction is assumed to be pointed at some be-
havioral act. For that reason it is helpful to think of a unit of instruction as
being built around a terminal behavior.

Behavioral acts obviously vary in size and complexity. Sane are very
simple and spectfic. largely reflexive in form, such those that meet the
criteria of classical cooditioning, which Robert Gag 11(2 calls "Signal Learn-
Mu (Type 1). Some meet the criteria for "operants" (Gagne's Type 2)
and seem tr., be acquired by operant conditioning. Concepts do not seem to
be significant variables in these limited behaviors; but on up the scale of
complexity they become increasingly important, and then decisively
determinant.

Woodruff sees a need for conditioning some behavior. Some processes
require no logical concertual content for their acquisition, and condition:rig
is the best way to effect this behavior. An exiiinpie of terminal behavior is
the act of performing multiplication of three-digit numbers by two-digit
numb:1-s within ten seconds. Another example might be grammatical
expression to be used in the classroom. There is no logic to this learning. so
the terminal behavior is conditioned.

The learning tasks of the school involve some operants, but consist
mostly of more complex behaviors \ VliCh require exensive conceptual
learning. To keep the conceptual content seminal, however, it is \Veil to
build the curriculum around the behaviors \ VC wish to produce and select
concepts which are required to produce those behaviors. Thus the sug-
gested form of' an instructional unit is that of a terminal behavior and all
of the subordinate concepts, ope' ants, symbolic data, and vocabulary
reqvired to pro line it.

A.Viti,out discounting the importance of operant con,litior ing, Wood-
ruff limited his attention in the work under discussion primdrilv to con
e'rptual learning, since teacher:; frequently will be required to pion and
carry out supplementary instructional units for a single concept objective.

According to the cognitive c:cle the subject matter for any Cc: 'cco
automatically becomes the objects. events, and consequences that are taken
in through the sensory ( This perceptual process is the beOlning
of concept for illation. 'Behavior that is mediated by concepts cannot be
conditioned. The exacting conditions required in the cognitive cycle must
he men in order to achieve concept formation. An example of a process
concept is found in this propositional statement: "When dissipative forces
are increased, matter tends loward the' gaseous state'. "' Input of percepts,

'Woodruff (2).
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internal organising of what is perceived, decision-making, trial, and feed-
back will be required to form this concept and mature it. An example of a
structure or object is found in this description of a fugue: "A fugue contains
a theme, repeated mane times, and carried by several different voices in a
non-simultaneous arrangement. with the repetitions phased so as to main-
tair hoth harmony and balance throughout the composition." Such a
construct can he conceived only if it has some actual experience with the
elements included in the construct.

Thus, the instructional unit is designed according to the outcome
desired, whether it be a terminal behavior directly or the acquisition of a
concept or concepts. If one chooses the terminal behavior to be produced
by conditioning processes, Woodruff suggests that the unit should speed\
both the capabilities to be acquired during the instruction and the pre-
requisite capabilities required before the instruction begins. Then there
should be a sequence for the conditioning experiences to be used to reach
the terminal behavior. This is all that is necessary.

In the second operation of building concepts a much different ap-
proach is needed. This unit should include a concept statement which
identifies all of the _amponents contained in the (oncept. Therefore, the
content is not something to be selected: it is derived from the concept to be
acquired. The purpose in writing the concept statement is to identify the
content. In the process concept example (on gases and forces) L;t:Ited above.
the content is dictated by the nature of the concept. In this ease, the
content would have to deal with gases and forces and how they interact.
This entire idea of the relationship of concept to content is quite different
from present curriculum construction practices, but for the adequate
formation of concepts according to Woodruff's cognitive cycle, this must
be the caseconcepts dictate content.

Proceeding with his discussion of unit de.;',gn for concept formation
Woodruff states that conceptual objectives exist in a hierarchy or sequential
taxonomy (see Figure II). At the lower or beginning end is the process of
perception, operating on specific and concrete objects and events in nature.
These are the basic subject matter for the whole curriculum.

The starting point of Figure II is identification. This is where the
sensory percepts are taken into the cognitive cycle; therefore, referential
material is needed. It should be noted that this step in the unit plan can he
omitted if prior identification of phenomena has been accomplished. From
here the differentiation process takes effect to determine with more precise
perception the nature of the phenomena and to find important
characteristics.

Woodruff divides the conceptual objectives at this point into the
process concepts and structural or object concepts. The process objects are
given considerable importance by Woodruff. because these are the ones
that truly affect behavior and behavioral change. The structure concepts

s Ibid.
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Figure II.Hierarchy of Conceptual Objectives.

(e) FORNIAT1ON OF A PRINCIPLE
Assumes a repertoire of specific in
stances of a process and its con-
sequences, and requires discovery
of invariable relationships among
them

(d) RECOGNITION OF VALUE
Assumes concepts of processes and
consequences, and requires perecp
ticn of how people feel about the
consequences

(c) FORMING OF PROCESS
CONCEPTS
(i) NATURAL PROCESSES

AND PROCEDURES

(ii) TECHNICAL PROCESSES
TO ASSIST LEARNING
OR TO GUIDE THE
FORMING OF A CON-
CLUSION OR DECISION

Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation
Problem solving
Self-directed learning

Assumes identification of a class of
events and the consequences they
consistently produce

" Woodruff (I)
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(I) FORMING MORE GENERAL
GROUPS
Assumes awareness of pervasive
common characteristics and their
differentiation from irrelevant
differential characteristics

(c) FORNI1NG A CLASS CONCEPT
(GENERAL)

Assumes differentiation of charac-
teristics to be used for classifying
objects or eVent,,

(Structure)

(b) DIFFERENTIATION
Assumes identification, and requires un,re
precise perceptions to fiml differentiating
characteristics

(a) 1NDENTIFICATION
Assumcs no prior learning, but requires
sensory ability to perceive, and refer
ential materials to he perceived



play a secondary role. Nloying up the ladder of process concepts, three
other considerations are necessary.

First, the formation of process concepts by the natural processes and
procedures defined in Woodruff's cognitive cycle or by such technical
processes as forming conclusions through analysis or synthesis is necessary.
Through this concept formation activity, concepts of processes and con-
sequences arc formed. As the consequences arc perceived, the perception of
how one feels about the consequences also takes place. Woodruff identifies
this as the recognition-of-value level, and he points out that this value idea
is gained at the same time the process concept is formed. This means, then,
that the affective and cognitive elements of a concept are formed at the same
time. The formation of the principle occurs next in the process concept.
This is where the variable relationships of specific instances of a process and
its consequences are formed. The formation of process concepts, then, has
the power to effect behavior of the individual, for behavior is essentially the
use of processes.

Moving up the hierarchy on the right-hand or structure concept side,
the classification of objects or events occurs after the differentiation of
characteristics is completed. Classifying is essentially the forming of more
general groups. As an example, structural concepts building about dogs in
general might begin upon perceiving both eats and dogs. First the dif-
ferentiation takes place, then the classifying of characteristics of dogs.
Finally a general group called dogs is formed by viewing common char-
acteristics and their general differentiation from both irrelevant differential
characteristics and the characteristics of cats.

Any level in this hierarchy can be used if the following criteria are
satisfied: (a) The behavior to be attar d, or the concept to be acquired,
is stated clearly, precisely, anc completely. (b) The prerequisite com-
petencies or concepts arc identified and are present in the learner. ) The
sequence of appropriate experiences is specified to lead from the
prerequisite competencies to the target belmvior or concept."'

Other considerations for designing an instructional unit are advanced
by Woodruff. He suggests that the unit should in :iicatc how the referential
elements will be brought into focus for learning, that is, how the teacher
will bring to the students the elements for initial perception. This requires
a decision, because the student may have enough input present in storage
so that he may not require a perceptual process. Then he can proceed with
a concept organizing process. Of course, the reverse, no previous input,
could be possible. In that case adequate perception must be supplied. An
inventory by the teacher should determine the case.

If the elements have rot been adequately perceived before, the unit
should indicate the sequence in which they are to he shown, media and
materials to be used, and directions to be provided to guide the learner's
attention. The nature of the cognitive cycle expressed by Woodruff

1° Ibid.
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',Figure I) should be observed closely for this introduction of basic elements
to students.

If, however, the percepts or sub-concepts used in forming the new
concept are already internalized by the learner, the unit should provide for

recall and review by furnishing appropriate stimuli to evoke recall and
by providing an organizing focus for selecting relevant components and
assembling them. This can be done through appropriate verbal statements
and the use of selected media and materials. Further. Woodruff suggests
that this can be accomplished by providing ways of using the newly formed
concept to activate the empirical cycle of learning. The unit. then, should
provide a response-requiring situation in which the new concept is relevant
and in which the learner's adjustment will be affected by his responses. It
should also require the learner to make a decision using his concept and act
on it. Finally, it should help him interpret the consequences, related both
to meaning and to value. All of the statements in this paragraph should
cause the reader to review Woodruf's notions on basic concept formation
again, because designing the learning unit follows the statements on
concept formation.

The next step in designing the unit requires that it contain a calculated
balance between referential input and interpretive discussion, as appro-
priate to the readiness of the learner. Woodruff sees four possible alterna-
tives here. First, learning may begin on the perceptual level and stay there
to produce identification and differentiation only. Second, learning may
begin on the perceptual level and move to an organizing level through
discussion. Third, learning may begin on the organizing level, using only
percepts and sub-concepts already present in the learner. Or fourth,
learning may shuttle between the two levels when new percepts are needed
to support or suggest organizing ideas. Again, designing the unit requires
decisions by the teacher concerning the readiness of the student and the
level at which learning should begin.

In the next step, Woodruff suggests that the unit include teaching
strategies and verbal patterns that the teacher can use to stimulate the
acquisition of appropriate levels of meaningfulness by the learner. The
levels of meaningfulness are those found in Figure II: indentification,
differentiation, forming concepts of processes and their consequences (from
simple to complex), forming concepts of possible goals and their relative
values, forming concepts of principles, forming concepts of general classes
of objects or events (simple or complex), and forming concepts of special
technical Irocesses one may use to improve the quality of the learner's
mental activities (i.c., analysis. synthesis, and evaluation). Since the learner
should experience these levels of meaningfulness in the process of concept
formation, the strategics and verbal patterns are most important. Woodruff
suggests that some strategics for this area of unit designing would be found
in the work by Smith (Chapter 2), Bellack (Chapter 6), and Taba
(Chapter 3). For verbal interaction patterns, see Flanders (Chapter 5) and
Gallagher (Chapter 10).
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The next step in designing a unit is to designate the imput of symbolic
materials to be memorized. The input of symbolic materials should be
restricted to: (a) vocabulary related to the concept, (b) non-verbal signs
and symbolic strategies required by the concept, and (c) data essential to
communicating ideas about the concept and for using the concept in
decision-making." Also, the input of ,embolic materials should be accom-
panied by provision for memorization of those materials and practice of any
strategies involved. This is important when considering the u. of symbolic
materials. An admonition by Woodruff regarding symbolic materials is that
there should be no attempt to introduce new referential input by verbal
processes. This would, of course, violate the basic idea of concept formation
with its sensory percept intake component.

The final consideration in designing a learning unit is that the unit
must provide for any necessary motor learning required for the use of the
concept or terminal behavior in adjustment-requiring situations. In other
words. if the unit requires an overt behavior, the motor learning to accom-
plish this behavior must be considered so that the process and goal are
consistent.

Studying the basic ideas advanced by Woodruff, it is possible to sec
some significant implications for teaching and the teacher education process.
A discussion of some implications follows.

Implications for Improved Teacher Education
First of all, one might look at Woodruff's work from the point of view

of actual activities currently in practice in public school teaching. Woodruff
argues that very little effort is being expended in the area of concept
formation utilizing sensory input at the first level. There appears to be
much more content devoted to the use of verbal symbolic knowledge
through books and other writings. This will not adequately foster cone ept
formatio..i if sensory input has not preceded it. This fact is most important
for teaching young people, and the ramifications of this idea must be given
serious consideration.

Another salient feature of Woodruff's work is that of stating objectives
in terms of behaviors and their concepts. The cur! ent practice is to draw
out the concepts from the content to he taught. According to Woodruff,
this is wrong because it gives priority to verbal information instead of to
behavior. From the concept, the content necessary to form it adequately
must be outlined. In other words, the concept, either process or structural,
must be stated and then the content of subject matter, the events and objects
of the real world around the student, suggested. Once this is accomplished,
the inventory of the student's perceptual intake should be made to deter-
mine the level at which the concept formation can begin.

The teacher educator and his students should review carefully these
two major ideas and other ideas developed by Woodruff. A basic under-

.
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standing of concept formation, the cognitive cycle, and the kinds of con-
cepts identified above is a "must" for the future teacher. Once the under-
standing is present, then actual experiencing of these ideas is imperative to
enable the preservicc student to view what is necessary for the concept
formation act.

The teacher education student should have a knowledge of and
experience in programming experiences for concept formation as advocated
by Woodruff. This requires that one understand the concepts, the use of
knowledge, and the media and materials appropriate for the unit. Carefully
designing the unit according to the principles of concept formation will,
therefore, insure a desired outcome.

There arc perhaps two other significant implications for teacher
educators and students to consider from 'Woodruff's work. One is the use
of media and materials. If the idea of concept formation is to he followed
closely, the sensory input area becomes very important. Basic concepts are
formed from a direct experience of the real world around the Young student.
Therefore, the student must perceive these experiences directly from the
outside world through various kinds of media and material. Also, if the
basic percepts have been previously acquired by the student, the teacher
must then move from sensory input to the concept organizing process. This,
too, requires media and materials to some extentto evoke recall, provide
focus, and place the percepts in the learning cycle. Thus, media and
materials play an important part in concept formation.

The second implication is that the teacher must have a good knowl-
edge of the idea to be taught before he can begin. This requires an under-
standing of the concepts that the teacher will teach and enough depth on
the subject to enable him to show the students, not tell them, to enable the
students themselves to build the concepts. Media and materials find their
way into this process also.

In summation, to use \Voodruff's work on concept formation and
designing units for effective teaching may require some significant changes
in teacher education. However, if these processes are acquired by the
future teacher, a much higher and more analytical level of performance
will be practiced in the school classroom. This should he considered a most
desirable goal for teacher education.
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Chapter 13. Educational Goals

Dean David Krathwohl' and his associates have given considerable
thought to the area of educational goals, their classification, and the
meaning they hold for the educative process. In addition, Krathwohl has
considered the place of educational objectives at various levels of detail for
the educational process. This chapter will include a review of the role of
educational goals at various stages of development of an instructional
program and the statements of goals. It will be concluded with implications
of goal statements for improving teacher education.

Krathwohl states that educational objectives should be expressed at
three levels of specificity, corresponding to three phases of the develop-
ment of instruction.2 The first level is the most general level and is used
primarily for program planning at the broad and abstract level. This
involves the statement of pals for types of courses and areas of study for
several 'cars of education within a school system. Such a statement of goals
at the general level might be developed for the elementary school, the junior
high school, or the senior high school. The second level of goal statement
is the intermediate level. This more concrete level is for curriculum devel-
opment. This includes behavioral objectives and more specific goals for an
instructional course or unit within the curriculum. The third level, the
most specific level, is geared toward instructional material building and
focuses on specific lesson plans and sequencing of specific goals.

To he most useful, statements of goals should be stated in terms of
overt behavior that can be seen and measured, because, as Krathwohl
argues, specifying educational objectives in terms of behavior is the most
meaningful and powerful way to analyze the instructional process. If the
teacher holds to the commonly accepted definition that education should

' Dr. Krathwohl is Professor of Education and Dean at Syracuse University.
From an all-college address presented at State University College, Ceneseo,

New York, on April 25, 1966. For a complete discussion on this topic, see
Krathwohl (4).
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change student behavior, he must state goals in terms of the kinds of
behavior desired. The teacher's job is to structure the school situation to
enable students to learn appropriate behavior and practice it. Phrasing
statements in behavioral terms eliminates poorly defined educational goals.

Such goals as the student should become a good citizen" are spelled out
in terms of the kinds of behaviors which a good citizen displays. There are
then statements, such as, the student shall be able to identify and appmke
judgments and values involved in the choice of a course of political action";
"he shall display skill in identifying different appropriate roles in a democratic
group"; or "he will be able to relate principles of civil liberties and civil rights
to current events."3

With a clear understanding of behavioral objectives the teacher can
strive for appropriate behavior from his students. Further, the teacher's task
of ascertainhg the degree of achievement of goals is much easier, for he
needs only to provide appropriate situations which would evoke the desired
behavior.

One might argue that if a school system or the teacher makes a state-
ment of goals at the specific level for a given lesson plan, there is no real
need for an expression of goals at the two more abstract levels. The
specific level is where the actual changing of behavior is occurring. How-
ever, Krathwohl suggests that all levels are important for the analysis of
the instructional program of the school because:

I. Each level of analysis permits the development of the next more
specific level.

2. Mastery objectives can be analyzed to greater specificity than transfer
objectives.

3. Curricula gain adoption by consensus that what is taught is of value.
Consensus is easily gained at ,.he more abstract levels of analysis.

4. There are usually several alternative ways of analyzing objectives at
the more specific level. Objectives at the more abstract level provide
a referent for evaluating these alternatives.''

In the first instance cited above, there is a need in curriculum building
to have a statement of goals moving from the very general and abstract to
the very specific behaviors desired in the classroom. In the example on
citizenship cited above, one can sec the need for a general expression of
goals at the abstract level, followed by a more specific expression of
behaviors. Each level of expression guides the total development of the
one following.

In his second statement, Krathwohl suggests that not all goals can be
completely specified at the third level. Some objectivesfor instance, the
recall of the sums of pairs of numbers below tencan be specified in com-
plete detail; and all the possible examples of the behavior can be specified,
i.e., the possible pairs of numbers between zero and nine. Other objectives
can be specified only at the general level, since specific applications cannot

3 Krathwohl (4), p. 84.
4 Ibid., p. 86.
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be anticipated. Further, one cannot specify various modifications in

behavior needed in the variety of situations in which it will be used.
Consider as examples the appreciation of use of shading and color in
painting or the ability to effectively address an audience.

In his third argument, Krathwohl suggests that consensus of edu-
cational goals is more possible at the very abstract levels. Few educators
would argue with the general level goal that a student should become a
good citizen, but agreement might he difficult to reach concerning how to
effect specific behavior leading to this general goal. In this case the general
objective is a point from which the more specific goals can be defined. The
general goal can be changed when necessary, as can the specific goals.

Finally, Krathwohl suggests that there arc several ways to move f -cm
the intermediate to the very specific level. The analysis of specifics becomes
much easier, because the intermediate level provides selected referents for
evaluating the specific alternatives. This is important for the educative
process, because it promotes analytic behavior by the classroom teacher.

ihe Use of Taxonomies
It appears quite clear that there must be a statement of objectives at

three levels to increase analyses of educational goals in behavioral terms.
Krathwohl focuses attention on measures to facilitate the statements of
objectives.

For the intermediate level Krathwohl suggests that the taxonomies'
have been quite useful in analyzing objectives. The two taxonomies will
therefore receive some attention here.

The taxonomies grew out of a desire to eliminate confusion regarding
evaluation of educational objectives. These writings attempted to develop
some commonality in terms used between evaluators and between institu-
tions. With a common, precise means of communicating educational goals,
some sharing of learning devices, materials, and curricula could occur. The
taxonomy used by Krathwohl is basically a classification system of the kinds
of behavior that should result from a learning session; therefore, pupil
behavior is emphasized. Each behavioral objective is divided into two parts:
the behavior the student should demonstrate and the subject matter or
content used by the student. Behaviorally-stated teacher goals arc Krath-
wohl's main concern; the taxonomy does not classify the content or
subject maker itself.

Two taxonomies have been developed and published: the cognitive
domain and the affective domain. There is an investigation to determine
the feasibility of developing the Psycho-Motor Domain, which would
include physical education and technical subjects.

Krathwohl describes the taxonomies as follows:

Basically the taxonomy is an educational-logical-psychological classification
system. The terms in this order reflect the emphasis given to the organizing

See Bloom, at al. (1), and Krathwohl, at al. (2).
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principles upon which it is built, It makes educational distinctions in the sense
that the boundaries between categories reflect the decisions that teachers make
among qudent behaviors in their development of curriculum, and in choos:ng
learning situations. It is a logical system in the sense that its terms are defined
precisely and are used consistently. In addition, each category permits logical
subdivisions which can be clearly defined and further subdivided as necessary
and useful, Finally the taxonomy seems to he consistent with our present
understanding of psychological phenomena, though it does not rest on any
single theory.

The scheme is intended to be purely descriptive so that every type of edto
cational goal can be represented. It does not indicate the value or quality of one
class as compared to another. It is impartial with respect to views of education.
One of the tests of the taxonomy has been that of inclusivenesscould (it] only
classify kinds of educational objectives (if stated as student behaviors) iii
the framework: In general, it seems to have met this test."

Cognitive Domain

The cognitive domain is basically divided into a category labeled
"knowledge" and five categories of the skills and abilities to use this
knowledge. A brief outline of the cognitive domain follows:

1.00 Knowledge
1.10 Knowledge of Specifics

1.11 Knowledge of Terminology
1.12 Knowledge of Specific Facts

1.20 Knowledge of 117ays and Weans of Dealing With Specifics
1.21 Knowledge of Conventions
1.22 Knowledge of Trends and Sequences
1.23 Knowledge of Classifications and Categories
1.24 Knowledge of Criteria
1.25 Knowledge of A lethodology

1.30 Knowledge of the Universals and Abstractions in a Field
1.31 Knowledge of Principles and Generalizations
1.32 Knowledge of Theories and Structures

2.00 Comprehension
2.10 Translation
2.20 Interpretation
2.30 Extrapolation

3.00 Application

4.00 Analysis
4.10 Analysis of Elements
4.20 Analysis of Relationships
4.30 Analysis of Organizational Principles

° Krathwohl (3), p. 21.
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5.00 Synthesis
5.10 Production of a Unique Communication
5.20 Production of a Plan, or Proposed Set. of Operations
5.30 Derivation of a Set of Abstract Relations

6.00 Evaluation

6.10 Judgments in Terms of Internal Evidence
6.20 Judgments in Terms of External Criteria"

Within the taxonomy on the cognitive domain, there are subcate-
gories, definitions, illustrative objectives taken from educational literature,
a summary of the kinds of test items that can be used in each category, some
discussion on the problems involved in evaluating behavior in each
category, and many examples of test items.

Krathwohl states that this Taxonomy is hierarchical in nature, because
each category is included within the next higher category. Each category
requires the behavior of the one previous to it, thus effecting a simple to
complex motion. Ile further states:

Perhaps the idea of the continuum is most easi;y gained from looking at
the major headings of the cognitive domain, which include knowledge (recall
of facts, prir.,:iples, etc.), comprehension (ability to restate knowledge in new
words), application (understanding well enough to break it apart into its
parts and make the relations among ideas explicit), synthesis (the ability to
produce wholes from parts, to produce a plan of operation, to derive a set of
abstract relations), and evaluation (the ability to judge the val172 of material
for given purposes"

Affective Domain

Krathwohl states that there arc poorer educational objectives in the
affective domain than in the cognitive domain. Many problems exist in
defining appreciation, value, and attitude. In developing the taxonomy, an
attempt was made to attach certain meanings to terms such as interest,
value, attitudes, and appreciations. This was abandoned in favor of the
use of a process called ';nternalization" as a structuring principle for the
hierarchical framework of the Taxonomy. Internalization in this case means
the change or inner growth that occurs in an individual as he becomes aware
of and adopts certain attitudes and principles which are inherent in forming
selected value judgments and behaving according to his values. Krathwohl
suggests that it is quite similar to socialization. An understanding of the
internalization process may be gained from a study of the taxonomy
structure of the affective domain, discussed below and shown in ounine
form in this chapter.

We begin with the individual's being a-:are of the stimuli which initiate
the affective behavior and which form the context in which the affective be-
havior occurs. Thus, the lowest category is 1.0 Receiving. It is subdivided into

7 Bloom, et al. (1).
Krathwohl (4), p. 87.
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